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Abstr act
This study was des igned to asse ss the current level of teach er s' comput er
and information technology competencies, assess the att itude of teachers toward
computer and infonnation technologies, and relate the level of teacher
compet encies and attitudes toward computers to age, gender , school type and
geographic locati on.
A thorough review 01the literature revealed two suitable instruments, the
Technology Needs Assessment Instrument (Alliance of Connecticut Regional
Education Serv ice Center , 1997) and the Teacher Atti tude Toward Technology
Survey (Ch ristensen and Knezek, 1996 ); wh ich when combined, adequately
addresse d the research question s. Over 380 of the 540 employees (teachers) in 31
schools in Schoo l District #3 in Western Newfound land returned the surveys. The
responde nts were inservi ce teachers rangi ng in age from 20 to over 50 years , with 2
to over 25 years of teach ing experience, from a variety 01school type s, and were
fa ir1y evenly represented by gender and urb an and rura llocalion.
The findings sugges t that teachers in Newfoundland and Labrad or require a
significant amount of training to meet the International Society for Techno logy in
Education founda tion standards for all educators; there are signif icant diffe rences in
the view of males and females with regard to their techn ology competency; younge r
teachers tend to view themselves as more competent in the use of technology than
older teachers; and elementary teachers appear to view themselves as having less
technology competence than other teachers while high school teachers tend to view
themselves as having more technology competence than other teachers. The
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attitude of Newfoundland and Labrador teachers toward computer technology is
generally positive (with some attitud inal differences between males and females ,
younger and older teachers, and urban and rura l teachers ). A strong positive
correlation was found betwe en posit ive attitudes toward computers and leache r
competency levels in compute r and infonn ation techno logy. Overall , it was
recommended that training and support of teacher technology use in the dassroom
should become a priority at all levels. This should include the allocati on of a greater
porti on of buoqets to teacher training and support , development of technology plans
that specify which standards should be used for student learn ing, teacher educat ion
and mservtce . technology resources, and technical support .
Centers for teacher traini ng should be developed in each region of the
province which support , encourage and assist teachers in the integration of
technology in the d assroom. Stakeholders must work together to explore ways to
provide cost effect ive, easily accessable distance education prog rams in computer
and informat ion techno logy to teachers in the ir schools and homes
Stakeholders shou ld identify and implement methods in their technology
plans which build on the pos itive altit udes of teachers and provide and improve
training opportunities wtlich take advantages of and reinforce these attitudes.
Technology is an ever-ehanging field and, for teachers to keep up, life long learning
and a commitment to self training is required
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTIO N
Techno logy is a distinctly human endeavor that modifies and is modified by
human activity. Since the invention of stone tools. technological applications have
provided, and will continue to provide, humans with the ability to modify their
environment At present, the most ubiquitous of these teclvlologies are computers,
computer networks and related peripherals. Because advances in computer and
information technology have the potenti al to affect all areas of human existence, it is
vital that students understa nd the interrelationships of this technology with other
technologie s, the environment, and human activity.
Computer and information technology encompass tools and strategies for
solving problems, using information, increasing productivity and enhancing personal
grtl'Nth. Knowledge and skills that were unheard of a decade ago are critical for
tedlnological literacy today. Examples include: a knowledge of how to access and
produce information stored electron ically ; the ability to access information on the
Intemet; local databases of material in publ ic libraries; and communication through
global networks
The concept of basic literacy, the minimum necessary skills for a person's
economic survival, has changed with time. In the early part of this century to be
literate meant to be able to write one's name. Later, literacy came to mean the
ability to read and write; and today it implies the ability to read, write and compute
To effect ively function in society there is a need to unders land the language and
terminology of the society and be able to make effect ive decisions about tedmology.
In this new kind of society fewer jobs will be open to the und ereducated, and skills
that are cons idered higher level , such as problem solving, analysis, synthesis,
critical thinking, and communications will be essential for many workers (Hunt, 1983;
Jones, Va ldez, Nowakoski, & Rasmussen , 1995a)
Technology and globa l developments have created a fiercely competitive
marketplace . Today, as never before , economic and social well -being depends on
the capacity to make the most effective use of human resources and to maintain
workforce skills. The growing complexity of jobs in Canadia n and intemat ionat
workplaces increases the demands being placed on workers . For many, the literacy
skills that earlie r enabled us to do our jobs effectively are no longer suffici ent
(Conference Board of Canada, 1998). Business and industry seek employees who
are technologically literate and able to participate in a highly skilled, technologi cally
rich work force that adapts readily to constantly changing technol ogy . Employees
must have skills, strategies and tools for finding , retrieving and analyz ing this
information . and dealing with techno logical change in the workplace. Business
requires perso nnel who are able to think critically and be adaptable to change. The
worker of today must posses s a diverse skill set and be engaged in life-long
leaming.
It is crit ical that schools seek ways to enhance the leam ing and teaching
environment in order that all students will have the required skills to succeed in adult
life. Schools must prepare individuals to create , gather , retrieve, store, analyze,
synthesize and present information to solve problems. Graduates lacking these
technologi cal capab ilit ies will be isolated from information that drives the world of
work and they will be unabl e 10 participate fully in a democratic society (State of
Ar izona, 1997) .
Throughout history , techno logical change has influenced the teaching and
leam ing process . Teachers will continue to be challenged by n8'N and emerging
technolo gies. The current challenge for schools is to determine how we educate
students to ut ilize compute r and information techn ology for solving prob lems and
meeting needs and thus facilitate n8'N knowledge integration in all face ts of life. To
meet the challenge, we must help students gain knowledge about, deve lop skills in
using, and apply and interact with computer and information technology.
In order to do th is we must keep in mind that much of the research on
transfer of leaming strongly supports the position that instruct ion and education al
activities shoul d closely parallel the fina l desired behav ior (Barron & Goldman,
1994). Because society needs people adept at using computer and information
technology, we should incorporate computer and information techno logy as students
develop prob lem-solving skills and strateg ies in the ir classrooms and school-t o-work
environments. The tools , skills and computer technology must be used in context.
Unders tand ing thai students have different leaming styles , we can help them use
technology as a means to apply the academics they leam in schoc t within the
context of the reel-wend. Computer and information technology instruction is
becom ing an integra l part of a student's educationa l experie nce (Barron & Goldman ,
1994 ; Govemme nt of Newfoundland and Labrador, 199Gb; Governmen t of
Newfound land and labrador, 1996c; Province of Alberta , 1998 ; State of Arizon a,
1997).
The pervasive nature of comp uter and information technology into , for
example, elementary, intermediate and secondary schools has led to ina-eased
student use and the need for teachers to ga in the skills to become compet ent in
their use . The skills required range from those in basi c compute r and information
techn ology, to how to impl ement techn ology across the curriculum, how to assess
the appropria te use of technology, and how to measure student achievement for a
given leaming situation (Department of Education, 1986; Govern ment of
Newfoundland and l abrador, 1996c ; Province of Alberta , 1998; State of North
Carolina , 1996 ).
Curriculum implementation is strongly influe nced by the beliefs and
perceptions of classroom teachers and principa ls. Th is is support ed by Aitkenhead's
(1985) findi ngs which further contend that the value system and beliefs of teachers
does not allow for new approaches, Many of these computer and information
technolog y too ls requir e patterns of thinking inconsistent with teachers' current
beliefs and values. He suggests that only by gaining an understanding of the system
of thought that teach ers brin g to their work will curriculum specia lists understand the
key fadors for chang e and implementation of innovation s.
ln a number of Newfoundland and Labrador schools , teacher s and students
are ad ively engaged in using computer and information technology tools as a part
of daily life and a natural part of learn ing activities . These are the techno logy user s,
the "h eve" teachers and students. Others, the "have not" teachers and students are
not able to share in the use of technology mainly because of a lack of knowledge,
skills and/or resources. For many teachers , the time, the resou rces , or a rong-tenn
inservice plan to expan d their technolog ica l capacity has been lacking. The
provision of a quality , multif aceted long-term tnservice plan which accounts for
careful attention to adult learnin g theory and current professional development
models is required. The solution also requ ires the development of innovative ways
to acquire the necessary inservice time and appropriate resources: human, physica l
and financial
Two major areas to be cons idered in designi ng an effect ive teacher inservice
plan for technology integration are teacher attitudes toward, and competency levels
with respect to, computer and information technologies. Current teacher
competencies will dete rmine the subject and depth of treatment; and, teacher
attitude will determme the approach the inservice wi ll take in addressing the
inservice need
Stern & Keislar (1977) did an extensive review of teachers ' attitudes and
attitude change in teachers. They discovered that teachers' alt itudes do make a
difference in the teaching process and that the attitude of teachers can be altered
To effect cha nge in attitude, an adequate orientation period is required for teachers
to explore and und erstand the innovation. A positive attitude towards an innovation
is enhanced through familiarity . With knowledge, familiarity , and competence any
established negat ive fee lings tend to disappear or become more positive (Beasley &
Sutton, 1993 ; Lilla rd, 1985; loyd & Gressard , 1996 ; Stem & Keislar, 1977).
KOOhang(1989) sugges ted that where a negati ve or ambivalent attitude toward
computers exists it can be a deterrent to us ing computers in the class room Positive
teach er attitudes toward computer s are recogni zed as a condition for their effective
use (Woodrow, 1992) .
Ely (1995 ) states that "decisions can be made from the 'top' but unless the
c lassroom teacher is convinced that (a) change is important and (b) has the
knowledge and skills 10 make il happen, innovations will langu ish even as
equipment gathers dust" (p. 2). In order to integrate computer and mrormenon
techno logy into school curricu lum, teachers need to be competent in the use and
appl ication of these technologies The degree of benefit to students will depend on
the skill and competencies teachers have with respect to these new tools (Panel on
Educational Technology, 1997). Successful implementations are associated with
trained and knowl edgeable teachers in the classr oom (Bracewell & l aferriere,
1996 ). Since the introduction of microcomputers in d assrooms, the education
community has recognized thai the redesign of teacher education and training is
essentia l to succes sful integration of techno logy in d assroom instruction . 'While
much has changed over the years, the need for teacher support and training has
not, as the importance of traini ng teachers and admin istrator is the key 10 successful
implementation of technology in the classroom" (Banks, Searcy, & Omcreqie , 1997,
p. 6)
Fabry & Higgs (1997) state that "one place to impact change is with a
technology plan that begins with a needs assessment of all educators deal ing with
technology integration in sc-oots " (p.396). They go on to state that "if sdlools are to
move forward, it is essential lhat they know where they are and what their vision of
the future holds" (p. 396). One of the main problems with determination of the need
for inservice in Newfoundland and labrador schools is that there has been litt le or
no comprehensive skill competency assessment or attitude evaluationlte sting done
to assess the level of proficiency or need and confirm the seriousness of the
inservice problem with respect to technology.
Statemen t of th e Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine which computer and information
technology skills teachers have along with their level of readiness to integrate
computer and information technology into the classrooms of Newfoundland and
l abrador schools . Overall, the study assessed the current level of competencies
and attitudes of teachers toward computer and information technologies
The problems to be addressed in this study were to: 1) assess the level of
technological competencies of Newfoundland and l abrador's teachers with respect
to International Society for Technology Education (ISTE, 1997) foundation
standards for educators; 2) determine how Newfoundland and Labrador teachers
vary wilh respect 10 the level of computer and information techno logy competencies
by analyzing selected demogra phic information and other characterist ics; 3) assess
the attitude of Newfoundland and Labrador' s teachers toward computer and
information techno logy ; 4) determ ine how Ne'Nfoundland and Labrador teachers
vary with respect to alt itude toward computer and informatio n technolog y by
analyzing selected demographic information and other characteristics and ; 5)
determ ine the relationship between the level of related technological competenci es
and the alti tude toward computer and information technology of Newtoundtend and
Labrador teachers
Background and Rationale for th e Study
The development of the document, A Framework for Computer and
Information Technolog y Integra tion . including prescribed general curricu lum
outcomes , key stage outcomes and specific leaming outcomes wi ll be completed in
the Spring of 1999 (Government of Newtounorano and Labrador, 1998). This
Department of Education document , currently in draft form, outl ines the outcomes
and skills students wi ll be requi red to leam or acquire at each key stage . By stating
these outcomes for students , it also frames the skill sets that teachers must ha....e to
assist students. In order to achieve the latter , teachers must become competent
through development of their own skills
The Technology Education Center, Comer Brook, Newfound land, is a
partnership between the Colleg e of the North Atlantic, School District #3 • Comer
Brook - Deer l ake - St. Barbe and Sir Wilfe d Grenfe ll College, Memorial University
of Newfound land. A major part of its mandate is to develop programs for teacher
inservce, consult with schools to develop school-based inservice . and support
individual teachers in skills acquis ition and development of strategies to integrate
computer and informati on techno logy into the learning environment. To plan
effect ive profess ional development and make the best use of the scarce teacher
inservice time, it is cr itical to have an up-to-date needs assessment of teacher
competencies related to computer and information technologies . This will enable
more effect ive planning for ineervice to address the most critical needs for Schoo l
District #3 • Comer Brook - Deer l ake - St. Barbe as well as the development of a 3-
5 year professional development plan for the district and each schoo l in the district
A review of the literatu re revealed that there are few studies of teacher
ted"lnology compete ncies , with no published studies referr ing to Newfoundland and
labrador, or even Canad ian teachers. More studies were found relati ng to the
attitudes of teachers towards technology ; but, few were found which specifically
addressed Newfoundland and l abrador teachers. This lack of literature further adds
to the need for this exploratory study.
Signifi can ce of the Study
Cons iderable resources have been expended to place computers in schoo ls.
In the past decade , millions of dollars have been spent by the federal and provincial
govem ments, school boards, schools , parent teacher associations, school councils,
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and school partners on deve loping a capa city for compu ter and informat ion
technology in many locations, includ ing Nevvfound land and labrador schools . Many
educators and pa rents are recognizing the effects of th is influx of technology and
associated resources on teachi ng and learning (Government of Newfound land and
Labrador, 1996a; Govern ment of Newfound land and Labrador, 1996c; Province of
Alberta , 1998 ; Stale of North Carol ina , 1996; State of Vermont Dep artment of
Education, 1996 ).
The implementation of the program art iculated in A FrameWOl'kfor Cross·
Curricular Computer Integration (Government of Nev¥'found land and Labrador I 1998)
will influence the direction of professional development prog rams in Newfound land
and Labrador. As prepar ations are made for the increased use of techno logy and
the specifi c traini ng of teachers to implement programs to realize these computer
and information technology outcomes , it is important for policy makers, educators,
and researchers 10 understand how teachers relate to this technology (Martin,
Heller, & Mahmound , 1992). Understanding the variables of personal mot ivation is
valuable to tho se involved in slaff development or instruct ional des ign for teachers '
compute r use . They need to be sens itive to the characteristics of the ir audience and
for the design or delive ry of instruction for adopting innovative be havior and
computer integr ation in particular (Marcinkiewicz , 1994)
The first step in any well-developed professional developme nt plan is an
accurate assessment of the need for inservice and the delimitat ion of factors
affecting the perce ived need . The best assessment of the current state of leach er
ucompetenc ies in co mputer and information technologies is to use a self-assessment
instrument to measure these competencies (see Ap pendix A). Combine d with an
attitud e toward computers scale and a collection of appropriate demographic
informa tio n, th is assessment , it was anticipa ted . wou ld allow an ana lys is of the
scope of the task of moving teache rs to the appropriate levels of the many
technological competencies requi red to effe ct ive ly implement program s and thus
address the identified student outcomes re lated to technology. It should also
facil itate the de velopme nt of short -term inservice p lans and an effect ive 3-5 year
plan for teacher profe ssiona l development
Research Quest ions
Th is study was guided by the foll owing research quest ions ·
1. What is the level of computer and information technologi es competencies of
Newfoundland and l abrador teachers with respect to the Intemational
Society for Technology in Education standards?
2. How do Newfoundland and labrador teachers vary with respect to their level
of computer and information technology competencies when analyzed by
selected demograph ic information and other characteristics (gender, age,
school type, and geographic location)?
\Nhat is the current attitude of Newfoundland and l abrador teachers toward
computer and information technologies as measured on scales related to
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enthusiasm/enjoyment, anx iety , avoidance , attitu de toward email, neg ative
impact on soci ety , and productivity?
How do Newfound land and Labrador teachers vary with respect to the ir
attitud e toward computer and information techno log ies when ana lyzed by
selected demographic information and othe r char acteristics (gender, age ,
schoo l type , and geographic location )?
Wh at is the relationship betwee n teachers attitu de towar d computers and
their levels of computer and information technology competencies?
Limita tio ns of the Study
The instruments reviewed and used in this study were developed for teacher s
in the United Stated , and as such , they may contain a regiona l bias, although none
were detected by the author Of the experts who reviewed the instrument. Also . this
study focu sed on the teachers in School District # 3 • Comer Brook - Dee r Lake -St
Barbe schoo ls. The resu lts may , therefore , not rea dily be generaliZable to teache rs
in other schoo l distr icts or in other province s. By and large the te acher s in this
province receive training in educa tion from the same teacher trainin g prog ram and
are required to teach a common curriculum therefore , the findi ngs may be
generali zable to distr icts with a simila r makeu p of teacher population in the province
of Newfound land and Labrador.
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Defini tion of Key Terms
For the purpose of this study a number of terms were def ined
Curri cu lum integration:
A knowledge, view and curriculum approach that consciously applies
methodology and language from more that one discipline to examine a
central theme, issue , problem , top ic, or experience.
Computer Integration
A knowledge, view and curr iculum approach that consciously applies
compu ter and information technologies and skills as an integra l part of
other disciplines.
Computer Anx iety:
The psycho logical , physical , or sociological discomfort or fear
associated with using a computer (Speier, Morris , & Briggs, 1995)
along with an affective response of apprehension or fear of computer
technol ogy accompanied by poss ible feelings of nervo usness ,
intimidation , and hostility (Mcinerney, Mcinerney, & Sinclair, 1994 ).
Informa tion Technology (IT):
The use of computers, commu nication netwo rks (incl uding the World
Wide Web), and audi o-visua l equipment 10help transform the
technology of instruct ion . IT encompasses or represents a combination
of all of these techno logies when used to link teaching with learn ing
(Rosener, 1997).
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Technological Literacy:
A concept used to characterize the extent to which an individual
understands, and is capable of using, technology (Dyrenfurth, 1991)
and can make decisions about techno logical issues (APEF. 1995;
ITEA, 1997)
Professional Deve lopment:
Any activity or process intended to improve skills, altitudes,
unders tandings, or perfo rmance in present or future roles (l oucks-
Horsley & Roady, 1991 ).
Urban:
A school located in a community or serving a collection of communities
whe re the population base is greater than 5000 peop le.
Rural:
A school located in a community or serving a collection of communities
where the population base is fewer than 5000 peop le.
rs
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
Th is chapter reviews the recent literature re lated to developments in
techn ologica l litera cy, competency, as well as the altit udes toward computer and
informa tion technologies. It also examines technology and teacher deve lopment, the
relationships between gen der and technology, age and tech nolog y, the impact of
technology on learn ing, and profes sional development issues re late d to technology
Technological Lit eracy and Comp etency
We live in a time in which change is constant, and educational inst itutions
must manage that change, This generation must be ed ucated 10 com prehend, cope
with , and direct the new technology . The average citi zen , rega rdless of occu pation ,
must cope with the growth of technology on a dai ly basis (Laude. 1994). Cha nges in
the nature of work brough t about by technologica l change requ ires eve r increasing
levels of technologica l competency by wo rkers and citizens (Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador, 1999).
In order to discuss the vario us aspects of techno logy it is necessary to
elucid ate the conc epts re lated to tech no logy and the app licat ion of tech nology 10
educationa l settings. Technology has been def ined by Dugger (1997) as human
innovation in ac tion . It is the use of a body of knowle dge and the systematic
applica tion of resources to produce outcom es in response to human nee ds and
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wants . It involves problem-solving related to organizing people , infor mation, time,
energ y. materials, equi pment , and cap ital to enhance human endeavors (Michigan
Departmen t of Educa tion, 1998 ). Technology "draws its domai n along the dynam ic
continuum that starts with wants and needs and ends in the satisfaction of those
wants and needs" (Satchwell & Dugger, 1996). Technology according to Zilbert &
Mercer (1992) is a body of know ledge , a field of study , a substantive curr iculum, and
a pervas ive fo rce relevant to all aspects of human endea vor. Technology
competence implies far more than leamlnq with or about computers or the abil ity 10
use any dev ice , mach ine or 1001. Technology is perhaps besl summarized as a
process whereby knowledge, tools and skills are app lied to solve pract ical prob lems
and exte nd human capabilities.
The vem ecula r use of the word techn ology often mean s computer and
informati on technologie s. Technology is actuall y a very broad concept. It is the way
humans meet their needs and wants. Technology has 3 important elements -
knowledg e, process, and product
Technological knowledge has three main forms ; taci t, prescript ive and
descript ive. Tacit know ledge is acquired by doing, through skill , prac tice and
experience. Prescriptive knowledge is based on assessment of process and
strateg ies . It results from intell ectual process ing of observations and experiment,
often producing ru les or procedures . Descriptive knowled ge is based on fact , such
as materia l properties, wh ich often have a mathematical or scient ific basis .
Individuals may have differing levels of comprehension for each form of
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techno log ical knowledge , The nature of technological knowledge has important
implica tions for the development of technological literacy and capabili ty (APEF,
1999).
Technological processes are the how and why of technology. These are
characterized by the decision making processes that start at the recognition of a
problem and continue all the way to a techn ical solutio n. Many of these proble m
solutions are arrived at through the design process , in which a general ized and a
specific sel of actions are employed to deve lop solut ions . The iterat ive nature of the
process allows for a wide range of solution possib ilities (Government of
Newfoundland and l abrador, 1999; APEF, 1999 )
Technology as a tool or product encompasses all those human -made objects
from the dawn of time to the present. They are the consequence of technol og ical
activity, of empl oying technological processes and knowledge combined with
resources to solve prob lems and meet needs. These products have cultu ral, social,
economic and enviro nmen tal significance associ ated with them (Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador, 1999; APEF, 199 9). The very ages we use to refer to
human progr ess and deve lopment are techn ology based : stone , bronze , iron,
industrial, atomic, and information (Manitoba, 1998) . Some say we are in the early
stages of a biotechnology era .
Technological literacy is a concept which has severa l inte rpretat ions and
points of view in the literature. Dyrenfurth (1991) characterized technological
literacy as the extent to which an ind ividua l understands, and is capab le of using,
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technology . Dyrenfurth and Kozak (1991) defined technological literacy as "...8
multi-dimensionallerm thai necessar ily includes the ability 10use technology, the
abi lity to understand the issues raised by our use of technolog y, and the
apprec iation for the signif icance of techn ology" ( p.7). The Michigan Departme nt of
Education (1998) stated thal lechno logicalliteracy refers to being "educated" about
technology . Technologica l literacy, according to them, can be charact erized as a
mult i-dimens iona l term that includes the abili ty to use technol ogy (practical
dimension ), the ability 10 understand the issues raised by the use of technolog y
(civ ic dimensi on), and the appre ciation for the signif icance of technology (cultural
dimension ). The Saskatche wan Department of Education defined technological
literac y as "the intellectual processes, abilities and disposition s needed for students
to understand the link between technol ogy, themselves and society in general"
(1999, pA ). One of the most succinct defi nitions of informati on and technology
literacy is that used by the Stale of Wisconsin (1998):
Information and techno logy literacy is the abi lity of an individual,
working independen tly or with others, to use tools, resources,
processes , and systems responsibly to access and evaluate
informati on in any medium, and to use that information to solve
problems , communicate clearly, make informed decisions , and
const ruct knowledge , products, or systems (p. 1).
Banks , Searcy, & Omoregie (1997) suggested that the defin it ion of literacy by
Gadsde n (1995) and Lee (1995) be combined , Gadsden contended that literacy per
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sa is a life-lc nq ever-changing activity , transfo rmed by life events and is defined and
shaped by cultural and community beliefs about the nature of education and the
rewards of learning In this sense literacy becomes a functiona l activity in which
people continue to value previous means of literacy such as books , reading and
leaming but ere also confronted with the reality of making a living . Lee maintained
that literacy is a set of pedagogical principles aimed at empowering individuals to
create and reflect on their creations and the impact of these on community, family
and society. Banks suggested that these definitions can provide insight for new
understandings , beliefs and practices which for a new paradigm he dubs "techno-
literacy" (p.10). Techno-literacy is broadly defined as "a means of fostering
development of the skills in literacy, numeracy , the humanit ies and techno logies that
are necessary to negotiate economi c self-sufficiency in the new technolo gical age"
(p 10)
Glister in an inlerview with Pool (1997) uses the term "digital literacy" as a
component of technolog ical literacy , wh ich he defined as the ability to understand
information and more importantly, to evaluate and integrate informat ion in multiple
electr onic formats that the computer can deliver. Being able to evaluate and
interpret information is critica l
In Newfoundland and Labrador the move towards adding technology literacy
to the curriculum started with the 1992 report Cnange and Challenge : a Strateg ic
Plan for Newfoundland and labrador (Government of Newfoundland and labrador,
1992b), A plan of action was introduced to add new programs at the intermediate
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and secondary schoo l levels which focus on scien ces, enterprise, coop erative
education, and technology based education . Intentions to expan d computer and
information based technologies within the school system were expressed
Both the Buil ding a Foundation for Prosper ity (Government of Newfoundland
and Labra dor, 1992 a) and Inventi ng our Futur e the Prosperity Act ion Plan
(Government of Newfoundland and l abrador, 1993) documents indicate that priority
within the education syste m should be given to estab lishing ''Techn ology
Founda tion" courses, increasing the understanding of technology , and developing
lechnologicalliteracy. The Department of Education report Adjusting the Course
Part II (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 1994) emphasized the need to
improve scienc e and technology education and clearly indica ted both be part of the
core cur ricul um for all students . The Technology In Learning Environments (TILE)
report Ena bling Tomorrow's Learners Today (Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador, 1996c ) stated that the K-12 education system of this province is
experiencing transformation. Part of the redesigning proce ss was plann ing for
integr ation of technology into and across the curricu lum. This report stated that
"technologies, appropr iately used, increase productivity in learn ing environments"
(p.87 ), They in turn support systemati c change and our strugg le for excellence. In
1995 , the De partment of Education report Directions fo r Chan ge recommended that
all students acquire credits in technology education as part of graduation
requirements.
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Newfoundland and l abrador became part of the Atlant ic Provinces Educa tion
Foundation (APEF) in 1995. The resulting document , Essential Graduation
learnings, specifically identifies 'Technological Competence" and "Problem Solving"
as two of the seven major outcomes of schooling. The Technologica l Competence
Essential Graduation Leam ing slates: "Graduates will be able to use a variety of
technologies , demonstrate an understanding of technolog ical applications , and
app ly appropriate technologies fo r solving problems " (Atlantic Provinces Education
Foundation, 1995 , p.11).
During the winter of 1998 a Department of Education of Newfo undland and
Labrador Provincial Committee on Cross -Curricular Integration of Computer
Technology was established. This comm ittee has developed drafllearner outcomes
for integrating computer and information technology across the curriculum which are
now available for review and feedback. These outcomes clearl y indicate all teachers
in the K·12 domain of Newfoundland and Labrador's education system wi ll require a
defined level of competency in computer and information technologies (see
Append ix B).
Technology related curriculum in Newfoundland and Labrador schools is an
inclusive label. It encompasses the fields of Educatio nal Technology, Compu ter
Integration and Technology Education (Government of Newfoundland and Labrad or,
1999 ). Instructional techno logy , or educational technology, is the application of
technology to the instructional, curricular, and management demands of a schoo l
district. Instructional tech nol ogy involves using techno logy to assist in 1) enabling
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studen ts to comple te assig nments, access information, integrate know ledge and
skills , and becom e independent learners; 2) provi ding instruction and instructio nal
management; and , 3) providing staff development. This type of tech nology tends to
fa ll between techno logy as a product and technology practiced as a low-level
process . Tools are used to support intellectual and pedagogical issues wh ich are
centered on the outcomes of the discipline (Government of Newfoundland and
l abrador, 1999) .
Computer Integration is an endeavor to dea l specifically with comp uter and
information technology skills and compe tencies . II is related to the ubiquitous nature
of comput ers and the need for everyone 10have fundamental skills. Typica lly,
compute r integration is viewed as outcomes based and designed to complement
techno logy education and be accomp lishe d with in other disciplines rather than as a
stand alone curriculum (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 1999)
Technology Education is "an educa tional program that helps develop an
understanding and competence in designing, producing, and using tech nology
products and systems , and in assessin g the appropriateness of technological
act ions" (W right, Israel, and Lauda, 1993). Technology Education is a K-12 subject
or conte nt area . The purpose of the Technology Education curricu lum is to study the
relatio nship of technology to individuals and society through act ivities that help the
students explore, discover, exper ience , analyze, and apply techno logy in a
hands-on, laboratory setting . Technology Educat ion instruction focuses on studying
the concepts and processes of physical techno logy, information techno logy , and
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bib-r elate d technology. Technology education is designed to expose students to the
broade r issues of technolog ical literac y and has a prima ry contr ibution in the area of
technology capacity. This is not add ressed in any significant way in any other areas
of the curriculum (Government of Newfoundland and l abrador, 1999)
Technology Competen ce is the abili ty of individua ls to apply knowledge , too ls
and skills 10solve practical problems creati vely, extend human capab ilities , and
evaluate the impact of techno logy on themse lves and society (Zitbert & Mercer ,
1992). Peck (1998) defined technology standards as "a common set of expecta tions
that def ine what someone should know about and be able to do with a certain set of
technologies" (p. 47). These technology standar ds refer to the popu lar context of
computer competencies and the knowledge and skill required to acqu ire and use
information.
Technolog y and Teache r Development
As computer and related technologies become more commonplace in the
classroom, there wi ll be a need for teachers to develop a particular degree of
techno log ical literacy and a number of compete ncies to enable them to keep up
with, and teach , the ir students . The actual competen cies to be gained wou ld depe nd
upon what is required in each situation based on the curric ulum, the needs of the
teache rs, and the ab ility of technology to fulf il those nee ds (Duckett & Wallet, 1994 ;
Government of Newfoundland and l abrador, 1999; Minneso ta Task Force on
Information Technology, 1995 )
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In a 1990 report Niess , as quoted in Halpin (1996), identif ied a set of
guidelines fo r computer ass isted instru ction that cou ld be app licable to all teache rs
regardless of grade level or subject matter. These guidel ines , he slated, "must fit the
computer into the curriculum rather than tit the curriculum into the comp uter ; use the
computer as a persona l and profess ional tool ; and use the computer in the learn ing
of subject matter" (p. 300) ,
The Council for Educatio nal Techno logy (1996) of the Miss issipp i Depa rtment
of Education belie ves that classroom teach ers must create teamer -centered
environmen ts for students wh ile mainta ining their identity as teachers. The role of
the teacher changes from a "deliver" of information to a facili tator and mentor who
guides students through an educational journe y, In order to be compe tent in this
task teachers must:
1. navigate informat ion in order to create knowledge using , techn ology ,
media , and telecommunications;
2. be effecti ve communicators thro ugh a variety of appropriate
techno log ies/media;
use tech nology to foster the crit ical thinking and anal yzing abilities of
students ;
4. provide techni cal support ;
eva luate the uses and applications of technology;
6. create a leam ing environment with curr icula infused with technology
and its app licati ons ;
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7. engage in the planning process for future technologies and their
applications (p. 3-5)
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics included technology in the ir
1989 Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics. The rationale
for doing this was that industrialized countr ies were experiencing "a sh ift from an
industrial 10 an informat ion society , a shift that has transformed both the aspects of
mathematics that need 10be trans mitted to students and the concepts and
procedures they must master if they are 10 be self-fulfilled, productive citizen s in the
next century" (p. 2) . The se standards were updated to include technology not
availab le in 1989 and are now in Principles and Standards for School Mathematics:
Discuss ion Draft , 1998 for eva luati on and feedback.
Duckett & Wallet (1994) stated that, although teaching at different grade
levels and/ or in diffe rent disciplines may requ ire specialized competenci es, they
believe there are skills and understandings requi red by all persons enteri ng or
currently in the teach ing profession. To be literate and competent, teachers need
competen cies in four areas : technical , educa tional , ethical and social and
specia lized deve lopment of audio visual or compu ting reso urces . Techn ical
know ledge and skills are those which allow fo r the operation and use of the audio
visual and computer equ ipment, both hardware and software , and library resources
Educat ional competen cies requires the teacher to have a functiona l leve l of
know ledge for the integration of audio visual and computer hardware/software into
the curriculum. Ethical and soc ial competenci es requi re the educator to have
ae
knowl edge of the various ethica l and social issues related to the use of educational
technology. The special ized deve lopment of audio visual or computing resources
are those compet encie s required by an educator's specia l position or discipline
Since 1995 the movement for selti ng appropriate technology standards for
students and teachers in the United Sla tes has gained momentum. The National
Educational Technology Standards (NETS) project and the Information Power
project were establi shed 10set the standards to define what students shou ld know
about and do with technology. The National Counc il for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (Ne ATE) is the organization responsible for examin ing and granting
accredita tion to teache r preparation programs (Peck, 1998).
In 1995 the Nationa l Counc il for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)
adop ted technology requirements fo r institut ions seeking accredi tation. In addition
to the standards they have set for the entire school of educ ation , NCAT E recognizes
three sets of technology standards for use in accredited insti tutions : those of the
International Society fo r Technology in Education; those of the Association for
Educatio nal Communications and Technology; and those of the International
Technology Education Association (Cooper & Bull. 1997; Peck , 1998 ).
The most compell ing compete ncy recommendations fo r pre service teacher
which apply equally to inse rvice teachers have been developed by the Internat ional
Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) (State of Rhode Island , 1996 ). The ISTE
(1998) evolved a set of preservice teach er standards that refl ect fund amental
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concepts and skills for applying computer and information technology in educational
settings
These as published on their current (1999) web site, included
Basic Computerrrechncloqy Operations and Concepts . Candidates
will use computer systems 10 run software ; to access , generate and
manipu late data : and to publish results. They also will evaluate
performance of hardware and software and apply basic
troubleshooting strategies as needed
Personal and Professional Use of Technology. Candidates will apply
tools for their own professional growth and productivity . They will use
technology in communicating, conduct ing research and solving
problems. In addition , they will plan and participate in activ ities that
encourage lifelong learning and will promote equitable, ethical and
legal use of computer/technology resources .
3. Application of Technology in Instructio n. Candidates will apply
computers and related techno logies to support instruction in their
grade level and subject areas . They must plan and deliver instructional
units that integrate a variety of software , applications and learning
tools . Lessons developed must reflect effective grouping and
assessment strategies for diverse populations (ISTE, 1998).
For a more detailed list of competencies see Appendix C
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While the ISlE foundatio ns for technology competency of teachers is a
recognize d standard, it should be noted thai foundation standards for all teachers
and actual techno logy competencies are not a "one size fils all" scenar io
(Government of Newfoundland and l abrador, 1999). New roles for a variety of
educat ors serv ing in differe nt capacities will require competency levels above the
foundation standards, for their posit ions, 10be defined and adopted (Slate of Rhode
Island, 1996). While applauding the standards development efforts of these
organizations , Peck (1998 ) called for a second generation of standards to go
beyond foundat ion and define a realist ic set based on grade levels and subjects
which teachers are called upon to teach. He proposed that profess ional
organ izations from each subject work with the ISTE and other organizati ons to
complete th is task and provide "a set of on-line learning experiences through whi ch
teachers can gain the identified skills and knowledge by using the very techno logies
we're hoping they 'll embrace in their own teaching " (p.53)
W iebe & Taylor (1997) stated that, since technology through the ISTE
foundat ions has been recognized by such a credible and respected organ ization as
Ne ATE, it should provide a clear indication of the importance of technology in
education. These foundations provide indicators for professi onal education units at
all stages of development. Ailleachers and children must have access to all the
technologies and training that they can get to incorporate into their learn ing. "The
foundations provide a basic plan for building a core of educators who can take us to
new levels of learn ing through technolog y" (p_8).
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Teacher Attitude Toward Comput ers
Stern & Ketsler (1977) did an extensive review of teacher attitudes and
alt itude change. They discovered that teachers' attitudes do make a difference in
the leaching process and Ihat the alt itude of teache rs can be altered. To effect
change in atti tude an adequate orientation period is required for teache rs 10explore
and understand the innovation. These findi ng are further supported by Zoller & Ben-
Chaim (1996 ) who studied 500 eleven lh-grade students and 53 teachers in Israel
Gabriel & MacD ona ld (1996) studied 94 student s in preser vlce educati on
programs at an Ontari o univers ity. The students were administered a pre-test and
past-test survey of computer alti tudes using the Computer Att itude Scale (Loyd &
Gressard , 1984). The students completed 19.5 hours of instructi on in lecture and
laboratory with hands-on experience in technologies used in Ontar io schools, They
were divided into three groups based on computer exper ience (low, medium, high).
No significant difference was shown between groups; however , all groups were
more confident and less anxious at the end of the sessions
A study of 1730 secondary school students by Shashaani (1994) showed that
computer alt itudes are affected by experience. They found positive corre lations
between computer experience and attitude , suggesting that more exposure to
computers was associated with more positive attitudes , This finding was confi rmed
by Dambrot, Watkins-Malek, Silling , Marshall , & Garver (1995). Jorde-Bl oom & Ford
(1988) found computer exper ience and knowledge as well as exper ience with
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innovation are factors positively related to computer use among pr imary and
elementary administrators .
Other stud ies have confirmed that a positive attitude towards an innovation is
enhanced through familiarity . Wit h knowledge , famil iarity and competence, any
established negat ive fee lings and anxiety toward computers tend to disappear or
become more positive (Beasley & Sulton, 1993; Chopra , 1994; Dyck & Smither ,
1994; Lillard , 1985; Loyd & Gressard , 1996; Mcinerney at at , 1994; Sacks ,
Belhsimo, & Mergendoller, 1994 ; Stern & Keislar , 1977). Zhang and Espinoza (1997)
stud ied the relationship between computer self-efficacy and attitudes and need for
learning computer ski lls. The results among 296 underg raduate stude nts at a
regional slate university revealed that computer self-efficacy had a sign ificant effect
on student s need for learning computer skills . These results also indicated that
attitude toward computers and perceived need for compute r skills was greater for
studen ts enrolled in computer classes than those not enrolled in computer classes .
This suggested that those who recognize the usefu lness of computer technol ogies
are more aware of the need to obtain necessa ry computer skills
These findings were contrary to that of Speier , Morr is, & Briggs (1995). They
studied 959 students enrolled in computer classes at a large midwestern universi ty.
Those who exhibited computer anxiet y before the 15 week cou rse exhibited more
anxiety after the course. This suggested that training and computer use do not
mitigate subject anxiety. These findings corroborated an earlier major study of 500
California State University students by We il, Rosen & Sears (1989). In a similar
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study by Mahmood And Medewitz (1987 ) initial negative attitudes toward computer
techno logy persisted, albeit somewhat diminished, after an extensive compute r
literacy course
Katz (1992) suggest ed that leacher personality attr ibut es remain stable over
long periods of time and that teachers who have personality traits associa ted with
positiv e or nega tive attitudes towards computers will main tain these alt itudes
regardless of leng th or intens ity of expos ure to compu ters. Co ley, Cradler, & Engel
(1997) found that increased experience with computers at home was asso ciated
with lower anxiet y for both males and females , with higher confidence levels for
males, and greater liking for computers by females
Lillard 's 1985 study of teache rs in W arren County, Penns ylvan ia found
sign ificant pos itive relationships between teache rs' knowledge of and attitud e
toward the instructional use of micro computers , teachers ' attitude toward computer s
and wi llingness to use computers, and teachers' knowledge of and will ingness to
use computers. This confirmed other f indings of the importance of teachers'
atti tudes in the successful implementation of an instru ctiona l innovat ion. Koohang
(1989) suggested that when negati ve or ambivalen t attitude toward computers exist ,
it can be a dete rrent to using computers in the classroo m. Positive teacher alti tudes
toward compute rs are recognized as a condition for their effective use (W oodrow,
1992 ), Kluever, Lam, Hoffman, Gree n, & Swear ingen (1992) collected data from
265 teachers in 125 diffe rent schools to study chan ges in attitude toward computers
The study inc luded a pretest , participation in a nine month Teach ing Teachers
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Compu ter Competencies Project, and a pos t test. The results were gathered over
three years of the program. The findings suggested that positive attitude changes
occu r with exposure to computers and thai teacher attitudes toward computers
affec ted their instructional use of com puters and the likelihood of profiting from
train ing
Gender and Computer Technology
In appl ica tions of technology , as in many fie lds in education , one must be
cogn izant of the issue of possible differences in lea chi ng and leam ing and alt itude s
based on gender. The major ity of the research in the literature deals wi th childre n or
students in preservice teacher prog rams . Much of the literature on gender and
compu ting reveals that the re are marked differences between male and fema le use
of, and att itudes toward , computers (Chen , 1986; Coley, Cradler & Engel , 1997 ;
Fet ler , 1985 ; l oyd & Loyd , 1988; Shashaani , 1993; Shashaani, 1994; Siann ,
Macleod, Gli ssov, & Durndell , 1990 ; Zoller & Ben -Chaim , 1996 ).
Ma les tended to demonstrate higher parti cipati on rates and had more positive
alt itudes toward computers, esp eciall y when programing was involved (Chen, 1986;
Snashaant, 1994 : Stann , Macle od, Gusso v & DurndeU, 1990; Zoller & Ben-Chaim,
1996 ). Females were less interes ted in wor king with computers, more negati ve in
their attitude, lacked confidence wo rking wit h com puters, had less se lf-efficacy with
regard to complex tasks and expressed lower expectat ions of computer use and
usefu lness (Busch , 1995 ; Gi lliland , 1990; Shas haan i, 1993 ). W here com puter use
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was not associated with programming or malh and science , fewer gender
differences were found (Chen , 1986 ; Linn , 1985: Sacks, Belhsimo & Morgendoller,
1994) , In another insta nce no significant gender differences was found at all
(Gabriel & MacDonald, 1996)
A 1997 study of grade 7 and 8 students in an elementary school in Ontario ,
Canada , examined the attitudes of students toward modem technology and, their
attitudes toward learning using modern technology in an academ ic setting . The
researchers also attempted to determine whether there was a correlation between
the two attitude variab les . The investigation looked at the effects of gender and
grade level on students' attitudes toward technology and toward learning using
these technologies . A highly positive altitude toward use of computers was evident
in the study. The results indicated neither gender nor grade leve l had any effect on
students' altitudes towa rd techn ology or on their attitudes toward learning using
technology in an academic setting (Hurley & Vosburg, 1997) .
Kay (1989) conducted a study at the University of Toronto on computer
literacy and altitudes toward computer use between males and females . The results
indicated that males had significantly higher literacy scores than fema les and were
significantly more incl ined to use computers in the classroom.
In a major study by Feller (1985) 23 ,395 twelflh-grade students and 293 ,717
sixth-grade students were surveyed. The twelflh·grade boys outperformed the gir ls
in every major area of computer literacy and the sixth-grade boys outperformed the
girls on all but one area . The twelfth -qrede boys and girls differed on two attitudinal
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measures: girls were more likely to agree that computers slow down and complicate
business operations , boys were more likely to perce ive computers mak ing math
more interesting. The sixth-grade boys and gir ls differed on several attitud inal
measures. Girls were more likel y to agree that compute rs slow down and complicate
business operations, less likely to agree that knowle dge about comp uters will help
get them a bette r job, that someday most things would be run by computers, and
that computers can make math more interesting . Boys were more likel y to have a
posit ive attitu de toward computers in the workplace
A study of 3,500 teachers in 55 schools in small rural schools was conducted
in southeastern Idaho 10determ ine the best predictors of teacher technology use in
the class room. The results of the surve y indicated that gender was a significant
factor and that this was the second best predictor of teachers' perception of the ir
ability to use te chnology. Males tended to perceive themselves as having higher
abil ity in technology use compared with fema les (Mathews, 199B).
In a number of other stud ies, male students and teache rs tended to use
computers more frequentr y than females (Burke, 1986 ; Koohang, 1987). By
contrast , the re were also several stud ies that showed no significant differe nce
between ma les and females in their use of computer and information tech nologies
(Lyons and Carlson, 1995; Fary, 1988 ; Grasty , 1985 ; Smith , 1985; Sacks , Bellis imo
& Mergendoller, 1994). Many of these stud ies indicated that, when computer
experience was controlled , there was no significant difference between the attitude
of males and females (Co ley, Cradler & Emqel, 1997 ; Dyck & Smither, 1994). This
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was confi rmed by studies of female professors in higher educat ion settin gs who
started at a disad vantage but eventually caught up with their male counterparts
(Faseyitan and Hirschbuhl, 1991 ; Fuller , 1986 ; Mille t, 1991).
The atti tude of both genders was more pos itive if they had a male sibling as a
role model. Attit ude was more posit ive for males if the father was the influence and
more positive for fema les if the mother was the role model (Coley , Crad ler & Engel,
1997 ; Huber & Scagli on , 1995; Shashaani. 1993).
The gender differences found in severa l of the studies were att ributed to
gender socializat ion. Th is indicated tha t parents and school educator sex-type views
were critica l factors infl uencing student attitudes towar d comp uter s. A posit ive
cor relation was observed between lack of interest and con fidence in female
students to use computers , and their socia lizers ' belief of the inapprop riateness of
computers for female s (Co ley, Cradler & Enge l, 1997; Huber & Scaglion , 1995 ;
Shashaan i, 1993). In a study of 36 males and 36 females ranging in age from
fjfteen to fifty- two Corston & Colman (1996) found that , in the presence of males,
females tended to show more anxiety and less confidence and did not perio rm as
welt in task track ing of computer skills . When placed in the presence of a perso n of
the same sex, fema les tended to pertorm the tasks virtually as well as males .
Flelcher-Flinn & Sudde ndort (1996) condu cted three studies in New Zealand
on comp uter attit udes , gender and exp lora tory beha vior. According to the first study
of presch oole rs, the gender role soc ialization appeared to start early. Forty chil dren
and the ir parents were studied . The results showed that preschoolers had amassed
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a great dea l of know ledge abou t computers, held positive attitudes towa rd them ,
and did ho ld gen der-rela ted beliefs. Short-term exposure to computers did not do
much to change the beliefs. It was conclu ded from two other simi lar studies
conducted on high school students that the studen ts alt held pos itive views but few
held gender-stereotypical beliefs. This was attributed 10the affirmative act ion
prog rams promoting gende r equi ty in New Zealand classrooms.
The goal of achieving sex equity in educatio n should, according to the
Canadian Teache rs' Federation (1998), guide all aspec ts of the development and
implementation of microe lectronic technology. In part icular , increased participation
of female students in techncloqy-oriente d classes and greater representation of
women leachi ng thes e subjects should be concre te school and system goa ls.
Ag e and Technology
A very limited number of studies have been done which add resse d the
relat ionsh ip between age and computer techno logy . Shashaani (1993) studied 1754
ninth and twelft h grade rs in Pennsylvania. The results showed no significant
differe nce in interes t in computers between grade levels . However, the grade nine
students results included slightly more gender related diffe rence s than did the
twelfth graders.
In a study of 219 young adults (30 and young er) and 203 older adults (55 and
over ) in the central Florid a area, Dyck & Smither (1994) found that older adul ts were
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less anxio us , had more positi ve attitudes, and had more liking for computers than
young adults.
Meskill and Mele nde z (1997) studied the attitudes of 19 older teachers (aged
40 · 57 year s) invo lved in a six week computer train ing program in Egypt. The
researche rs used a comb inat ion of the Computer Att itude Scale (Loyd & Gressard ,
1984 ) and Computer Attitude Scale (Griswold, 1991 ), Prior 10 the course there was
no significan t difference be tween age and computer lik ing, nor between age and
computer usefulness. After the course, even though the re were positive changes in
attit udes and perceptions of computer utility, age was found 10correlate negati vely
with computer lik ing and computer use
Impact of Techno logy on Learning
In ord er to integrate co mputer and information technology into school
curricu lum teachers need to be competent in the use and app lication of these
techn ologies. The degree of benefit to students wi ll depend on the skill and
comp etenc ies teacher have with respect to these new tools (Panel on Educati ona l
Technology, 1997). Successful implementat ions are associated with tra ined and
know ledgeable teach ers in the classroom (Bracewell & Laferriere, 1996 ) but we
must make it clear that tech nology is not the ultimat e goa l; technology is a too l to
help achieve the goals of education effecti vely (W all inger, 1997).
A con tent anal ysis of a wide variety of professional journals, papers, and
dissertat ions was con ducted by Plotnick for the period October 1, 1994 through
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September 30,1995 (Plotnick, 1995 ). The analys is identified eight trends in
technology related to educat ion: 1) compute rs are pervasive in schools and higher
educat ion institutions and virtually every student in a formal education setting has
some access to a computer; 2) networking is one of the fastes t growing applications
of technology in education ; 3) access to television resources in the school is almost
universal; 4) advocacy for the use of educational technol ogy has increased among
policy groups; 5) educationallechnology is increasingly available in homes and
community seltings ; 6) new delivery systems for educatio nal technology appli cations
have grown in geometric propo rtions; 7) there is a new insistence that teachers must
become technologically literate; and 8) educational technology is perce ived as a
major vehicl e in the movement toward educat ion reform
Accord ing to Houston (1998), Executive Director, Amer ican Association of
School Administrators , a national survey of U.S. educators indicated that the
majority attributed a significant increase in student achievemen t to technolog y and
felt that techno logy was an important tool in motivating students to leam . They also
stated that the two things they need most were profess ional development and the
best possib le instruct ional software . Houston suggested that we are just starting to
see how to use powerfu!lechnolog y to help students [earn, and in terms of the
actual use of this techno logy, teacher s are the ones who have to dete rmine how to
use it and what to use
Hawkridge (1990) specif ied four rationales for using computer technology in
schools: the social rationale , the vocational rationale , the pedagog ic rat ionale , and
the catalyt ic rationale . The social rational is based on the wish by governments ,
parents and educators to make sure children are aware and unafraid of computers
and technology and understand that they need to be prepared to use these
technologies and understand their role in society. The vocational rationale is that
computer competency is important and learning to contro l computers may be the
foundation for a career. The pedagogica l rationale is founded on the belief that
computers can teach or students can learn using computers, with potential
advantages over traditional methods. The catalytic rational states that schools can
be changed by the introduction of computer technologies and that this introduction
facil itates and demands change.
The early use of computer technology in schools was for computer assisted
instruction (CAl) and other forms of Computer Based Education (CBE) (U.S
Congress Office of Technofogy Assessment, 1995). KUlik,(1983), used mete-
analysis to study 51 previous studies on Computer Based Instruction (CBI). This
study determined that CBI can improve student learning , student attitudes toward
computers, and to a lesser extent student attitudes toward the subject area and the
rating of the teacher .
In 1985 Kulik, Kilik, & Banqert-Downs conducted similar research. They
looked at previous studies that had been completed and included them if they
matched four criteria : they took place in actual classrooms, they provided
quantitative results of the experimenta l and control group, they were free from
methodological flaws, and they were able to obtain the original studies. Thirty-two
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studies matched the criteria and were included. It was concluded from the meta-
analysis that , while not all forms of CBE produce the same effect , CBE has a
positi ve effect on achievement of elementary school children , with CAl having the
most positive effects
Kulik and Kulik (1991) updated the previous studies , inclUding 254 controlled
evaluat ion studies of ce l. Overall they found that CBI increased student
examination scares by moderate but statistically signif icant effects. CBI also
produced positive changes in student attitude toward leaching and computers and
reduced substant ially the amount of time required for instruction.
Technology in schools has been cited for enhancing teaching and leaming
Means & Olson (1994 ) conducted case study research in schools using technology
as part of a concentrated program of school reform . They found that technology had
a number of positi ve effects: it allows more complex assignments to be feasible ,
provides an entry point to content areas and inquiries that might not otherwise be
accessible, potentially extends and enhances what students are able to produce ,
and stimulates problem solving and other thinking skills in the selection and
manipu lation of appropriate lools
In a study conducte d by CAST (Center for App lied Special Technologies)
evidence was gathered to show that online access within the context of what is
already happening in the classroom can help students . They can become
independent, critical thinkers who are able to find , organize , and evaluate
information . They can then effectivel y express their new ideas in compelling ways
(Coley, Cradler & Enge l, 1997) .
Findings from CAST were supported by a study commiss ioned by the
Software Publishers Association . Two meta-ana lyses of stud ies were carried out
between 1990 and 1994 and between 1995 and 1997 on the effectiveness of
techno logy in schoo ls. These stud ies reported that the use of technolog y as a
learn ing tool can make a measurable difference in student achiev ement, attitudes,
and interaction with teach ers and peers . The se positive effects , it was found, exist
throughout education, for both regular and special needs students , and in all subject
areas (Sivin -Kechala & Balbo, 1994; Sivin-Kachal a & Bieto , 1997)
The North Carolina Regional Educat ion Laboratory (NCREL) report, Plugged
In" Choos ing and Using Educational Technology. is a summary of their latest work in
seven states regarding the use of educatio nal technologie s. It was found that
implementation of these tools in educat ion, combined with recent research, the
report mainta ined , wi ll produce successfu l, engaged learners responsible for their
own learn ing. Such students are self-regul ated and able to define the ir own learn ing
goa ls and evaluate the ir own achievement In order to have engaged learning . tasks
need to be cha llenging, authent ic, and multi disciplinary . Such tasks are typically
complex and involve susta ined amounts of time. They are made authentic in that
they correspond with the tasks in the home and workplaces of today and tomorrow
Tasks often require integrated instruction that incorporates problem-base d learning
and curriculum by project (Jones, Valdez , Nowakoski, & Rasmussen, 1995b)
A 1995 U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessm ent report states 'not
only do technolog ies allow access to a broader range of instructional resources , but
they offer students the opportu nity to learn to use electronic tools to access
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informat ion and de velop resea rch skills us ing the tectvlolog ies they wi ll face in the
futu re- (p. 59 ).
The App le Class rooms of Tol1lOlTCl'N (AGOn project reported that, in add it ion
to stud ents in ACO r classroom s pre forming well on standard ized les ts, the y
developed a variety of com pet enci es not usua lly meas ured . ACQr stud ents
"explored and rep resented information dynam ically and in many forms , became
sociall y aware and more conf ident, comm unicated effedively about complex
proces ses, used tech nology rout inely and more appropriately, became independent
learners and self -starters. knew their areas of expertise and shar ed that expertise
spontaneously, wor1<.ed well conabo ratlv ety, and developed a positi ve orientation 10
the future " (Apple Compu1er Inc., 1995 , p.10)
A study was conduded in twohigh schoo ls as part of a larger Computer Pilot
Prog ram in schoo ls of the New York City Board of Educa t ion. The stud y focused on
the diff erence between teacher and stud ent interact ion s and the degree of studen t
cent ered acti v ity in tradi tiona l classroom s com pared with those involv ing the use of
integrated com puter learning systems. Th e res ults showed tha t in trad itional
classroo ms teacher in itia ted interacti ons occurred 2.5 limes as often as student
initiated interact ions. In the integrated compu ter learn ing system classroom the
same number of interactions occu rred but the number of teacher initi ated
interactions wer e only sl ightly higher than the number of student ini tiated
interactions. The integrated teaming syst em classrooms were more student
cente red and more indi vidualized (Swan & Mitrani, 1993 )
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Technology can even affect the way students perceive teach ers . In a 1997
study, Forman found tha t add ing technol ogy such as presen tation software and
interactive graphing 10 the teaching situa tion can signif icantly improve the students'
percept ion of the teachers' creati vity and orig inalit y wh ile not harming stude nts'
perce ptions of the teacher being warm, caring and concemed about them.
Profess ional Developm ent
Since the introdu ction of microcompute rs, the educati on commun ity has
recognized that redesigned teacher training wou ld be essential to the successfu l
integration of techno logy in classroom inst ruction. The increased use of technology
in K-12 classrooms ha s created a massive inserv ice tra ining need in technology for
practicing teache rs (Northrup & Litt le, 1996); and according to Banks , Searcy and
Omoreg ie (1997 ) training teachers and administrators is the key to successful
implementation of technology in the classroom
Because teachers typica lly feel uncom fortab le about integrati ng technology
into their instructional activitie s, most who do attempt to do so , continue to use
computers for low-level, supplemental tasks such as drill and practi ce, word
processing , educati onal game s, and computer based games (Ely, 1995 ; U.S
Congress Office of Technology Assessm ent , 1995 ). Researchers conclude that
teach ers are being inadequately prepared to use instructiona l techno logy and
consequently are unab le to effectivel y integrate technology into the classroom (U.S.
Congress Office of Technology Assessment, 1995)
"
With regard to professional develo pment , Fullan (1992) , a recognized
authority in school reform , advanced the proposition thaI "..teacher education is a
matter of life- long learni ng, starting before one enters teacher pre -service
(probationary period ) and continuing throughout one 's caree r...." (p. 114 ). With the
rapid change in techn ology , and technology app lications to education , this may be
even more rele vant to the areas of technology education and educational
techno logy than 10other curricu lum areas .
Joyce & Showers (1980) belie ve that inservice has a number of levels of
impact: awareness, concepts and organ ized knowledge, prin ciples and skills , and
application and problem solving. Only when inservice allows a teacher to reach the
fourth level of impact can we expect increased student learning and achievement
The Province of Alberta recognized thatleachers need to be computer
literate and confident in the use and application of technology 10 improve the
effectiveness of instruction , It recognized that techno logy can be an important
component of effective teach ing . and suggested that technology competencies be
included as part of teacher cert ification , and that teachers shou ld continually
improve thei r technology knowledge and skills (Prov ince of Alberta, 1998 )
In a 1995 report 10the Minnesota Department of Education the Minnesota
Task Force on Information Technology emphasized the need for professional
development by staling that: "Staff development is a critical component of an
information technologies system " and that schools must "...help staff develop skills
10use information technologies to effect ively support learning and administration . In
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addition , staff development will need to be ongoing to keep teachers current with
new techno logy" (p. 10)
Teacher inservice education should be readily available to generalists as well
as instructional specialists. Particular emphasis should be placed on multi -
disciplinary studies and the integration of microelectronic technology with other print
and audiovisua l resources (Canadian Teachers' Federat ion, 1998) .
As technology moves from the periphery to the center in K-12 schools , so too
must it move from the periphery to the center in leacher preparation (National
Center for Accreditation of Teacher Education, 1997). NeATE asserts that moving
technology to the center of teacher education can be done through standards for
teacher education which include technology _Many institutions enunciate the need
for standards not only for teachers, but throughout the education system
The power of standards lies in their capacity to change fundamental
components of the educationa l system. This assertion has several key points
First is the capacity to cause or influence changes. To be clear , standards
imply change , not an affirmation of the status quo. Second , the changes are
in fundamental components of educatio n, by which I mean curriculum
content, instructional techn iques , assessment strategies, and teacher
education and professional development programs . Third, I refer to a larger
educationa l system, as opposed to one component such as assessments . A
feature of standards is that they influence the entire educational system by
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specifying outcomes , for which the concrete express ion is -- What should all
studen ts know and be able 10 do? (Bybee, 1998 , p. 3 )
In order to meet these new standards on all levels, teachers will requ ire
training. Because technology changes rapidl y, technology training is an ongoing
need-not a short -term fix. Thus, a more productive notion than training is educat ing
teachers and administrators in the use of technology, so that, as new technology
comes along , they can train themse lves (Caverly , Peterson, & Mande ville , 1997).
The fact that teachers are not ready to meet these standards is often not the fault of
leachers themsel ves, As Schofield (1995) points out, computers often do nat live up
10their promise because no one shows teachers how to integrate the ir new
technolog y into their instruction or, sadl y, into their students' leaming processes
Thus, when teachers want to go beyond using techno logy for data input or for
motivating youngsters, they face a huge leaming hurdle
Persky (1990) engaged in case study research at the Educat ional
Developmen t Center , Inc. in Massac husetts . The findings of this study indica ted that
novice technology users are more likely to begin integration of technol ogy into
curriculum when they have knowledgeable persons to tum to for computer advice
and emotional support . Also, teachers engaging in reflecti on about instructional
uses of technology are more likely to evaluate classroom practi ces and redes ign
instruction to better meet student needs ; and administrators need to put structures
in place so that teacher deve lopment is supported by regular communication
between teachers. One of the most meaningful lessons leamed from th is project is
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that using technology is not easy and that the usual not ion of training is not suff icient
to give the kind of knowledge and support teachers require
The Office of Educational Techno logy (1995) reports that the United Slates
Department of Education has aligned its profess ional development progra ms around
a set of princip les for effect ive professional development. They sugges t the focus on
the teacher is central to school reform, thallhe emphasis must be on both content
and pedag ogy which embodies good research and practice . There must be a
commitment 10professi onal development as a rene-term process which is
embedded in the regular routine of school. Sustained intensi ve professional
deve lopment wilt encourage teachers to view technology as a tool to improve all
facets of their professio nal lives . This must be complemented by giving teache rs
regular access to technologies they are studying with realistic hands -on tra ining . As
well, changes in the school organ ization are requ ired such that the school culture
supports and values technology. One of the key elements is that institutions allow
teachers the time to engage in professional development, share ideas and practice
and experi ment with techno logy
Curric ulum improvement and technolog y integration can best be descr ibed as
the alignment of outcomes , process skills, and technolog y competencies so that
students and teachers learn about technology by leaching and learning with
technology (State of Rhode Island, 1996). The process by which this can occur is
thoughtful , planned , sustained professi onal developme nt, which includes technology
integration tied to the content objectives of the curricu lum.
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Innovat ive Professional Developm ent
Educators understand that technology is now a critical component in learning ,
and that staff development in th is area needs to be dete rmined , sustained, varied,
calculated , supported and frequent ly individualized (Clifford, 1998 ). 'Teachers are
more effecti ve after recei ving extensive trainin g in the integration of technology with
the cur riculum " (Sivin -Kechata & Balbo, 1994, p. 2). Success ful use of technology in
schools depends upon the skills of the teach ers and other staff in those schools
(Glennan & Melmed , 1996 ). Successful slaff development requires sustained effort
Bringing in an expert to present a twoor three hou r technology workshop is a good
beginning. but expecti ng the faculty to grasp the concept and implement it is
unrealistic without qua lity follo w-up. The staff needs a person who can answer
questions as they arise ; an on-s ite person who serves in the capacity of tech nology
coordinator (Clifford, 1998).
lnservice trai ning in the form of staff developm ent courses should concentrate
on the conceptual/pedagogical aspects of educational tech nolo gy instead of
stopping at brief hardware and software orien tation . Teachers shou ld also be
provided with t ime and support for training necessary to become confident and
competent in their use of technology (Clouse & Alexander, 1997 ). "Helping teachers
use techno logy well may be the most import ant step to helping students " (U.S
Congress Office of Technology Assessment, 1995 , p. 95 )
In some schools, innovative programs allow teachers to becom e trained in
the use of technology. At Pine Hills Elementary, in Orlando, Flor ida, students who
"
are selected because of their technology competence war\<. with the techno logy
teacher and help train teachers 10produce news letters , download, and operate
video equipment (Shames, 1996).
Another innovative profess ional development init iat ive ca lled SCO UT Camp
was developed as a collaborative effort between University of North Carolina -
Chapel Hill , the Chapel Hill -Carrboro City schools , and Nortel as a bus iness partner .
The des ign and development of this initiative was guided by five principals: practice
what you preach ; create a compelling vision; focus on learners and learning, not
technology; plan around a frame work for improving learn ing ; and plan for transfer of
learning. School based teams , of at least two teachers each , attend the five day
summer camp . The participants are immersed in high-quality technology-rich ,
constructivist learning env ironments where they focus on enabling acti ve , student-
based learning. The camp combines learning by doing with reflecti ve practice. As
part of the activity the technology "know how" to complete the project is gained
through hands on skill building workshops and learning centers . Transfer of learning
is accomplished through teacher and student-friendly reusable mater ials , teacher
developed learning and technology act ion plans , sile based ass istance from their
own school based technology specialists, and collegial support by reun ions of the
campers . The results of this camp are vary positive. Ongoing evalua tion of the
campers found that many teachers transferred the acti vit ies to thei r classroom while
some did not (DeW ert & Cory , 1998)
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A Pilot Mini District of the Cincinnati Public Schools was established to
develop model programs and research reform initiatives for the larger school district .
Over the course of the program the focus was on supporting the teachers using
technology on-the-job site. Approaches thai worked in their district included
shadowing , one-on-one for one, rotating topics, walk-in clinics, and student
exchanges. Shadowing involved teachers shadowing other teachers to observe
classrooms where technology is used successfully. This helped teachers deve lop a
vision of what they can do with technology in their classrooms and placed staff
development in the context of practice. The "One-on-One for One" model has one
teacher working with one coach in a session focused on the needs of the individual
teacher . These sessions can be accomplished by having several coaches and
teachers working at once during a day or by having one or two sessions per day
over an extended number of days. The Rotating Topics design had three coaches
working with small groups of teachers. Groups would rotate through the three
sessions, each with a different coach . These sessions focused on placing
technology in meaningful classroom contexts . The Walk-in Clinic model involved
setting up an area where a coach is ava ilable and teachers flow in and out of the
clinic on a vo luntary basis throughout the day. The design of the Student Exchange
is based on the growing appreciation of the grow ing skills and abilities of students to
teach their peers and teachers. Students who are proficient in a technology or
application coach their peers and or teachers, Another form of this is where teachers
exchange students: "l'll teach your students this if you teach mine that" Many of
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these mode ls require the use of substitute time for planni ng, coaching, or taking in
the sessions . In this way the inservice can be done in the school in context and
technology adoption is viewed as a process that takes time (Madd in, 1997)
Summary
This literature review, overall , strong ly supports the proposed research and
indicates thaI computer and information technology literacy is desire d and even
demanded by employers , government, pare nts and educa tors. For students to
become competent in the use of these technologies, teachers must have the
competencies to ass ist student development. The International Soc iety for
Technology in Education has developed a standard sel of foundation techno logy
standar ds for teachers. Teachers mastering these foundation skills will have the
basic compe tencies to effectively integr ate technology in the classroom and promote
literacy in students. From the literature it is clear that few teachers in, or enter ing the
profession, actua lly have the requ ired compet encies , In acquiri ng these teachers will
have to engage in lnservice activi ties . To achiev e change in teacher bel iefs and
practice. the atti tude and comp etence of the teacher must change. The process of
change and teacher growt h will most certainly take time. The perso ns responsible
for training need to create a short term and long term fnservice plan which meets the
needs of the teache r. To satisfactorily produce competen t teachers the training must
address whe re the teachers are in relat ion to the required compete ncies and what
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attitudes towar d the techno logy the teachers bring with them. A log ica l place to start
would be a need s assessment of teacher competencies and attitudes
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CHAPTER THREE
THEORETICAL FRA MEWORK AND RESEARCH DESIGN
The pu rpose of th is study was to determine which computer and information
technology skills teach ers report having along with their level of readiness to
integrat e computer and information technology into the classrooms of Newfoundland
and l abrador schools. The study assessed the current level of teachers' computer
and information technology competencies, and attitudes. and related these to
selected demographic factors (gender, age, school type , and geographic locat ion)
Design of the Study
In order 10 investigate the levels of compete ncy in technology skills and
att itudes toward computer technology a Technology Need s Assessment Instrument
was developed consisting of three parts : teacher demographics, technology needs
assessment, and teacher att itude to'Nard compute rs (see Append ix A). Th is
instrument was cons tructed by eva luat ing and select ing two instruments through a
review of the litera ture , A technology needs assessment cre ated by the Alliance of
Connecticut Regiona l Education Serv ices Center (1997) was the most compl ete
instrument best matching the require d assessment of ski lls regarded as foundation
ski lls by the International Society for Technology in Education and the Draft Cross -
Curricular Computer Integration Outcomes for K-12 education in Newfoundland and
Labrador (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 1998 ). The Att itude Towards
"
ComPute rs Instrument was the most currentl y available validated instrument used to
assess the attitude of teache rs toward computers and re lated tech no logies
(Christensen & Kneze k, 1996 ).
The school district of Comer Brook - Dee r Lake - 51. Barbe , Newfoundland
perm itted adm inistrat ion of the instrum ent in 31 schools . A req ues t was forwarded to
the Board of Educa tion in that district for permission to use the data in the surve y for
the purposes of th is research. The survey was sent 10 schools early in February of
1999 and was administered to teache rs in the schools. A leite r 10 the principa l and
teac hers outlined the purpose of the surv ey and req uested that the surv ey be
competed by teachers and returned befor e the end of April 1999 . The letter also
ensu red the teachers 01confi dentia lity of the information and tha i no teacher would
be indivi dually identifi ed. The completed surve ys were retu med to the School Dis tr ict
office and forwa rded 10 the researche r.
Ins trumentation
A sing le ques tionna ire was compiled to investigate the levels of compet ency
in technology skills , attitude towards computer technology and the relationship
between levels of compe tency and atti tud e towards computer technology. The
ins trument consi sted of three parts: teacher demographics, technology need s
assessment , and a atti tude towards compu ters assessment.
Part one of thi s Technologv Needs Assessment Instrument gathered data on
10 persona l info rmat ion item s wh ich allowe d categorization of responses based on
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age, gender, schoo l type and loca tion (urban/ rural) . Part twoof the instrument was
a technol ogy needs assess ment which asked teachers to rank their competency on
comput er and infonnation tedvlology based on three areas: 1. profess iona l
produd ivity - use of techno logy for professiona l and personal productivity; 2.
integratin g tedlnology • integrating technology into the leach ingll eami ng process ;
and 3. student inquiry - usi ng technology to encourage studen t inqu iry and high level
thinking processes. The profess ional producti vity sect ion contained 19 questions
and was broke n down into three categories that addre ssed 1. operating comput ers,
related technologie s and softw are appli cations ; 2. evaluate tech nology materials;
and 3. accessi ng information. The integrating techno logy sectio n contained 19
ques tions in three categor ies that addressed : 1. evaluat ing, select ing and applying
instruct ional technology; 2. the use of emergi ng technolog ies ; and 3. ethical use of
technology. The studen t inquiry sect ion consisted of 10 ques tions in twocategorie s
that relate to 1. design, develop and support technology activitie s; and 2. use of
techno logy in assess ing student work.
The original technology need s survey used in this rese arch was developed by
the All iance of Connecticut Regional Educational Service Centers to assess the
competency of Connecticut teach ers and evaluate the tnservice need based on the
State of Conne cticut teacher competency standard s. The surve y was used in the
spring of 1998 to evaluate the level of technology competency and needs of
educato rs in school districts throughout Connecticut. It was based on the Levels of
Technology Proficiency for Conne cticut Educators developed using the International
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Society for Tech no logy in Education found at ion standards (minimum stand ards for
all teachers) fo r led"lnology literate teachers (Kaplan. 1999 ).
To obtain meas ures of teach er com puter and information technology
compe ten cy in this study , tea chers we re presented with the competency statements
and asked to assess the ir current sklllievel attainment or practice on a nine -pomt
sca le which ranged from t -Not Yet Read y to 9-Could Teach Other s. The scori ng of
this ordinal sca le was based on ass igning weights from 1 to 9 for each position on
the sca le. The computer and information tech no logy com petencies were divided into
three sca les : professional prod uct ivity , integration of technology, and student
inquiry . These sca les are divided into a num ber of subscales wh ich are lis ted in
Table 3.1.
Table 3 1 Technology Compe tency Scales and Sub Scale s
Scale Sub-scale
1. Professional Productivity A. Operate computers. related technologies and software
applications
A1. Basic
A2. Advanced
B Evaluale technology materials
C. Access Information
2. Integrating Technology A. Evaluate. select and apply instructional material to the
curriculum
B. Use emerging technologies
C. Demonstrate ethical use of technology
3. Student Inquiry A. Design. develop and support technology activities
B Use technology In assessing student wor1c.
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Part three of the instrument cons isted of a Tea chers Attitudes Toward
Computers (TAC ) survey and was designed to assess the attitude of teachers
toward computer and related technol ogies . The TAC is an 80 ilem ques tionnaire for
measuring teachers' attitudes toward compu ters on the six subscates of
enthus iasm/enj oyment, anxiety, avoidance, attitude toward emai l, negati ve impact
on soc iety, and productivity. A five point Like rt scale was used to soli cit responses
from the subjects who selected one of the following choices: to S - strongl y agree ,
SA - somewhat agree , U - undecided, SD - somew hat disagree, or D - strongly
disagre e with the statemen t presented. This part of the instrument was origina lly
developed by Chr istensen and Knezek (1996) who statisti ca lly selected the
strongest indicators from 14 instru ments with acceptab le measurement prope rties
that were reported in the literatu re. The ir quest ionnaire was design ed so that a
number of quest ions were worded positively while others were nega tively worded
Th is was done to ensure that the responses were not influenced by the wording of
the statements . These items were scrambled and numbered on the surve y
accordi ng to Table 3.2 .
Tab le 3.2 Survey lIems in each Attit ude Scale
Attitude Scale
Enthusiasm/Enjoyment
Anx iety
Avoidance
Alt itude toward Email
Negative Impa ct
Product iv ity
Survey llem s
1, 7,13,19,25,31,37,43,49,55,61,67,71,75,78
2. 8,14.20,26 ,32.38,44,50,56,62,68,72,76,79
3,9 ,15,21,27,33,39,45.51,57,63,69,73
4,10,16,22,28,34,40,46,52,58,64
5,11,17,23,29,35,41,47,53,59,65
6,12,18,24, 30,36,42,48,54,60,66,70,74,77,80
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The asse mbled instrument used in this current study was forwarded to
four expert s in the fie ld by the author . The natur e and purpos e of the study was
exp lained and the parts of the instrument were outl ined . The experts were asked to
identify items which, in the ir op inion , should be exclud ed from the instrument The
experts were also asked to determ ine if any items were missing and should be
added to the instrument; and to examine the instrume nt and make any suggestions
to improve the instrument. Based on the comments of the experts the instrument
generally remained as presented with a number of minor corrections
Ins trument Validity and Reli ab ili ty
A review of the literature was undertaken in order 10 ident ify valid instrumen ts
to be used in this thesis. The technol ogy needs asse ssment surve y part of the
quest ionnaire used was developed by the Al liance of Connecticut Reg iona l
Educational Service Centers, an alliance of six Regiona l Educa tiona l Service
Centers wh ich serve the needs of Connecticut' s schoo l districts. The ir instrument
was based on the ISTE foundation standards for all educators (International Society
for Technology in Educat ion, 1997) and validated by consu ltat ion with experts in the
State of Conne cticut (Kaplan, 1999).
The TAC part of the questio nnai re used in this research was developed by
Christensen and Knezek by statistically selecting the strongest ind icato rs from
fourteen other instrume nts with acceptable measurement propert ies that were
reported in the litera ture . Their instrument meas ures indice s in wh ich validity ha s
"
been well-establis hed in the literature (Christensen & Knezek , 1996 )_Construct
validity and internal consistency reliability analysis were performed on the TAC by
surveying 621 educa tors in Texas, Florida, New York, and California during 1995-
1996 . A factor analysis of the individual items was perform ed and resulted in
select ions of sever al fac tor structures as the most meaningfu l represen tations of
each domain . The seven factor structure interna l consistency measures are foun d in
Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 Internal Consistency Reliability for the TAC
Factor Cronbach 'sAlpha
Enthusiasm/Enj oyment 0,9800
Computer Anxiety 0.9800
Computer Avoidan ce 0.9000
Att itude Toward Ema il 0.9500
Negative Im pact on Society 0.8500
Product ivity 0.9600
xays s emanuc 0.9400
Subsequently, Christens en and Knezek colle cted TAC data from 91 teachers
prior to and after their 6-week train ing sessions in Port Arthur, Texas. The paired
data were viewed a number of ways , includ ing the orig inally published subscales.
and through 7-fac tor , 10-factor, and 16-factor structures . There was strong evidence
tha t a reduction in anxiety abou t comput ers occur red in participant s over the course
of their tra ining sessions and that the tra inees came to perce ive a more positive role
for Email in classroom learning. These find ings were viewed as succes sful
confirmation of the disaiminant valid ity of the TAC (Christensen, 1997; Knezek &
Christens en, 1997a; Knezek & Christensen, 1997b). To furthe r verify the interna l
cons istency and robustness of both the competency and attitude scales , Cronbach 's
alpha reliability coefficients were computed using the data collected for the study
(see Chapter 4).
Procedure
In order to proceed with the study it was necessary to obtain the support of
School District 3 - Corner Brook , Deer Lake, St. Barbe. In the initial stages of the
study the boar d office was contacte d and a meeting arranged with the assi stant
director . After some discussion, it was decided that this needs assessm ent was a
pr iority for the board and the board would support the study , administer the
instrument and use the data for internal planning . A set of criteria for the study was
discussed with the board and the Technology Education Center. The instrument
was sent from the board office to schools on February 10,1 999. School s were
asked to cooper ate with the study and administer the survey to all teachers
Teachers were asked to cooperate with the study by completing the instrument and
returning the completed survey to the designated person within the school. Once the
surveys were completed, the school principals were reque sted to return the surveys
to the district office by February 19,1 999. The instruments were coll ected by the
district and fowerded to the researcher.
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The participants we re infonned that the quest ionna ires would be coded only
after be ing rece ived by the researcher and that no indivi dual wou ld be identifi ed ,
nor, for the purpose of the study , woul d any school be identified . A covering lette r
(Appe ndix D) exp lained the purpose of the survey and included that the distri ct had
given the researcher permission to use some of the data from the survey for a
Masle r of Education study under the directio n of the thes is supervisors and the
Faculty of Educa tion , Memor ia l Univ ersity of Newfoundland . Instruct ions for
complet ing the inst rument we re inclu ded
Data Analysis
All data wer e ana lyzed using the Stat istical Package for Soci al Sciences
(SPSS) for Windows. Ana lysis was completed on the responses to all questionna ire
items. Descri pt ive stat ist ics were generated from the demographic questions 1 10 9
These were then used to comp ile a pro fi le of the questionnaire respondents. A
number of groups and subgroups were identifi ed and furt her analyzed.
Descripti ve stat istics and ana lysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures were
used to address research questions 1 and 2 wh ich soug ht to iden tify differ ences
between various groups and subgroups of teachers on leve ls of technology
compe tence. Items were grou ped into scales and subseales that represented need s
for inservice re lated to techn ology competenci es in identified areas . Cro nbach 's test
of alpha reli ab ility was conducted on each seale and subscale. Th is process was
used to eliminate any poss ib le weaker items, the reby impro ving the overall reliability
.2
of th is section of the instru ment and makin g the overall rel iabil ity of the instrument
mere meaningful. An ana lys is of variance was conduded on each scale and
subscale to furthe r determine whether significant diffe rences existed among age ,
gender, school type , and geograph ic loca tion . Tuka y's HSD post hoc mul tiple
compariso n te sts were used to identify any sign ificant differences be twee n groups.
An alysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures were used to address research
questions 3 and 4 which sou ght to identify difference s between variou s groups and
subgroups of teachers on altitudes towards comput er tech no logy . Items were
grouped into fa ctor s that represented att itudes re lated to identified areas
Cronbach's test of alpha reliab ilit y was conducted on each factor. An analysis of
variance was conducted on each factor to further determine whether signif icant
diffe rences existed among age , gender , school type , and geographic loca tion
Tuke y HSO post hoc multip le com pari son tests were used to identify any significant
differences between groups. This is the mos t common anal ys is type for une ven
groups and was cons idered the most appropriate post hoc anal ysis method given
the exp loratory na ture of the study .
Pear son 's Produ ct Moment correlation ana lysis was use d to determine the
relat ionship be tween teachers' attit ude toward co mpute rs and their level of
competency.
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Description of Respondents
Overall , 381 responses 10 the questionnaire out of a potential 540 were
received. Questions 1 through 9 enabled the author 10compile a descriptive profile
of the respondents
School Type of Respondents
Question 1 asked the respondents to indicate the type of school in which they
wor ked. As can be seen in Table 3.4, of the 377 teachers who responded 36.6 %
indicated they work in primary/elementary schools, 11.7% work in jun ior high
schoo ls , 20 .7 % worked in senior high schools and 19.1 % wo rk in all-grade schools
The other 11.9 % of teachers wor k in other types of schools, K-6, K-9, 4-12 , 7~12
Table 3.4 School Type of Respondents
Type of School %
(1) PrimaryIElemenlary 138 36.6
(2) Junior High 44 11.7
(3) Senior High 78 20.7
(4) All - Grade (K·12) 72 19.1
(5) othe r 45 11.9
Total 377 100
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Gend er of Respondents
Responses to the second question are shown in Table 3.5_Fifty· thtee
percent of the respondents were female and 45 % male. Five respondents did not
report their gender.
Table 3.5 Gender of Respondents
"Female
Male
Missing
Tolal
Age of Resp ond ents
201
171
5
sn
53.3
45.4
1.3
100
Question three ascertained the age of respondents . The results are shown in
Table 3.6. It is clear that the majority (over 60%) of the respondents were over 40
years of age and few, 7 % of teachers, were under 30 years of age
Table 3.6 Age Categories of ResPOndents
Age Ranges (years)
(1) 20- 30
(2)31-40
(3) 41-50
(4)50+
Missing
Tolal
23
108
202
33
11
377
"8.1
28 .6
53.6
88
2.'
100
.5
Teaching Experience of Respondents
Tab le 3.7 shows the responses from questio n 4 on teaching experience
Almost half of the teachers responding had 21 years or more teaching experience , A
very small number (6.1%) were relatively new teachers
Table 3.7 Years of Teaching Experience
Teaching Exp erience (years)
(1) 1-5
(2) 6-10
{3)11-15
{4) 16-20
{5)21 -25
(6) 26+
Missing
Total
23
48
.3
SO
sz
104
7
377
%
'.1
12.7
16.7
13.3
21.8
27,6
1.9
100
Area of Specialization of Respondents
Question 5 was asked to determine the area of special ization of respondents
Results are reported in Table 3.8. A total of 45% of teachers report ed their area of
specialization as primary/elementary and 54% reported an intermedi atelhigh school
area of speciali zation.
Table 3.8 Area of Spec ializat ion of Responden ts ·
%
Pnrnary /elementary rea 44.9
Intermediate/High 201 53.7
Missing 5 1 4
Total 3" 100
* The original question contained four choices : primal)' .
elememary.jntermediate , and secondary : there are norma lly
only two designations in Newfoundland : prirnaryrejeme ntary and
intermediate/high school
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Degrees Held by Respondents
The study attempted to identify the academic qualif icat ions of the
respondents throu gh question 6. As out lined in Table 3.9 the respond ents reported
that 48.8 % had a Bachelor of Arts Degree , 14.3 % reported a Bachelor of Science
Degree , 77 .5 % a Bachelor of Education Degree, 4.0 % a Master of Arts in
Education, 17.8 % a Master of Education Degree, and 26.5 % reported having a
degree other than thos e listed. Most teachers reported at least two deg rees
Table 3.9 Degrees Held by Respondents
Degrees
S, A.
B , Se.
B. Ed .
M.A. (Ed)
M.Ed .
Other
184
54
2"
15
67
100
%
48.6
14.3
77.5
,
17.8
26.5
Previous Training Relevant to Computers and Information Technology
Questions 7, 8 and 9 were included to determ ine the amount of teacher
training in computer and information technology, The number of courses take n by
respond ents related to computer and info rmation is reported in Table 3,10. The
majority (75.6%) of teach ers did not have a course , whi le 18 % had 1-2 courses, 3.4
% had 3-4 courses , and very few teachers (less than 3%) had more than 5 cours es.
6'
Table 3.10 Number of Credit or Cont inuing Education Courses Related
10 Computer s and Ted molooy
Number of cccrses ..
0 265 75.6
1·2 66 16
.. 13 3.'
s-e 6 1.6
' ·6 1 0 3
.. 3 0.6
Missing 1 0.3
Total 377 100
Tab le 3.11 reports the num ber of lnservtce hours respondents had received
related to computers and information technology in the last three years. A sign ificant
proportion (26.3 %) received no inservice . 36.7 % received between 1 and 9 hours
of inservice, 20 .0 % received between 10 and 19 hours of mservice . 9.2 % rece ived
between 20 and 29 hours of inserv ice. and the remainder 7.7 % received IT\O(e than
30 hour s of inserv ice. Severalleacher s reported receiv ing over 100 hours of
inservice in the last three years
Table 3.11 Number of t"service Hours Related to Computers
and Tech nology
Number of tnservice Hours ..
0
"
26.3
0-' 136 36.6
10-19 75 19.9
20-29 35 '2
3Q.39 6 2.1
«» 21 5.6
Missing 1 0.3
r ctet 377 100
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The numb er of insti tutes respondents part icipated in related 10compute rs and
information techno logy is repo rted in Table 3.12 and the number of hours of institut e
t ime is reported in Table 3.13. The majo rity (80.9 %) of teachers had not attended
an institute , with 10,1 % having attended one institute, and 3.4 % attended 2 or
three institutes
Table 3.12 Number of Institutes Related to Computers and Technology
Number of Institutes
304 80.9
38 10.1
21 56
5 1.3
8 2 1
Missing 1 0.3
Tota l 377 100
Table 3.13 Number of Hours Attending Institutes Related to Computers
and Technology
Number of tnsutute Hours %
30' 80 .6
1· 10 30
11-20 13 34
21·30 12 3.2
31-40 1.1
40' 13 34
Missing 1 03
Total 377 100
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Geographi c Location of Respondents
Data availab le from the School Board files allowed locations of schools to be
assigned as urban or rural and for the purposes of analysis were coded as urban (1)
rural (2) . An examination of the data indica ted that respondents were reasonably
even ly split between urban and rural settings (47.7% and 52.3% respectively)
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CHAPTER FOUR
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The analysis of the data collected for the study is presented in th is chapter .
Tables cons isting of descri ptive statistics, analysis of variance analyses , and Tukay
HSO post hoc multip le compar ison tests results , where appropriate, for each of the
research questi ons have been present ed. F values, indicating the degree to which
relationships are statistica lly signif icant, are als o presented. Additional statistica l
analyses were undertaken, as required and are included. A significance level of .05
was consid ered acceptable , A total of 540 instruments were forwarded to teachers ,
principal s and boar d personnel in 31 schools; 381 were returned to the researcher
from the district office for a return rate ot70 %. Four surve ys (1%) were not usable
Instrument Reliabili ty
A Cronbach coeffi cient alpha test was used to assess reliab ility of the data for
internal cons istency for each of the subscales in the instrument. For part one of the
instrument, the Self Assessment of Technology Competencies, the subscales were
productivity - use technology for professional and personal productivity; teaching
and learning - integrating technology into the teaching/learni ng process; and student
inquiry - using technology to encourage studen t inquiry and higher level thinking
proce sses. Respondents were given nine choices on each competency statement
on the instrument. The choices were on a contin uum ranging from 1 - Not Yet
0.9120
0.9228
0.8560
0.9228
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Ready, 3 • Aware of,S - Learning, 7 • Capable and Comfortable , to 9 - Able to
Teach Others .
A summary of the results of the Cronbach coefficient alpha analysis ,
completed for each scale, is reported in Table 4.1 and ranged from .8560 to .9969
on the subscafes. For a detailed analysis see Tables E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6, E7,
E8, E9, E10, E11, E12 in Appendix E. This analysis consisted of calculation of the
correlation coefficients for each scale and subscale of the technology competencies
follow ed by a calculation of Chronbach's alpha coefficient for each scale and
subscale
Table 4.1 Competency Level Scale Reliability Summary
Competency Scale and Subscales Cronbach's Alpha
Professional Productivity 0.9647
Operate computers, related technologies and 0.9486
software applications
Basic
Advanced
Evaluate technology materials
Access lnfonnalion
IntegralingTechnology
Evaluate, select and apply insl ruclional
material tot he cuniculum
Use emerging technologies
Demcnstrate ethicaluse of tectmotoqy
Siudentinquiry
Design, develop and support technology
activities
Use technology in assessing studenl wort
0.9969
0.9301
0.9384
0.9189
0.9593
0.9531
0.8966
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For the Teacher Att itudes Toward Comput ers (TAC) sca le, part two of the
instrument, the subscale s were enthusiasm/enjoyment, anxiety, avoidance , attitude
toward ema il, neg ative impact on society, and prod ucti vity. Respondents were given
five cho ices on each attitud inal statement on this sect ion of the instrument The
choice s were S - strong ly agree , SA • somewhat agree, U - undeci ded, SO -
somewh at disagree, or 0 - strongly disagree . For analysis purpos es, each choice
was ass ign ed a value as foll ows: Strongly Agree (1), Somewhat Agree (2),
Undeci ded (3 ), Somewha t Disagree (4), and Strong ly Disagree (5)
Results of the Cronbach coefficient alpha analy sis reported in summa ry fo rm
in Table 4.2 show that the coefficient range d from .6466 to .9498 on the attitud inal
factors. For a deta iled analys is see Tables F1, F2, F3, F4 , F5, F6 in Append ix F.
The latter cons isted of calculat ion of the correlat ion coefficients for eactt of the
attitud inal factors fo llowed by a ca lculation of Chronba dl's alpha coe fficient for each
factor.
Table 4.2 Computer Att itude Factor Reliabil ity Summary
Attit ude Factor
Enthusiasm/Enjoyment
Computer Anxiety
Compu ter Avo idance
Attitude Toward Email
Negal ive lmpact
Product iv ity
Cronbach 's Atpha
0.9379
0.94913
0.7977
0.9197
0.8468
0.6729
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Research Question 1
Research Quest ion 1: What is the level of computer and information
technology compet enci es of Newfou ndland and Labrador teachers with
respec t to the ISTE standards?
In order to address this question , the 48 items were grouped into the three
competency scales , each with a number of subscales for ana lysis purposes . Means
and standard deviations are reported in Table 4.3
An overall examinati on of the scales and subsca les reveals that the means
were generally low (less than 5 on a scale of 1 to 9) and standard devia tions
(spread of scores) were small . The professional productivity scale (mean=4.15,
5D=1 .9) sugges ted that the majority of teachers tended not to rate their abilities to
use technol ogy for professi onal and person al productivity very high , and were
generally at a stage where they were ' Aware of the competenci es but had yet to
learn them. On examining the subscales of professional product ivity it is evident that
teachers tended to rate themselves with highest competency in the basic computer
operat ions subseaIe of operate computer s, related technologies and software
appli cations (mean = 4,90) and with lower competen cy in the advanced subseale
(mean= 3.06).
In the integrat ing technology seale, the majority of teachers aga in tended to
rate themse lves as competent on those ski lls in the lower ha lf of the range . The
highest rank ing (mean=4.17) was on the demonstrate ethieal use of techno logy
subseale . The lowest scores of all were in the ir perceived compete ncies with respect
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Table 4.3 Teacher Rankinas of their Competency l evel
Competency Scale and Su~ SO
Profesaior\alProductMty
"" '"
1.'
~e comput_. related technolGgoe& and see
'"
20
softwaleappicalions
-
36' "0 2'
""""'""
370 30. 2.0
Evahsale technology meten* 371 "3 22
Acee6&lnformation 371 4 49 23
Inte-grabngTeelmok>gy 35. 321 '8
Evaluate.s~ect and applv in.lJUctJonlllmelenlll 368 334
"toee eurrcoium
Use emerging te<:hnologiet 362 2,76
"Demonstrale ethical use ol lech nology 365 417 24
Student Inquiry 362 3.32 2.0
De~gn, de'lelop a ndsupporttec h nology 363 3,58 2.2
activities
Use technology in ass_ng student wol1<. 368 268
° Largflr mean le Pfesentl more technology competency
(range l. Not Yet Aware 9- Able to Tu ch Others)
10using emerging technolog ies (mean = 2.76) and using technology to assess
student work (mean=2.68). Teachers also tended to rank themselves rather low
(mean=3.32) in the student inquiry scale and slightly higher (mean =3.58) in the
des ign. deve lop and support technology act ivit ies subsea Ie.
Research Question 2
Research Question 2: How do Newfoundland and Labrador teachers
vary with resp ect to th eir level of computer and information technology
competenc ies when analyzed by sele cted demographic lntc rmetton and
other char acte ristics (gend er, age, scho ol type , and geographic
loc ati on)?
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To answer this questi on the responses of teachers were ana lyzed separatel y
by each of the selected demograph ics of gende r, age, school type, and geographi c
locat ion. Descr iptive statis tics were computed for each demographic variable and
anal ysis of variance (ANQVA) statistics were used to make comparison s between
group variables. Tukey HSD post hoc multiple comparisons were completed in
instances where it was necessary to dis tinguish significance levels of categories
with in demographic variables The following sections outl ine the results of the
analys is.
Gender and Technology Competenc ies
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 contain the descriptive statistics and ana lysis of variance
results with respect 10 lea chers ' technology competence and gender differences
The means in column 3 of Table 4.4 indica tes both groups tended to rank
themse lves on the lower porti on of the assessment scale.
Examining the means for each of the scales and subscales for gender
differen ces reveals that, on all scales , males percepti ons of the ir levels of
technology competencies were higher. Male mean ranks were approximately one
scale pos ition higher on each of these scales and subscales than female ranks . This
ind icated that overall males perceived themselves as having more computer and
technology competency than females. ANOVA results (Table 4.5 ) verify these
findings exist and that there were significant differen ces (p>.00 1) betwee n
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Table 4.4 DescriptiveStatistics of Competency level by Gender
compe!"""yScaleaI'KlSubacaln
Profnsional PrO<1Jc:lMty
,~. ts 3,67 U
M'" m 4,69 2.',..,
'"
4,15 1.,
Operateeom putefs, relat&dtechnologi"".,nd soflware
applications
,.- ta 3.48 1.,
M• • m
." 2 2,.., see ass 2.0
Basic
,.- rse 4.4 3 1.,
M• • 172 5,44 22
' 0," sea . 00 2'
""'....,.- tsa 2,52 1.,
Male m asa 2.'
'0," 370 aoe 2.0
EvaluateF:..~""'te<i"15
200 eos 20
M•• m 4,61 23
Tolal 37' <33 22
Access Information
,~. iss 3,97 2.0
M"I" m 510
",.. '71 ... 23
IntegrabngTF:.a~
te 267 r.e
M• • res 3,71 2 0
,.., asa
'"
1."EVah.JateF,,~~andapplyinStruc~""'terial ,,, 2.'" ' .7
Male m
'"
2',.., aee 23 '
"u.... ""7:;~;echnolog ;"
"2 2."
"M• • 170 3.24 2.'
r.., 3112 2.76 t.a
Demons;.:..~useof l&clmology
rsa aee 23
M• • 172 esc 2.'
T.. aes 4.17
"Student Inquiry
rs 200 t.eFemale
M•• tea 3.73 22
r.. aez 3.32 2.0
Oe$ igll, devek>pand""Ppoo"llechnologyactiliilles
ts 328 ' .0,~.
M• • tea 3.92 2A
'"'"
sea 3.58 22
Use technolcgy n as ........ ng atudentwork
ise 2.22 1.,,.-
Mal" ,,, 3.22 2.'
reta , see
'"
1.,
• Larger mean reprMents mor" Techoology Competllncy
(rang"l -N oIYetAwa,e9-AbletoT""",hOlhoors j
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Table 4.5 ANOVA Statistics of Competency Level by Gender
CompelencySca.. . ndSUbsca .... ,~O<
'"SquaresProfeuionalPmdt.ctivrty
BetweeoG,oupIS 93732 ,
Wfth;nG'oups 1273.800 sea
''''''
1361,539 sea
Operatecompulets,relatBdlechnologiesendsoftwareapplications
Betwa9nGl'Oups 105.937 ,
~:Group" 132:3753
'"1429,69 ass
Basic
e etween Grcu ps 92713 ,
WithinGrnups 1550209 see
'''''
1642.923
'"
--S-....nGroup" 124.553
,
~::nGrtl\lps 1404.311 eee
15286&4 oes
E~aluatet&chnologymat«ials
B..r-enGroup$ 25.' ,
WrthinGroo ps 1693,004 ees
'''''
1718,104 arc
Aoc"""lnformaiion
a el'weenGr<:>ups ue.aoe ,
WithinGrOllpll 1765.966 ass
''''"
1902174 azc
Inmgm;IllI TecilllOlogy
8etwellnGrC1Uj)8 62.641 t
WrtNnGrO\lPS 1155.973 sse
''''''
1218615
'"Evaluate."~and applyinstruetior\almat"""l
Between GrGlJl)S 6464 4 ,
~.::nGroups 1324 641 sse
1389,285 se
Use emerging teclv>ologies
74,155~nGroups ,
Within Groups 1131,814 aec
''''''
1205,969 se
Demonstr ate ett>ca1use of technology
Betwem Groups aaees ,
Within Groups 1991, 193 se
Total 2026.Q78
'"StuOentlnquiry
52,817Between Groups ,
WrthinGrcups 1452,56 sec
'''''
1505 377 ae
Oesign , devel"f' and support technolog y activitJes
37.546 ,BetweeoGroop<;
WitNnGrO\.4lS 1713.148 as
Total 1750,694 se
Usetechnologyinas•...,;s;ng studenlwork
91 196 ,BetweenGroups
WlltlinGroups 1285,086 ass
Total 1376 ,282 as
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female and male rank ing of their technol ogy competen cy on all scales and
subscales .
Age and Techn olog y c ompet enc ies
Descriptive statis tics and an analysis of vari ance were carr ied aut comparing
competence levels on the scales and subscales by age group and are reported in
Tables 4 .6 and 4.7.
Examining the means of the competency levels by age group (Table 4.6 )
indicates that there was a trend in the data. In each scale and subseale the means
of group 1 (20-3 0 years) was highe r than the means of the rest of the age groups
The rankings from highes t to lowest were Group 1, 2, 4 and then 3 fo r each sca le
and subscale. Generally, therefore, the mean of the groups decreased with age,
indicating tha i youn ger teach ers considered themse lves more competent. Group 3
(41~50 years ) appeared to be an anomaly, ranking last in compe tence on every
seale and subseale .
Th is apparent trend was tested using ana lysis of variance procedures. The
results are shown in Table 4.7 , and indica ted signifi cant differ ence s between age
groups in all the competency scales and sub-s cales at the p=O.05 level or less .
Further ana lysis in the form of post hoc mult iple compa risons (Tukey HSO)
tests were run on the data to identify differences between specifi c groups (see Table
4.8). The main groups showing signif icant differences were the 20-30 years and 41-
50 years age groups . These groups showed sign ificant differences on all the main
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Table 4.6 Descriptive Statistics of Competency Level by Age Group
competeoeyScaleandSubscalM
ProlessiQnalProdllctMty
Groupl:2Q.30 22 5.'" 2.0
Group 2: 31-40 ro "0 18G,oup3:4' ,50 ta 3 .87 18
Group450+ 32 " 5 2.0
To. as 4,18
"Operatlloompuler$, ralatecltechnologi Kand
software applirnobDn5
Groop l :20-30 22 5. 12 20
Group:2:31-'40 to e.a 18
Group341-50 200 a-a 2.0
Groop 450+ 32 ' .00 2.0
T""
'"
' .02 2.0
'"'.G'OlIpl:2G-30 23 '.00 2.0
Group231-40 to 5.31
"Group341-50 200 ' 50 2 2
Group 4.SO+ 22 5,07 a
T"" se ,.. 2'
""'.,..,
Group1: 20-30 22 4,12 2.'
GroupZ:31-40 ro ' .22 2.0
Groop3: 41-50 ao 2.53 2.0
Gfoup4: 50+ 32 3.14 20
T""
""
aoa 2 0
Eva.;""letechno!ogymat"';als
Groopl :2O-3CI 23 5." z.t
Grnupl:31-40 '00 4,71 ' .2
Group 3: 41-SO so eo 2'
~P4: 50+ 22 a.ae 23
aes
'"
22
~ll1fofmation
Groop 1: 2Q.3O 23 5,62 ' .5
Gmup2:31-40 '00 4.81 2.'
Group 3: 41-50 ao 4,19 2'
Gtoup4 50+ 22
'" "T"" ass 4.52 a
Integ rating Tec hnology
Group 1: 20-30 23 4.15 t.
Group2: 31-40 rc ' .50
"Group3: 41-50 te '05 18
Group4: 50+ at aae
"T"" as '25
"~a~ ~and ap,"Y instnJclional materill l to
Group I : 20-30 23 '. 23 20
Group231-40 H" a...
"Group 3: 41-SO 200 3.15
"Group<\:511+ 33 a.as 2.'
Tobl 362
'"
20
° Larger mean represenls a high er degree ofTechnoJogyCompetency
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Tab le 4.6 (Continued)
Competency Scale and Subscaln
Useernergingteehnologies
Group 1: 20-30 aa aea t.s
Groop2 :31 -40
"" '''' "Group 3: 41·50 iss '50
"Group 450+ ar aso t.e
'''''
ass
''''
t a
OlllTl()nslratllethical ...-ofl9chnology
Group 1: 2O-JO za
""
as
Group231·40 res ... 23
Group 3: 41·50 200
'"
z
Group450+ at
." a
'''''
asa e.zo
"stlIdel'ltinquil'y
Group ,,20-30 za 4,4' ao
Gl"oup2 :3 1-40 roe ace 20
Group3'41-SO rs 307 a
Group450+ az ass
"
'''' '
ase 22' ' .0
D....gn,<le'VflIojland ..upportt~hnok:>gyactivitin
Grnupl:20-30 za 4,74 a
Group2-31-40 roe 3.91 a
Group 3. 41-50 rs 220 a.a
Group 4: 50+ aa 3,79 '0
''''' '"
3,62 a
U$9teehllOlogy~a$aessing$tudIlntwork
Group 1: 20-30 za 3,65 L9
Group 2: 31-40 to 2.83 ' .0
Group 3: 41-50 200 2.49 L9
Group4-SO+ az 2.97 L9
,.. '" 27 1 L9
• [ arger mean lepresents a tl,gher degree 01 [ "ChI1OIOIlYCCrnpeteney
(rangel- Not Yet Aw are 9- Abl e to Teach Othe rs)
scales and all the subscale s except the demonstr ate ethical use of technology
subscate. In all these cases the mean for group 1 (20-30 years ) was signif icantly
higher than thai of group 3 (41-50 years). This indicated thai 20-30 years age group
considered themsel ves to have greate r competency levels than 41-50 years age
group on those scales and subscales
As reported in Table 4.8, significant differences were found between group 2
(31-40 years) and group 3 (42-50 years) for the profess ional productivity scale , the
Table 4.7 ANOVA Statistics of Teacher Competency Level by Age Category
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operate computers, related technol og ies and software app lications, basic computer
operations , and the eva luate technology materials subscales. The means for group
2 were signi f icantl y higher than the means for group 3 on this scale and its
subscales
Even though ANOVA results indicated signifi cant diffe rences between groups
on the demonstrate ethica l use of tech nolog y subsea Is, Tukey HSD post hoc
analysis (Table 4.8) cou ld not confirm signif icant differences between groups on this
subseale . The calculated sign ificance value between group 2 and group 3 were
close 10 the accepted limit, but not signif icant at the .05 leve l
Schoo l Type and Technology Competencies
Statistical analysis incl uding anal ysis of variance was carried out compar ing
competence levels by school type. An examinat ion of the descriptive data (Table
4.9) shows that high school teachers ranked themselves highest in competency of
all teachers in the other school types on all scales and subscales.
Among the groups, primary /elementary teache rs ranked themsel ves lowest in
all the scales and subsca les except on the student inquiry subscale of develop,
design and support technol ogy activities where they ranked themsel ves
(mean=3.29), slightly higher than the other group (mean=3.23). A closer
exam ination of the means suggested a trend in group rankings. From highes t to
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Table 4.8 Results of the ! ukey HSD multiple comparison tests by Age Category
Com pet ency seale and Subsca les
Proless!onalProduet ivrty Group 1 Grou p 2 Group ' Group 3
20-30 31.4 0 50> "-SO
n'" 22 0 - 107 n '" 32 0 ::198
Mean 5.30 'SO 4.25 3.87
Operate com pcters. rela led technologies and Group 1 Group 2 Group. Gro up 3
software applicatiOns
20-30 31-40 SO. 4' -50
0=22 0 = 107 0=32 n=200
Mean 5.12 4.33 ' 08 3.72
Basic Gro up 1 Gro up 2 Gro up 4 Group 3
20. 30 31-40 SO. 4' ·50
0"23 0 - 107 0: 33 n e 200
Mean 6.00 5.31 5.07 4 ,59
Advanced Group ' Group 2 Group .. Group 3
20-30 31-'10 SO, 41-50
" 22 0 - 108 0 :32 n= 202
Mean 4.12 3.33 3.14 2.83
Evaluate tech nology materials G roup 1 Group 2 Group" Group 3
20-30 31~O 50> 41-SO
0 ; 23 n=108 0=33 n e 201
Mean 5.35 4.71 '36 4.05
Access Inf orma tion Group 1 Group 2 Group" Group 3
20-30 31-40 SO, 41-50
n =23 n " 108 0 :33 0=201
Mean 5.62 4.81 4.77 4.19
Integrat ing Technology Group 1 Group 2 Group " Gro up 3
20-30 31·40 SO. 41-50
" "23 0 " 102 0"31 0 "196
Mea n 4,15 3.50 3.48 3.05
(Cont inued)
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Table 4 8 (Continued)
Competency Scale and Subscales
Evaluate, select and apply instruction al Group 1 Group 2 Group " Group J
mat erial to the wrriculum
20-30 31"",,0 50+ 4'-SO
n e 23 n" 106 n :33 n :200
Mean 4.23 3.84 3.45 3.15
Use emerging technologies Group 1 Gro up 2 Group 4 Group ]
'0-30 31-40 SO, 4 1-SO
""'23 n :; 104 0 : 31 " "' 198
Mean 3.63 '94 2.90 2.58
Demonstrate elh ical use of technology Group 1 Group " Group 2 Group 3
20-30 SO, 31-40 41·5 0
" "23 n -31 n= 105 0 =2 00
Mean 5.04 4 66 4 .54 3.86
Student Inquiry Group 1 Group 2 Group 4 Group ]
20-30 31-40 SO, 4 1·50
n'"23 n - 106 0 =32 0 = 195
Mean ,1.41 4.00 3.55 3,07
Design . dev elop and support technology Group 1 Group 2 Group 4 Group 3
activities
20-30 3 ' -<40 SO, 41-50
n = 23 n . ,06 0:32 n e 198
Mean 4 .74 H l1 3.79 3.30
use technology In asseSSing student work Group 1 Group " Grou p 2 Group 3
20-30 ,0< 3' ....0 41-50
0: 23 0"' 32 n = 107 n e 200
Mean 3.65 2.97 2.83 2,49
lowest the genera l rankings were: (1) high school. (2) jun ior high , (3) all -grade , (4)
other, and (5) primary/elementary. Junior high teachers ranked themselves second
on 7 scalesl subsca les and third on 6 scales/subscales . AII-grade teachers ranked
themselves second on 6 scales and subscales and third on 7 scales and subsca les
as
Table 4 .9 Descriptive Statisticsof Competency l evel by School Type
compet!ncyscaitiand sub;;;i1es s
Profellsionalf',oduc:livily
Pr'mal)/E!ementa<y raa
'"
r e
JuniorHillh ... e.ae L'~;g~G= 23 ees 2270 4.44 1.7
0<»0< ... 40 1 2.0
T.. aes 4.14 L'Operateoomput8rll,,.... te<lt&Chnologiesand
sofIwar"..pplicalion"
Primary/Elementary ta 3.32 1.7
Junk>fHigh ... 42 4 '. 7
~9_h= 23 4.79 2.2
"
' .22 ,.
",-, ... 3.91 2.'
T~'
'"
3,99 20
Basic
PrimaryJEleI'ne<ltary
". 4,15 2.0JuniorHigh ... s.a
"~~;= 23 ,. , 2.2
"
5,12 t.s
0_
"
a.a 22
T~' 373 , eo
"AO',,,,,""
Primary/Elementary
'"
2 ,46 1.7
Junior High .- '23
"High$chOO 23 ' .77 a.s
All . Grade 72 aas t.s
0<»0< .- 3.02 2.'
T"'" '23 ace 2.0
EvalLJate t!lChnologymalefials
Primary/Elementary
'"
aee 20
Junior High ... 4.55 2'
~ig.h;= 23 '23 2.'72 "7 2.00 _
"
4,17 23
Total are e.a 2.'
Acc&ssinformlllion
PrimarylEiflrn<lt'Jtary rae 33' 22
JuniorHlQh .- 4 57 z.t
~~;:::" 23 szs 2A
"
a ss r s
0<»0<
"
424 2'
T.. '23
''''
2'
integratngiOChnolQgy
1.7Prmaf)'IElementary
'"
2."
Junior High
"
3.33 L'~ig_h= 23 aaa 2.'
70 aaa ' .7
0 • • .o 3 21 t.a
To," sea ] .27 L'; la'g....mean'epn!$EKlBa ~"9h1lr a;g,ee CIt tlld'VlOl(lg\l comp;;tIllICy
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Table 4.9 (Continued)
Compet9OCyS~~andS~
Eval~ate, "..h.ctand apply instructional msteri:alto
thecurricu!um
Primary/Elementary tss z.as t e
JuniorHigk ... 3.48
"High School
" ""
22
All- Grad..
" ' "
t e
""~ " 3.12 20,.. ara a a.. t.
Usoo_ging tec:hnologirts
PnmarylE~entary raa z.as r s
Junior High
'"
2.'"
"High Sc hool ze
'" "All-Grade
"
2IT
"
"""' '"
2" t.s,..
""
2.76 r e
Demonstrate ethicool use 01technology
Primary/Elementary
'"
ars 2.'
Junior High .... ...ze z.s
High School re 4.57
'"All-Grade ra
...'" 2.'
""~ .... 4.15 2.2TOtal ate 4.16
'"Studeotlnql.liry
P,irnarylElemer1tary taa 2 '" t.e
JOJnior Higoh .... asc t e
High School rr 4,04
'"All-Grade es 3 27 2.0
"""' "
'06 20
'"''' ""
3.32 20
De~n.deV8lopandsupportteclloologyactivitiK
Primary/Elementary taa azs 2.0
Junior High .... 3.16 2.0
High sctlool n 4 24 25
AM-Grade es 3.52 22
"""' "
a.z 2.2
''''''
see as 20
Useteehnology in~ngatudentwork
PlimarylElementllry ta 2.09 1.'
Junior High ... 2 00
"HighSchool n as 2.'
All - Grade
"
2,71 20
"""' "
2,67 t.
Total 373 ze t .
• Largermean represenlll a h'llherdegree01 t echnology competeocy
( ranee l- Not y"t Awar,, 9- Able to Tncl1~1
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The surve y of h igh schoo lteachers mean ranges (from mean= 3.77 to
mean =5.BO) on the professional productivity subscale indicated thal lhey were
generally "Aw are of ' and "Learning " about computer techno logy fo r profes sion al
product ivity. On the same subseale primary elementary teachers (mean= 2.46 10
mea n=4.15) were generally "Not Yet Ready " or were "Aware of' comp uter
technolog y for professional produ cti vity . The teachers in the rest of the schoo l types
mean ranki ngs fe ll somewhere be tween "Aware of' and "Learn ing" abou t computer
techno logy for professional productivity.
W ith in the other two scales, integrat ing technology (mean=3.3 9 to
mean=4 .57 ) and studen t inqui ry (mean=3 .57 to mea n=4 .04 ), high schoolteachers in
general were becomi ng "Aware of ' and "l earning" about integ rat ing com pute r
technology and using it to support student inqu iry . Primary and elem entary teachers
were generally "Not Yet Ready" to integrate and were becom ing "Aware of'
integrati ng techn ology (mean=2 .35 to mean=3.79) and using tech no logy to support
studen t inquiry (mean=2.09 to mean=2.94). The other mean ranges of the teachers
in the rest of the scho ol types fe ll between the mean ranges of prima ry/elementary
and high scho ol groups
To verify these observations based on the desc ript ive sta tist ics, AN OVA
procedures were completed on the data (refer to Table 4.10). These ana lyses
revealed significant diff erence s (p> .05) , between teachers based on the scho ol type
in wh ich they teach , on all scales and subscales except on the demon stra ting eth ica l
use of technology eubscele.
Table 4.10 ANOVA Statistics of Competency Level by School Type
Compete'lC)'SclIleend sU6SC3ies '~of <if
Squares
ProfessiornllPrcc!uctivity
BetweenGmups 103.262
·With... Groups 1269,651
"",... 1373 112 aea
OP"<3tecompul~. relatedtedlnologinandsoltwar.. a pPlications
BetweooGroops 116656
·
Withifl Gfoupc 1319 .716
'",,,., 1436 ,372 azo
Basic
Between Grou ps 146,358
·With ... Groups 1501,789 see,... 1650 ,1.7
'"
""""'"Between Groupe 92.766
·';'':l
in Gmu PS 1444,838 arc
1537 ,604
'"E~aluatetedlrlOlogy materi3 ls
Between Groups ee.aae
·With... GfO\.lps 1674,317
'","'" 1729.554
'"Accesa lnlormation
Between Grou ps 130 ,702
·
WithinG!"O\.Ips 1781,005
'"T... 1911.707
'"lntegrating Tec:hnolcgy
,-"'-
"'" ·
Within Grou ps 11n 276 sse
,"'" 1231629 aez
E~aluate, se lec:land applymtruclional matarial lo lhrlCtJrriculum
BetweenGmups n.sn
·
W-'Groups 1329 .489 aee,... U07 .066 on
lis<oemerging techncNog_
BeIw"""Gr~5 50'"
·
Within Groups 1150.485 sea
,,,., 1213.868
'"Dernon!Itril te ethica l use of t9Chnolog~
Between Groups 33.593
·
Within Gfoupe 2019856 ae
,,,., 2053.44lO as
Studen llnquiry
BetweMlGroups 50'"
·W ilhin Groups 1454.085 se,,,., 1517446 aee
[)es; gn, lIevelopaodsupport tec hoologyactivilieos
52.705
·
B"""'-'Groups
Within GrOlJps 1710469 sea
Totll 1763 ,175 ",
Use ltlChnology in ass9Smg studenlwork
110.067
·
Betwee n Groups
With... Groops 1279,068 see
Tota l 1389155 on
Sig
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Post hoc multiple comparisons (Tukey HSD) tests were run on the data to
determine which groups were significantly different and are reported in Table 4.11 .
On the profess ional productivity scale post hoc analys is revealed significanl
differe nces only between primary/elementary (mean=3.53) and high school teacher s
(mean=4.89) and primary/elemen tary (mean=3.53) and all-qrade schools
(mean=4.44) . Both the high school teache rs and all-grade teachers ranked
themselves as hav ing signif icantl y more tech nolog y competency than
primary/elementary teachers
On the opera te computer , related technologies and software app lications
subscale there were signi fican t differences between primary/elementary and junior
high teachers. prima ry/elementary and high school teachers and primary/elementary
and all-grade teachers. The three groups , jun ior high (mean=4.24), high schoo l
(mean=4.7 8) and all-grade (mean=4.22 ) teachers ranked themselves as having
sign ifican tly more techno logy competen cy than primary/elementary (mean=3.32)
teachers.
On the subgr oups of the operate computers, related tech nologies and
software applications scale , Tukey HSD tests revealed that there were sign ifican t
differences in the basi c operate computers subscate between prima ry/elementary
and jun ior high school teachers, primary /elementa ry and high school , and
primary/elementary and all-grade schoolteachers. Again , the three teacher groups ,
junior high (mean=5.25 ), high school (mean=5.BO), and all-grade (mean=5.12)
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Table 4.11 Tukey HSD Multiple Comparison Tests by School Type
Competenev Scale and Subsc alft
Professional Prod uctivity Higtl Sch AJI-Grade Jr. High omer Prim/E lem
7B 70 44 44 133
Mean 4.89 4.44 ' .36 4.01 3,53
OperatecomputefS,r~aled lechnologles alld HighS ch Jr . High PrimlE lem
6oftware applications
7B 44 71 44 ",
Mean 4.78 4,24 4,22 3.91 3.32
' ''''
HighSch Jr , High All-Grade 00" PfimJElem
7B 44 71
"
135
Mean 5,60 5,25 5 12 4.85 4.15
HighSch AJ-Grade Jr. High 00., PnrnlElem
7B
"
44 44 137
Mean 3.77 3,29 3 23 3,02 2.46
Evalualetechnologymaterials HighSch Al-Grade J,. High 00., Pnm!EJem
7B ra 44 as 137
Mean 4.79 4,67 4 55 4,17 3,88
Acceeslnformation HighSch AII,-G'ade Jf. High omer PrimlElem
7B 71 44 es 138
Mean 5.29 4,99 4 57 .,. 3.83
IntegralingTechn ology HighSch Ai-Grade Jr. High 00" PrimJElem
7B 70
"
aa 129
Mean 3,88 3,38 3,33 3.21 2.83
Eva!uate ,seleclandapplyinstructional HighSch AJ..Grade Jr. High oo~
rnaterial to the cu rrk:ulum
7B 71 44 as " 5
Mean 4.04 3.58 3.48 3.12 2.85
Use emergingtecl1nologies HighSch Jr , High 00., All-Grade PnmlElem
78 ea aa 71 132
Mea n 3 39 2,83 280
'"
2 .35
Demon st rate elhi cal use of tech nology HighSch AM-G rade Jr. High 00., PnmlElem
7B 72 .. .. 132
Mean 4.57 4.34 4 26 4 ,15 3.79
Stude nt Inq uiry H~hSch J r. High All-Grade 00" PnmlE lem
77 .. 69 es 132
Mean 404 3.50 3,27 3 06 2.94
Desjgn ,developandsupporttechno logy H~hSch Jr . High
ac~vi~es
77 44 69 133 as
Mean 4.24 3.76 352 3 29 323
Use techn ology in aS$t!ssing student wo rl\ Highsch. Jr,High AJ..Grade Other PrimlEl em
77 .. 71 ., 136
Mean 357 2.90 271 2.67 2.09
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ranked themselves as having sign ifican tly more techno logy competency than the
primary/elementary (mean=4.15) teachers . The ana lysis of the advanced operate
computers subseale shows significant differences on ly between primary/elementary
and high school and primary/elementary and alt-qrade teachers . The high school
(mean=3.77) and the al1-grade (mean=3.29) teachers ranked themselves as having
significantly more technology competency than primary/elementary (mean=2.46)
group .
Tukey HSD ana lysis revealed significant differences between
primarylelementary and high schoo l leacher groups on the evaluate technology
materials subsea Ie. High school teachers tended to rank themselves as having
significantly more compete ncy on this subscate than primary/elementary teachers
Post hoc anal ysis of the integ rating technology scale and its subscales
identifies sign ificant differences only between groups on the major scale and the
subsca les eva luate , select and apply instructional materials and use emerging
techn ology . On both scales the high schoo l teachers mean rank was higher than the
primary/elementary mean rank indicating again , that the high school teachers
ranked 1he"mselves as having significantly more technology compe tency than
primary/elementary teachers on those scales . There were no signif icant differences
between groups on the demonstrate ethical use of technology subscale.
ANOVA analysis of the student inqu iry scale revealed significant differences
in the scale and its subscales, design , develop and support technology acti vities and
use technology in assessing student work. Tukey HSD post hoc analys is identified
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significan t differences between pr imary /ele menta ry and high school teach ers on this
scale and its subscales. Primary/e lementary (mean=2.94) tea chers rank ed
themse lves as having sign if icantl y less competency than high school teachers
(mean =4.04) .
Geographic l ocation and Technology Competencie s
An examination of the descri ptive stati stics for teacher competency by
geograp hic loca tion (Table 4 .12) revea ls some diffe rences between urban and rura l
teachers. Rura l teachers tended 10 rank themselves slightl y higher than urban
teachers in the professional product ivity scale and its subsca les . On the integrating
technology scale rur alteachers aga in ranked themselves h igher than urban
teach ers. The mean diffe rence on the studen t Inqui ry seale was small with rural
teachers rank ing themselves h igher on the stude nt inqu iry sea le and the use
techn ology in assessing studen t work subseale. Urban teachers ranked themselves
slight ly highe r than rura l teac hers on the des ign, develop and support tech nolog y
activities subseale
These find ings ind icate that rura l teac hers may have slightly h igher computer
and technology compe tencies than did urban teachers. However, a furt her
exam inat ion using ANOVA stati stics (Table 4.13) revea led tha t the rura l - urban
diffe rences were not significant at the 0.05 level for any of the sca les or subscales
"
Table 4.12 Descriptive Statistics of Teacher Competency by Geographic l ocation
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Table 4.13 ANOVA Statistics of Teacher Competency by Geographic l oca tion
"
Quest ion 3
What is the curre nt attitude of Newfoundl and and labrador teachers
toward computer and information technologies (scales:
enth usiasm/enjo yme nt, anx iety, avoi danc e, att itude towa rd e mail,
negative impa ct on society , productivity)?
Analysis of the comput er attitude data (Table 4 .14) revea led tha i the att itudes
of the major ity of teachers toward computer technology measured with the TAC
ins trument was gen erally positive. This revea led that the majorit y of teachers were
somewhat en thu sia stic abou t and deriv ed enjoyment from work ing wi th comp ute rs
The means of the compu ter avoidance and computer product ivity factors were aga in
re latively low whi ch indi cate d that the majority of teacher s did not avoi d comput ers
and thought they we re a posit ive productiv ity too l. Computer anx iety and att itude
tow ard email fact or means were still posi tive , but slightly highe r ( less pos itive) than
the other facto r mea ns on the Att itude Sca le.
Table 4 .14 Computer Att itude of the Distr ict Teachers
Attitude SCale N X • SO
Enthusiasm/Enjoyment 34S 1.90 0.7
Computer Anxiely 358 2.26 1.0
Computer Avoidance 348 1.52 0.4
Attitude Toward Email 353 2.39 0.6
Neqanve Jmpact 347 2.22 0,7
Productillity 348 1.77 0,5
• Smaller mean represents more positive attitudes (range1·S)
se
Questi on 4
How do Newfoundland and Labrado r t each ers va ry with resp ec t to their
atti tude toward co mputer and info nnatio n technolo gi es wh en analyzed
by selected demograph ic lnto rmatic n and oth er chara ct erist ics (gender ,
age scho ol type and geographic loca tion)?
To answer question 4 the respon ses of teachers were analyzed by the
selected demograp hics of gende r, age, school type, and geogra phic location.
ANOVA statistics were generated and, where further comparison between variable
groups were appl icable, Tukey HSD post hoc multiple comparisons were performed.
The following sections outline the results of these analyses.
Gender and Computer Attitude
Tables 4.15 and 4.16 show the descriptive statistics and AN OVA results used
to compare gender and the six TAC factors. A review of the descriptive statistics
(Table 4.15) for the TAC scale by gender reveals a number of differ ences
On the enthus iasm/enjoyment scale, males (mean=1.B9) had a tendency to
indicate more enthusiasm and enjoyment than females (mean=1.92) . On the
computer anx iety teeter males (mean=2.11) tended to be less anxious about
computer technolog y than females (mean=2.40). The means of the computer
avo idance factor shows that females (mean=1 .51) indicated that the y avoided use of
computers slightly less than males (mean=1.53). Males and females had the same
mean scor~ (mean=2.39) on the attitude toward email scale. Examining the data on
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Table 4.15 Descriptive Statistics of Computer Attitude by GenderA__
EfIlh~ntoY'T'e'Ill
,_.. TO< ' .92 01
M..
" 2 1.89 08
T'" aee 'oo 01
Computet'M >oety
,-0.
' OO 2<0 t c
M" te 2,11 0.'
To," 35. 2.26 1.0
Comput er Avoidanc e
Female res 1 51
"Male ' 59 1,53
"Total
'"
1,52
"Altrtude Toward Ema l
Female tsc 2.39 07
M•• tea 2.39 08
To," 353 2.39 08
Nega_lmpact
,_.. TO< 2.15 01
"3 2.31 01
T... 3<7 222 01
"-
'-0. " e 1.75 0.5
....
"0 1.78 0.5
T•• ,.. ,.n 0.5
·Smahr mean represents.II'IOI'~8ttllude
(ranging ffom l -s1rongJy agree Io 5 strongtyo~H!)
the negative impacton societyfactorshowedthat females (mean=2.15) tended to
have a more positive view of the impact of computers on society thanmales
(mean=2.31). On the computer product ivity factor females (mean=1.75) indicated a
slightly more positive attitudethanmales (mean=1.78). From the analysis of
variance (Table 4.16) it was found thai there were no significant differences
betweenmalesand females onfourof the six attitude factors
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Table 4.16 ANOVA Statistics for Computer Attitu de Scale by Gender
--
...
....~"
EnthU$IaSnIIEnjoyrMnt
Between Groups O.06n. 1 0702
WjhjnGroups 158.923
'"T... 15899 3"
Com pvterAluOely
Between GrOlJp' 7.576 1 8542
WiltUnGro ups 315.747 35.
T... 323 .324 351
Cc mputer Avoid ance
Between Groups 0,0319 1 0683
W ithmGroups 66.188
'"TOla l 66.22
'"AltitudeTowafdEma~
Between Groups 0.000512 t 0.972
Withi n Groups ' 46 ,688 351
T, ,. 146.689 352
Negatrve lmpact
Betwee n Groups 2.239 1 "873 0.02 8
Wl\tlinGroops 158481
'"T, ,. 160 719
""p,-
Setween Groups 007456 1 0269
WIttlinGroupa 89379
""T,", 89,453
'"
Sign ificant diffe rence s were found between males and females in computer anxiety
and negative impact on society factors. Examination of the means on the computer
anxiety factor suggest ed that males (mean =2.11 ) were signifi cantly less anxious
about compute rs than fema les (mean=2.40). On the negat ive impact on society
factor females (mean=2.15) viewed the impact of compute rs on societ y signif icantl y
more pos itive ly than did males (meanez.at).
..
Age and Comp uter Att itu de
Examining the means of the att itude factors by age group (Table 4.17)
indicates a trend in the data . In each of the factors the means of group 1 (2o-30
years) was lower than the means of the rest of the groups for all att itudina l factors
Th is suggests that the youngest teachers reported the most posit ive att itude towa rd
compu ter technology. Gene rall y the rank ings from highest to lowest were group 1, 2,
4 and then 3 for each scale and ecbscele. Ignor ing group 3, the mean of the groups
generall y increased with age indicating that the younger teache rs had a more
positive attitude toward computers. Group 3 (31-40 years) was the least posit ive,
ranking least po sitive in 5 of the 6 att itudinal facto rs.
In order 10test these observations ANQVA tests were perform ed on the data
(see Table 4.18 ). Results indicated that age had a signif icant effect on three factors
of the attitude sca le: enthus iasm/e njoymen t (p=.01S), computer avoi dance (p=.OOO),
and prod uctivity (p=.OO5). There were no significant differences attr ibuted to age for
the computer anxiety , att itude towa rd email or nega tive impact on socie ty factors
Post hoc analys is of the scales and age variables (Table 4 .19 ) revea led thaI
there were significant differe nces between groups on the enthus iasm/enjoyment,
computer avoidance and produc tivity factor s. There were sign ificant difference s
between group 2 (31-40 years ) and group 3 (41-50 yea rs) on the
enthusi asm/enjoy ment facto r. The 41·50 age group reported that they enjoyed
and/or were more enthusiastic about computers than the 31-40 age group . For the
computer avo idance and producti Vity factors there were signif icant diffe rence s
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Table 4.17 Descriptive Statistics for Attitude by Age Category
AttitudeScale mean " SO
EnthUSiasmfEnjoyment
Group 1: 20-30 22 1.6 5 o.e
Group 2: 31-40 99 l .n 0.e
Group 3: 41-SO 189 1.99 0.7
Group 4: 50+ 30 2.00 0.7
Total 340 1.90 0.7
COmputer Anxiety
Gro up 1: 20-30 23 2.02 1.1
Group 2: 31-40 10' 2.13 0.9
Group 3: 41-50 195 2.35 0.'
Group 4: 50+ 31 2.34 1.1
Tolal 352 2.26 1.0
Compuler Avoidance
Group 1: 20-30 22 1.35 0.4
Group 2: 31-40 102 1.39 0.'
Group 3: 41-50 189 1.eO 0.5
Group 4 : 50+ 29 1." 0.5
Total
'"
1.52 0.4
Attitude Toward Email
Group 1: 20-30 22 2.25 0.'
Group 2: 31-40 10' 2.43 0.e
Group 3: 41 -SO 191 2.38 0 .e
Group 4: 50+ 31 2.38 0 .'
Total 347 2.39 0 .e
Negative Impact on Society
Group 1: 20-30 23 U S 0.•
Group 2: 31-40 101 2.20 0.e
Group 3: 41-5(l 189 2.25 0 .7
Group 4: 50+ 28 2.25 0 .'
Tolal 341 2.22 0.7
Productivity
Group 1: 2().30 22 1.56 0.'
Gro up 2 : 31-40 106 1.57 0.4
Group 3: 41-50 187 1.85 0.5
Group 4 : 50+ 27 1,71 0.4
Total
'"
1.76 0.5
• Smaller mean fepres",nw i more positive attitude
(fMgingfrom 1 -$IronglyIIgle",to 5 , !ronglydiu gr"e)
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Table 4.18 ANQVA Statisti cs of Computer Attitude by Age Category
A\titUdeScaie scm ct
Squares
EnthusiasmlEnjoyment
Betw"eenG roups 4.725 3
WilhinGroups 151 .337 336
Total 156.062 339
CornputerAn><.iety
Belw eenGroups 4682 3
WitllinGroups 314 ,301
'"Total 318,983 351
ComputarAvoidance
Between Groups 3.675 3
W ithin Groups 60 ,117 33'
Total 63.792
'"Attitude Toward Email
8e\INeenGroups 0,575 3
With in Groups 143009
"3
Total 143.584 346
Negative Impact
Between Groups 151 4 3
With in Groups 152902 337
7"'" 154416 346
ProductMty
Between Groups 3.217 3
W ith in Groups 82.31 1 33'
Total 85.528 341
5 ig
1.728 0,162
0.460 0710
between the groups 31-40 and 41-50 years. Age group 2 (31-40) avoided
computers signif icantl y less than the 41-50 age group. The 31-40 age group
reported a significantly more positi ve view of computers as productivity tools than
did the 41-50 age group . Group 1 (20-30 years) avoided computers signifi cantly less
than group 3 (41-50 years).
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Table 4.19 Results of the Tukey HSD multiple comparison tests by Age Category
Altitu dinal Scale
EnthusiasmlEn joymeni Group 4 Group 3 Group 2 Group 1
J{) 189 99 22
Mean" 2.00 1.99 1.77 ' .65
Computer Amdely Group 3 Group4 Greup2 Group 1
195 31 rca 23
2.35 2 34 2.13 2.02
Compule<Avoidanee Group 3 Group 4 Grou p 2 Group 1
189 29 102 22
1,60 1.54 ' .39 1.35
Alti tude Tow ard Emai l Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 1
rca 191 31 22
2.43 2.36 2.38 2,25
Nega~velmpact Grou p 3 Group 4 Grou p 2 Group 1
189 29 101 aa
2.25 2.25 2.20 1,98
Productivity Group 3 Group 4 Group2 Group 1
187 27 106 22
1.85 1,71 1.67 1,56
· SmaUer melln repre$enls a rnore posrtIve attitllde
(rangingfrom1--sllonglyagreeloSlItrongly di$llgree)
Scho ol Type and Computer Attitude
To exam ine the relationship between school type and compute r att itudes ,
descr iptive statist ics were generated and ANOVA tests were performed on the data
The descr iptive statistics (Table 4.20 ) were examined and few trends were
found in the data . High school teachers tended to rank themsel ves lowest (most
Table 4.20 Descriptive Statistics for Attitude by School Type
AttrtudeScale so
Enlhusiasm/Enjoymenl
PrimarylElementary 12£ Hl7 07
Junior High
"
2.04 0.6
HighSchool
"
1.88 07
All-Grade 67 1,75 0.6
Other 43 1.96 06
Total
"0 1.91 0.'
Computer Anxiety
PrimarylElemenlary 13' 2.39 1.0
Jun ior High aa 2.10 0.6
HighSchool
"
2.04 09
All-Grade
"
225 10
Other .. 2.44 1 0
Total 38' 2.26 09
Computer Avoid ance
PrimarylE lemenlary m 158 0.'
Jun ior High 40 1,51 06
HfghSChool 72 1,46 04
All -Grade 69 1.46 04
Other 43 1.53 04
Total as 1.52 0.'
Attitude f QWald EmaIl
PrimarylElemenlary 129 2.33 0.7
Jlln iorHigh aa 2.59 0.6
HighSchool 72 2.49 0.7
All -Grade 70 2.29 06
Other 43 2.45 0.'
Total
'"
240 0.7
NegalMl impact on Society
PrimarylElemootary 130 2.17 0.7
Junior High 41 2,45 0.7
HighSchool 72 2.14 0.7
AI-Grade OJ 2.20 0701'. .. 233 06
Total '51 222 07
PloductMty
PrimarylElemenlary 129 1.81 06
Junior High J9 187 06
HighSchool 72 1.73 0.'
AI-Grade 70 1.71 0.'
otl1. ea 1.75 0.'
Total "2 177 06
• Smaller mean recreseots a more posiIiveattilude
(ranging from 1 -slrongly agree lo 5 sl rongty disagree)
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'04
positive) on four of the six factors. The mean SCOles based on this demographic
variable tended to be small and discemab le patterns were not evident.
ANQVA statistics (Table 4.21) revealed that for all but one attitud inal factor,
computer anxiety, there was no significant difference between groups. The
computer anxiety factor felt just below the acceptable significance level of .05
(p=.049) and indicated that there was a significant difference between groups on
this factor. Further analysis using Tukey HSD post hoc multiple comparison tests
Table 4,21 ANOVA Statistics for Computer Alt itude by School Type
Sum 01 ",
Squares
EI1\t1u$lasrnJEnjoymeol
Setween Groupll '022
·
1 829
WI\tlin(3fOUpll 160.041
'"T.... 163.01 a..
Compuler Aroclety
Between GrOUpll • SO,
·
2.1.0
WIlhinGroups 311.9401 '58
T....
""04 362
COmput.,.-Avodance
Bee-enGrOUpll 0 913
·
0 216
WIlhinGroups 65 ,555 ....
T.... 66.528 '50
AtbtudeTowardEinail
BetweenGfoupll 3,718
·
2240
W PllUnGroUpll 1n 424 asa
To" 152 202 ' SO
Neglllrveimpacl
BetweenGloups 3,378
·
1,835 0 122
Wrth inGroups 159,256 ...
Total 16263 5 '50
Pfoducti\lily
S~enGrou Pll 1,033
·
0..0111 1
WilhInGroups 00206 ..t
To" 91.24 '51
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cou ld not verify any significant diffe rences between groups on the computer anx iety
factor
Geographic Location and Computer Attitud e
Descript ive statis tics were ge nerated and ANQVA tests wer e comp uted for
the data to examine the re lationship between geo graphic loca tion and computer
attitudes and are reported in Tables 4.22 and 4.23
Table 4.22 Descriptive Statistics for Computer Attitude by Geographic Location
Attrtude$cale SD
Entll usiasmlEn joymellt
Urbilrl 168 1,98 0.7
Rural 182 1 85 0.6
Total 350 1,91 0.7
Computer Am.;iety
Urb,,'" 172 2.22 1.0
Rural 191 2.31 09
Total 363 2.26 0.9
ComputerA~oidance
Urban 169 1,54 05
Rural 182 1.50 0.4
Total 351 1.52 0.4
Attitu de Toward Ema il
Urban 174 2.48 07
R,"' 183 2.32 0.6
To", 357 2.40 07
Negabve lmpact
Urb an 173 2.18 0.7
Rural 178 2.26 0.7
Total 351 222 0.7
Productrvity
Urban 171 1,81 05
Rural 181 1.73 0.5
To," 35' 1,77 05
• Sma~ef mean represents a more pos itiVeattitude
(ranging from 1 ~lronglyagreeto5sll'onglydisagree)
'06
An exam ination of the means (Table 4.22) fo r the groups ind icated that the rural
teachers lended to report more positively on four of the six attitudinal scales than
urban teachers. The urba n teachers' rank.attitude mean scores were lower on the
enthusiasm /enjoymen t, computer avoidance , attitude towa rd emai l, and productivity
factors . Urban teache rs mean scores were lower on the computer anxiety and
negative impact scales . In most cases the mean diffe rences between the groups
were small
Anal ysis of variance (Table 4.23 ) was used 10determine if these relat ionships
held. These statist ics indicate there is only one factor, attitude toward emai l, in
Tab le 4 ,23 ANOV A Stati stics for Compute r Altit ude by Geograph ic Location
Attilllde Scale Sum 01
Squares
EnlhusiasmlEnjoytnenl
Between Groups 1.461 1
WilhinG roups 161.609 348
Total 163.07 349
Compuler Anxiety
BetweenG lou ps 0.688 1
WilhinGrou ps 325.816 361
To<. 326,504 362
CompulerAvoidanc e
Between Groups 01 41 1
Wflhin Groups 66,387 3"
Tolal 66,528 350
Allil ude Toward Email
Between Groups 2063 ,
WflhinG roups 150,138 355
Tolal 152,202 356
Negative lmpacl
Between Groups 0,594 1
W~hinGIOups 162041 349
Total 162.635 350
ProductNrty
6etweenG roups 0.541 1
W~hi n Groups 90.698 350
Tolal 91.24 351
S,g
0.743 0.389
4 879 0.028
1.278
2,088
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which there was a sign ificant differ ence between group s. Examination of the means
indica ted that rural teachers (mean=2.32) were signif icantly more positive than
urba n teachers (mean=2.4B) toward email.
Quest ion 5
What Is the re lationship bet ween att itude tow ard computers and lev els
of computer and inlannation technology competenci es?
To answer que stion 5. Pearson product moment correl ations were calculated
between the competency scales and subsca les and the compute r att itude factors .
Examination of the data in Table 4.24 revea led that the correlations computed were
all h ighly signif icant (p=.OSor less). Generall y the correlations between the attitude
scale s; l.e . computer enthusiasm/enjoyment (ENTENJ) and the othe r attit ude
sca les: computer anxiety (COMANX), compute r avoidance (COMAVOI), attitude
toward email (EMAIl), neg ative impact on socie ty (NEGIMP) and productivity
(PRODUCT) was posit ive and the correlations were all moderate to strong (r= 0.247
to 0 .814). For the compete ncy scales , the correlat ion between each seale and
subsea le and all the other sca les and subscales were pos itive and strong (r= 0.630
to 0.986 ).
The co rrelat ions between the attitud inal scale and the computer competency
scale is the main crux of this ques tion . An examination of the general trends shows
that the corre lation s were neg ative and genera lly moderate to strong (r= -0.162 to -
0.678 ). This ind icates that there was a correla tion between self reported pos itive
Table 4.24 Pearson Correlation Matrix between Computer Competency and Attitude Toward Computers
NEGIMP PRODUCT PROFPRO BASICl6 AOV712
ENTENJ
COMANX 555'
COMAVOI 740' 539'
EMAIL 511' 247" 344'
NEGIMP 541' 480' 562' 417'
P~OCT 814' ~ 7~ m· ~
PROFPRO -,452' -,678' - 428' - 233' - 337' - 423'
BASIC16 -.408' -,654' - 407' -187' -,302' -381 ' 932'
A0V712 - 402' . ,557" ·.343' ·205' " 280' •.368' 920" 811'
OCRT - 425' _.639" •.396' - 207' ".305' •.392" 973' 953' 950'
ElM - 392' _,590' •.407' -.192' •.339' •.390' 835' 692' .674'
ACCINF - 447' -652" - 418" -259' -.347' - 411' 918' 794' .700'
INTTECH -.444' -.628' - 422" - 251' _.341' - 436' 896' 770' 838'
EVASAP -.433' - 623' -.392' - 261 ' _346' - 426' 878' 766' 816'
USEE"IITE -.393' - 573' -359' -243 ' - 318' -380 ' .860' 729' 844'
DEMETHT -.409" - 551' - 434' -.175' - 276' -4 17" .732' 630" 636'
STUDINQ -.415' - 578' - 409' - 240' -32 1' -418 " 844' .743' 802'
~ -~ -~ -~ -~ - 31r - ~ ~ .~' ~
USETECAS -,363' - 536' - 347' - 162' -,200' - 330' 816' 728' 815'
Compute.rAttitude sceies.- ENTENJ - entertainmenVenjoymenl, COMANX - computer anxiety, COMAVOI- computer avoidance, EMAIL -
atlilude toward email, NEGIMP - negative impacton sodety , PRODUCT - productivity. Technology Competencies: PROFPRO " professional
produclMly, BASIC16 - basic compute.roperations, ADV712 - advanced computer operations, OCRT - operate computers and related
technologies, El M - evaluate technology materials, ACCINF - access inlorrnation, INTTECH - integratirlg technology, EVASAP. evaluate
select and apply inslluction al matefiats, USEEMTE - use emerging technologies, DEMETHT • develop, design and support technology
activities, STUOINQ" stl/dent inquiry, DDS · develop. design and support technology activities, USETECAS _vse technology in assessing
student work
• Corretation is signific ant at the 0.01 tevel(2-tailed) (Continued)
~
Table 4.24~
OCRT ETM ACCINF INTIECH EVASAP USEEMTE DEMETHT STUDINQ DOS USETECAS
ENTENJ
COMANX
COMAVOI
EMAIL
NEGIMP
PRODUCT
PROFPRO
8AS1C16
ADV712
OCRT
ETM 716'
ACCINF 821 ' 799'
INTTECH 843' 804" 853'
EVASAP .830' 786' 831" 956'
USEEMTE 826' 726' 810" 957' 889'
DEMETHT 665' 729' 711" 856' 734" 726'
STUDINQ 811' 736" 776" 865' 841" 855' .752'
DDS 769' 723' 753" 852' 808' 613' 743'
~~ ~ ~ ~. ~ ~' ~ ~ ~ 81r
Computer Attitude Scales:· ENTENJ _entertainmenllenjoyment, COMAN)( . computer anxiety,COMAVOI · computer avoidance, EMAlL · a1:trtude
toward email, NEGIMP . negativeimpact on society, PRODUCT . produclMty. Technology Competencies: PROFPRO _professional productivity,
BASIC16 - basic computer operations, ADV712· advanced computer operations, OCRT _operate computers and related technologies, ETM - evaluate
technology materiajs, ACCINF· access informabon, INTIECH · integrating technoklgy, EVASAP - evaluate, select and apply instructionalmaterials.
USEEMTE - use emerging technologies,DEMETHT - develop. design and support teclmolow activTties, STUOINQ . student inquiry. ODS - develop,
design and support technology activTties, USETECAS - use technology in assessing student work
• Corre lation is significant al the 0,05 level or less (2-tailed)
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attitudes and reported higher technology competency level s. To examine the data in
mor e detail each computer att itude sca le factor was compared with the compet ency
level scales and subscal es
For the enthusias m/enjoyment facto r correlate d with the factors for the
competency levels sca les , the dala shows a moderate negative correlatio n (r= -
0.363 10 -0.452). The measures for the attitu dinal scales ranged from 1-5 where the
lower measure represents a more positive attitude. The measures for the
com petency leve ls ranged from 1 - 9 where the larger measure repr esents more
technology competency. Based on thi s, the re lationsh ip be twee n computer
enthusiasm and com pet ency level was positive; Le..persons wno are enthu siastic
about and get enjoym ent from worki ng with com puters, corr elate pos itively with
havi ng h igher comput er competency. Teachers who repo rted greate r computer
competency tended to be more positi ve on the comp uter enthusiasm/enjoyment
scale
The corr elation coefficients betwee n computer anxiety and the competency
scales and subscales wer e negative and the largest of the att itud ina l groups (r= •
0.536 to -C.678) . The highest correl ation of this fador was on the profe ssional
product iv ity scale (r= -0.67 8), the lowest with use technology in as sessing student
work subseale. Th is indieated a strong posi tive cor relation between com put er
anxie ty and computer competency . Teache rs who report ed greater techn ologica l
compe ten cy tended to have less computer anxiety
The com put er avoidan ce seale corr elates pos itively with the computer
competency sca les . Th is is a moderate relationship with the strongest correlatio n
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being with the professional product ivity sca le (r= -0 .428 ), the lowest with the
advanced subsca le of operate comput ers , related techno logies and software
appl icat ions (r= -0.343 ).
The smaller negat ive corre lation coefficients (r-: -0.162 to -0.261 ) indicated a
weak pos it ive corre lation between attitude toward email and computer compet ency.
An examinat ion of the corre lation coeff icients (r= -0 .276 to -0.347 ) for the
negative impact on societ y factor revea led a modera tely posi tive relat ionship with
the compute r competency scale s. This indicated that teachers who were more
competent tend ed 10 have a more posit ive view of the impact of computers on
society .
The correlation coeffi cients between computer productivity and the
compe tency sca les and subsca les were negative and moder ate (r= -0.330 to-
0.436 ). This ind icated that there was a modera te positiv e correlation between
computer anx iety and computer competency. Teacher who report ed greater levels
of technologi cal competency tended to have a more pos itive view of computers as
productivity too ls.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION OF RESULT S
The aim of this study was to investigate leache r technology competencies
and attitudes and attempt to determ ine if a relationsh ip existed between computer
attitudes and technology competency. The analysis of the data collect ed for the
study was presented in chapt er 4. This section discusses the results presented
Research Question 1
Wha t is the lev el of computer and Info rmation technol ogy competencies
of Newfound land and Lab rado r teachers with resp ect to the ISlE
sta nd ard s 7
Results of the data analysis based on teachers self-assessment of
techno logy competen cy indicated that the majority of teachers in the sample
reported that they requ ired a significant amount of professiona l development to
ream the I$T E found ation standards
Teachers rated themselves between the "Aware of ' and "l eaming" about
computer techno logy measure of the seale for professional productivity, suggest ing
thatlhe majority of teachers tended not to be very confide nt in their abilities to use
technology for professio nal and personal productivity. Breaking this scale down and
looking at the subscates , it is evident that teacher s tend to rate themselves of
highest competency in the basic subseale of operate computers, related
technologi es and software applications and of lower competency in the advanced
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subseals . The se find ings are consistent with those of Ely (199 5) and the U_S.
Congress Office of Techno logy Assessment (1995) who suggest that becau se
teachers sti ll feel uncomfortab le integrating tectmology into the ir instructional
activities, most wno do attempt to do so, continue to use computers for tow-level.
supplemental tasks such as drill and practice, word processing, educational games,
and comput er based games
In the integrating tech nology sca le the majorit y of teache rs tended to rate
their competence on those skills in the lower half of the range. The highest ranking
in the suosceres was in the demonstrate ethica l use of tedlrlology subscale.
Perhaps thi s is a carry over to technology activities from other discip lines . Teachers
routine ly dea l with ethical issue s in the classroom, including such issu es as
copyr ight , discussions of euthanasia, abortion , rel igion and other sensit ive issues
Teachers also tende d to rank themse lves rather low in the studen t inquiry
scale wh ich deals with supp ort ing and assessi ng students in using techn olog y to
enco urage student inqu iry and higher level thinking process es
The se findings confirm the observations of Schofi eld (199 5), who points out
that computers often do not live up to their promise becau se no one shows teachers
how to integrate their new technology into their instruction or , sad ly, into the ir
students ' leemin q processes. McFadden & Johnson (1993) states that "despite its
proven effectiveness, teachers have been slow to employ advanced compute r
app lications in their class rooms. Wh y ? Mainly because teachers have had very litt le
tra ining in media use" (p. 27) . Researchers conclude tha t teachers are being
inadequ ately prepa red to use instruct iona l technol ogy and consequently are unab le
'"
to effect ively integrate technology into the dassroom (U.S. Congress Office of
Technolog y Assessment, 1995).
It is not surprising to find these results when examin ing the number of training
hours reported by the respondents (see Chapler 3). In his study Mathews (1998)
found that one- third of teachers never actually used technology for any instructional
purpose and more than half perceiv ed themselves to be novi ces in the use of
techn olog y. The large number of teache rs, in this study, with no previous training or
small amounts of training almost guarantee that the majority of teachers wi ll not rate
themse lves as being competen t in technolog y. The find ings of Serogan reported in
Bea sley & Sutton (1993) indicate that 100 hours of inservice are requ ired for
teachers to become comfortable and compet ent in compu ter and tech nolog y use .
Research Question 2
How do Newfoundland and Labrador teachers vary with resp ect to the
level of computer and Inf ormation technolog y competencies when
analyzed by select ed demographic infonnation and oth er
charact eristi cs (gender, age, schoo l typ e, and geographic location .)?
Gender and Techno log y Competencies
This study found that there were significant differences between females and
males ranking of their technology competency on all scales and subscal es of the
competen cy instrument. On every scale used to measure technolog y competency ,
males tended to perce ive themselves as having signifi cantly higher ability in
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techno logy competency compared with females This corroborates the results of
Mathews (1998) . He concluded that gender was a significant factor in technology
use and tha t this was the second best predictor of teacher s' perception of the ir
ability to use technology.
These findi ngs may in fact be due to actual competency differences between
males and females . An examination of the reported number of hours of previous
technology training indicates that, on average , males have 10 more hours of
computer tech nology tra ining than females. Often, due to gende r socialization
fema les do not tend to associa te themse lves with science and tech nology because
of the notion that these pursui ts are in the male domain. It is also a poss ibility that
the differences are the result of males over rep ort ing the ir ab ilit ies while females
under report theirs . It would be an interesting to do further research to deter mine if
either of these possibi lities are plausible exp lanat ions
Age and Technolog y Compet encies
Results of the ana lysis of age and compe tency data produces few tang ible
results . The analysis prod uced no significan t trends . Significant differences were
found betwee n the youngest age group 20..30 years and the 41-50 age group on
several of the scales . Perhaps this indicates that for those scales younger teach ers
are more compet ent. The se results are inconclusive and are not unlike the mixed
results found by Meskill & Melendez (1997) and Cambre & Cook (1997) . The 20-30
age group are part of the gene ration that were in schoo l when computer technology
was introduced and perhaps are more competent as a result of the comput er
'"
exper ience gained. The 41-50 age group are likely to have had little training except
for inservice.
School Type and Techn ology Competencies
As a result of the analysis of data it was found that high school teachers
ranked themselves significantly more competenl lhan did primary/elementary
teachers on all sca les and subscates excep t the demons trate ethical use 01
technol ogy subseate of the integ rating tech nology sca le Primary and elementary
school teachers ranked themselves significan tly less competent on several
competency scales than did all~rade school teachers.
The review of the literature unco vered no studies which addressed th is
particu lar issue. II is possible these findings are the result of more exposure 10
computers by high schoo l teachers and all-grade schoo l teac hers as opposed to
primary and elementary school teachers. Computer and techno logy courses hav e
been in Newf oundland and Labrador high (and all-grade) schools for most of the last
15 years. As a result , high schoo ls tend to have developed staff expe rtise in the use
of comput er lectvlology . Comp uters in the schoo ls for courses in computer and
techno logy provide access to computers for other teachers and classes. This would
also increase the likelihood that inservice in compute rs and technology was
avai lable more readily in high schoo l selli ngs.
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Geogra phi c Location and Techno logy Competencie s
The results of the study reveal no signi ficant differen ces between urban or
rural teachers for either of the scales or sceecares.It would appear thal lhe location
of the school is not a significant factor in teachers techno logy competency. No
studies were located in the literature review which wou ld elucidate the issue of
geographic location.
Questi on 3
What is the current atti tude of Newfoundland and Labrad or teachers
toward co mputer and information te chnologies (scales :
enthusi asm/en joym ent, anxie ty, avoidance, att itude toward email ,
negative impact on soc iety , product ivi ty )?
While the majority of teach ers reported that thei r technology competency was
in the middle to the lower port ion of the measurement scale, the majori ty reported
posi tive attitudes towards computers and related technolog ies on all atti tudinal
scales but reported that they do not have the required competenci es to implement
technology in the classroo m
This is signif icant since Stem & Keislar (1977) did an extensive review of
teachers ' attitudes and alt itude change in teachers and discovered that teachers'
altitud es do make a diffe rence in the teaching process. These findin g are supported
by Zol ler & Ben-Chaim (1996 ). Lillard (1985) conf irmed the importance of teachers '
attitudes in the successful implementation of an instructional innovation. Positive
teacher attitudes toward computers are recognized as a condition for thei r effect ive
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use (Woodrow, 1992 ). These find ings are significant in that the attitude of teachers
toward computer technol ogy tend s to suggest tha t they are open to leaning about
and us ing techno logy. If attitude is not the prob lem there must be other barriers to
teache rs becom ing more competent in the use of computer technology.
Question 4
How do Newfo undland and Labrador teachers vary with resp ect to the ir
attitude to ward computer and lntc rrnauon techn ologies when analyzed
by selec ted demog raphic Infonnation and oth er characteris ti cs (gender,
age schoo l type, and geographic location)?
Gender and Computer Att itud e
The finding s from this study indica tes no significant differences between
males and females on four of the six attitude factors . Th is tend s to confirm previous
studies by Lyon s and Carlson (1995), Fary (1988) , Grasty (1985 ), Smith (1985) , and
Sacks , Bellis imo & Mergend oller (1994) which showed no significant diffe rence
between mal es and female s in the ir use of computer and informati on technologies.
Significant differences were found betwee n males and fema les in computer
anxiety and negative impact on society factors. Males tende d to be signi ficantly less
anxious about compu ters than females . On the negative impact on society factor
females viewed the impact of computers on soc iety significa ntly more pos itively
than did mates . The fact that there are differences in twofactors lends to confirm
other studies. Much of the literature on gender and comput ing revea ls that there are
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marked differences between male and female use of and attitudes toward
computers (Chen, 1986 ; Coley, Crad ler & Engel, 1997; Petter. 1985 ; l oyd & Loyd,
1988 ; Shashaani, 1993 ; Shashaa ni, 1994 : Sisnn at ar., 1990 ; Zoller & aeo-cnaen.
1996).
Age and Compu ter Atl it ude
On half of the six att itud inal factors no sign ificant differe nces betwe en groups
were foun d . In three of the attitudi nal factor s: enthusiasm/enjoyment, computer
avoid ance and productivity there were significa nt differences between groups . The
31-40 years age group were more enthusiastic toward computers, enjoyed
computers more and avoided comput ers significantly less than the 41-50 age group .
The 31-40 age group had a significanlty more pos itive view of computers as
productivity too ls than did the 41·50 age group . These findi ngs are contra ry to those
of Oyck & Smither (1994) who se study ind icated that older adults were less
anxious , had more pos itive attitudes , and had more liking for computers than young
adu lts. The find ings may support those of Mesk ill and Melendez (199 7) who found
that , even after tra ining , age was found to correlate negatively with computer liking
and compute r use . The U. S. Congress Office of Techn ology Assessment (1988)
recogn ized that age plays a part by stating that frequently the first step in inservice
training for technology is to establish opportunit ies fo r experience d teachers to
overco me their anxiety toward compute rs.
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School Type and Com puter Atlitude
A reviewof the literature shed no light on the relation ship between schoo l
type and comput er attitude. The results of this study were that there were no
signif icant differences between groups confinned on any of the TAC factors for
school type in this study . This result may be due to the type of statis tical proced ures
used . Other less stringent proced ures may have revealed differe nt results
Geographic Locat ion and Computer Attitude
This study indicated that for all factors but one there are no sign ificant
differences between urba n and rura lleachers. Sign ificant differences were found on
the attitude toward email facto r. Ruralleachers were significantly more pos it ive
tcwe rd email than urban teachers. It is possible thal lhis difference is due to the
contact rura lleachers experience through email whereas urban teach ers may have
more face to face interact ions . Possibly urban teachers experience frustration trying
to acce ss email accounts in competition with othe rs fO( modem pools. It cert ainly did
not appe ar from the data that it was the result of more computer comp etency on the
part of rural teachers
Question 5
What is the relationship between attitude toward computers and levels
of co mput er and information technology competencies ?
An examination of the general trends shows that the correlati on is nega tive
and generally moder ate to strong. This indicates thai there is a strong significant
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correl ation between pos itive attitu des and higher ted'lnology competency leve ls
The strongest re lationships occurred between the comput er atti tude factor computer
anxiety and the compet ency scales and subseales . Of these factors , professional
productivity was the highest correl ated sca le (r= -0 .678) , and the lowest was with
use technology in assessing student work scale . This seems to indicate that more
technologica lly competent per sons tended to have less computer anxiety .
For the enthusi asm/enjoyment , compute r avoidance , negative impact on
society, and computer producti vity factors the correlat ions shows moderatel y
positive re lationships The alt itude towa rd email factor shows a weak but POSiti'.'9
correlation with computer competency.
The literature rev iew did not revea l any studie s specific to examinin g the
relat ionship betwee n teache rs' alti tudes toward computer technology and
technology competency . However, Shashaan i (1994) found positive correlations
between computer exper ience and att itude , suggesting that mor e exposure to
computers was associ ated with more positive attitudes. In many related studies it
has been shown that with knowledge, familiari ty, and competence any estab lished
negative fee lings and anxie ty toward computers tend to disappear or become more
positive (Beasley & Sutton , 1993 ; Chopra. 1994 : Dyck & Smither, 1994 ; lillard,
1985; l oyd & Gre ssard . 1996 ; Mcln eme y et al., 1994 ; Sacks et at , 1994 ; Stem &
Keisler, 1977 )
Th is study show s that , although the majority of teache rs ranked themselves
in the lower port ions of the techno logy competency sca les, the majo rity had positiv e
attitudes towards computer and informati on techno logy . In fact , man y teachers had
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demonstrated a will ingness to take part in workshops, inservice . conf erence s, and
other activiti es 'Nhich could help them become more technologically competent and
becom e better ab le to pro vide for the educational lechnology need s of children in
the ir care .
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAT IONS
Purp ose and Introduction
The purpose of this study was to determine which compute r and information
technology skills teachers had along with their level of readiness to integrate
comp uter and information technology into the classrooms of Newfound land and
Labrador schoo ls. The study assessed the current level of teacher computer and
information techno logy competencies, assessed the alt itude of teachers toward
computer and information tedVlologies, and related the level of teacher
competen cies and alt itudes toward computers with age , gender , school type and
geograph ic location .
Work on incorpora ting computer technology into practice for teachers is new,
the focus has been on preservtce teachers. The literature on teachers and
tedlnology inserv ice is more meager (Marx, Blumenfeld, Krajcik, & Soloway, 1998)
This study can be cons idered exploratory in the sense that no studies were
found during the literature review that dea lt directly the with specific issues of school
type and comput er and techn ology competency , school type and teacher att itudes
toward techn ology , geographi c locatio n and teach er attitudes , geographic location
and competenc ies, or corr elation of attitude toward computers and technology
competenc ies. There were relatively few stud ies that dealt directly with inservice
teacher att itudes, techno logy competencies, or differences between teachers on the
basis of gender, age , or leaching experience. Many of the stud ies cited in the
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lite rature review dealt with these issues for studen ts in pr imary, e lementa ry,
intermedi ate, and high school programs and/or students in teacher preserv ice
programs.
Since the b irth of microcomputers. the educa t ion com munity has recog nized
that red es igned teacher tra ining would be essential to the successful integration of
ted'Vlology into classroom instruction . The increased use of technology in K-12
classroom s has created a massive inserv ice tra ining need in tech nolog y for
practicing teachers (Northrup & Litt le , 1996). Training teachers and administrators is
the key to succe ssfu l imp lementati on of technology in the classroo m (Banks at al.,
1997 )
Beca use teachers still fee l uncomfortable integrating technology into the ir
instructional act iv it ies, most who do attem pt to do so, continue to use com pute rs for
low- level, supp lemental lasks such as dri ll and pract ice , wor d process ing ,
educational games , and computer based games (Ely. 199 5; U.S. Congress Office
of Tech no logy As sessment, 1995 ). Research ers concl ude that teachers are be ing
inadequat ely prepared 10 use instruct ional tech no logy and con sequ ently are unable
to effecti ve ly integr ate technology into the classroom (U.S. Con gres s Office of
Technology Assessment, 1995),
The re must be a plan for tech no logy integra tion to succee d (Chopra, 1994 ;
Fawson & Smelue , 1990) . Many educa tional ju risdictio ns are plann ing for and
requ iring teachers to becom e com petent in the integratio n of computer and
information tech no logy into d assroo m practice (Council for Educational Tech nology,
1996 ).
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These techno logy plans require standards outlin ing what is expected of students ,
teachers , administrators, resources and support . Standards prov ide criteria by wh ich
judgements can be made at the national , reg ional , stale , provincial , or loca l levels
on the qua lity of education (Dugger, 1997 )
In this plan ning , the focus of attent ion shou ld be concen trated on the target
audience, the learner. The tools prese nted by techn ology should be appropriate ly
app lied to improve the qua lity of education, increase equ ity of opportunity, and
provide access to information sources available for learning (Fawson & Smeltie .
1990 ). The promise of OUf future does not lie in techn ology alone , but in a person 's
ability to use , manage, and understand it (Dugger, 1997) . Technology is the
catalyst, but the chemical starte rs for such fundamental chang es are teachers highl y
ski lled in techno logy , with a deep understanding of curriculum and a knowledge of
how child ren learn (Lee, 1996 ; p.12 )
Teachers can gain competence with computer techno logy through structu red
staff-development classes that feature a solid technology curr icu lum geared toward
adu lt learners (Moran , 1997 ). Since technology changes at such a rapid pace ,
teachers will find it challe nging to keep up. Teachers need to be proactive, ana lyze
their personal staff development needs and options, investigat e oppo rtunit ies and
ask ques tions , to get the professional developm ent they need . Teachers as
individuals and professionals need to enter a life-long learning style of self-
improveme nt. As Connie Felt (1996) states in her art icle , Teecner Teach, Thyself!
"The do it yourself method may be the onl y way to get what you need" (p. 4).
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Teach ers who have not yet decided to adopt technology perso nally should
continue to be exposed to the possibilities, gently encouraged , and offered supp ort ;
but, their participa tion cannot be forced. More will result from supporting the willi ng
than from cajoling the reluctan t. To try to interest reluctant colleagues, inqu ire as to
the areas of their leaching thai cause the most diffi cu lty. Explo re the potential for
technolog y intervention. If there is an acknowledged problem , that teacher may be
more will ing 10cons ider a new approach . If not , try again next year (Lockard,
Abrams and Many, 1997, p. 377 ). Meanwhile, what about students? Our rotes are
defined by their needs, not the other way around .
Conclusions
Thi s has been an exploratory study having the limitation of surveying subjects
from School Distr ict #3 only. Given the similar ity of teachers in other districts and
similari ties between this district and other school districts the results can likely be
extended to most , jf not all , of the province. From this study of teachers and their
computer and information techn ology compete ncies and attitude towards computer
and informa tion techn ology the following conclusions are drawn '
1. There is a strong positiv e correlation between posit ive atti tudes toward
computers and teacher competency levels in computer and
infor mation technolog y.
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2. Teachers in Newfoundland and l abrador require a significant amount
of training to meet the International Socie ty for Teclv1olog y in
Education founda tion standards for all educa tors.
3. There is a significant difference in the view of males and females with
regard to the ir technology compe tency.
4. Younger teachers lend 10view themselves as being more competent
in the use of technology than older teachers.
5. Elementary teachers appear 10view themselves as having less
techn ology competence than other teachers . High Schoo l teachers
le nd to view themsel ves as hav ing more techno logy compe tence than
other teachers .
6. The attitude of Newfoundland and Labrador teachers toward computer
technol ogy is genera lly positi ve .
7. Teachers, generally, have a positive attitude towards technology but
there are some alti tudina l diffe rence between males and females,
younger and older teachers, and urban and rura l teachers
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8. There is a strong positive correlation between positive attitudes toward
computers and leacher competency levels in computer and
information technology.
Recommendati on s
Based on the hterature review, the results of the study, the preced ing
conclu sions, and the extent that these result s can be generali zed to the whole
province, the fo llowing actions are recommended:
1. Training and support of teacher technology use in the classroom
should become a priority at all levels.
(a) The Govemment of Newfoundland and labrador , Department
of Education, School Distriets and Memorial University of
Newfoundland should allocate a greater porti on of thei r
budgets 10 teacher training and support .
(b) School Districts and Schools should put technology plans in
place that specify which standards should be used for student
learning, teacher education and inservice, technology
resources, and technical support.
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(C) Centers for teacher trai ning should be developed in each region
of the provi nce which support, encourage and assist teachers in
the integration of technology in the classroom
(d) The Department of Educa tion, School Boards, Newfoundland
and l abrador Teachers Association, Memorial University of
Newfoundland and teacher centers should work together 10
exp lore ways to provide cost effective, easily accessible
distance education programs in compu ter and information
technology to teachers in their schools and homes
2. Technology is an ever-changing field and, for teachers to keep up, life
long learning and a commttment tc self training is required.
3. Stakeholders should implement programs which attempt to determine
the perce ived or factual difference between genders and, if
substantiated, address gender issues in the train ing and use of
computers and other technologies for educational purposes.
4. Where possible, cadres of younger and older teachers shou ld be
created in schools to share technology training and practical
classroom experience to enhance their professional lives and info rm
the practice of both groups.
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5. Quality district inservice programs should be provided with special
attent ion given to introd ucing technolog y inlo prima ry and elementa ry
sdlools giving teachers good foundat ion techno logy skill s.
Stakeholders shou ld cap ital ize on the pos it ive att itude of most
teache rs by providing support, re source s and encourag ement 10
enha nce the integration of technology into our classrooms
7. During technology planning at each level, stakeholders should keep in
mind the attitud inal differe nce between the vari ous groups and attempt
to address these issues with individuals and groups dUring ongoing
tra ining .
8. Stakeholders should identify and implement methods in their
ted"lno logy plans which build on the pos itive attitudes of teachers and
provide and improve training opportunit ies wh ich take advantages of
and reinforce these attitu des.
A Final Word
Computer and related technologies , educational techno logies, and computer
integration are now playing an important role in the efforts to improv e our education
system and teachers are on the front lines of th is techno logy use. Programs and
ta
initiat ives must be put in place at the pro..... jncial. district, school and indivi dual level.
These programs and ini tiatives must include the competencies requir ed to
effect ively use technology and shou ld be geared to the demon strat ed need of the
teach ers in the district. These programs must be multi-face ted and allow teacher s to
access training al their level of need. Mehlinger (1996 ) slate s:
Th is revolu t ion is not like any other school reform movement that I
have observed, and I hav e been in the profession for more than 40
years. First, it is a grassroots movement. Actions by slate and fede ral
government s and by business and indust ry have helped fuel the
revolut ion, bul lhey did not provide the spark. Teachers and local
schoo l admini strators are leading this revoluti on, and they are not
leading it in order to save Ame rican business or to pro ....e a new theory
of learn ing. They are buy ing, installing, and using technology simply
because they be lieve that student s wi ll be less bored and wiltlearn
more through the use of the tedmology than without it. In short , they
are using ted1nology to make schoo ls better. (p. 6)
The app lication of techn ology to education holds much promise, but can only
be rea lized if teachers are gi....en the educat ion , resource s, and time required to
uti lize the technol ogy properly and to reap the most benefit for students. As Means
& Olson (1994) state: "Technology plays an important ro le, but it is a support ing
role, The students are the stars . The playwrigh t and director - and the power beh ind
the scene - is, as always, the teacher" (p. 1B)
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Recommendations for Furth er Research
Based on the limitations of th is study , future stud ies shou ld focus on teachers
throughout the whole province . Th is would create a more soli d found ation for
making recommendations about inservice and tra ining. Another inte resting area to
explore , which evo lves out of this research, would be an examina tion of compete ncy
levels and attitudes concurrent with an inservice and tra ining plan implementation .
Th is type of longit udinal study would allow for adjustments in the instruments 10 get
at the heart of the effect of training on teache rs competency and att itude toward
computers , Also , a comparison of actual technology competencies base d on testing
with setf-reporte d technology competency would ascertai n the accu racy and
reliab ility of the self-report ing method of assessing the need tech nology inservice .
Comparison of the actua l competencies and setf-reported competency betwee n
males and fema les would prove interesting. Other potent ial stud ies cou ld attempt to
deline ate if other rela tionships exis t betwee n technology competency and/or
computer alt itude and facto rs such as the amount and type of techno logy in schools,
access to computers in schoo ls or in teachers' homes , and the levels of support
availab le to teacher s. One very interest ing study woul d be to identify the actual
technol ogy literacy and capab ilities that students need by graduation and determ ine
if teachers have the lite racy and capabilities to deli ver on these studen t
requ irements .
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Techno logy Needs Assessment for Educators
Instructions '
Part I - Demographic Data
Please com plete the demographic information on the next page by fi lling in the
blank spaces or circl ing the appropri ate selec tion .
Part 11 - Technolog y Needs Assessment
For each question you are asked 10assess your level of experience and/or
prof ic iency in the competencies which besl ref lects your current independen t leve l of
skill attainment or pract ice, Circle the appropriate response on the cont inuum for
each item on a scal e of 1 to 9 (no te the scal e: 1 - Not Yet Ready, 3- Aware of, 5 -
Learn ing , 7 - Capable and Comfortable, and 9 - Could Teach Others)
Part II - Attitud es Toward Computers
For each item you are asked to circle the cho ice which besl describes you feelings
about the statement on the scale : S = Strongly Agree; SA = Somewhat Agree;
U = Undecided; SD = Somewhat Disagree; 0 = Strongly Disagree
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Part I • Demograph ic data
Confidentia lity Statement: No subjects will be individuall y identified
SChool Nam e _
School Type
- Primary Q Elementary Q Junior High 0 Senior High
- K-12 CJ K-9 Q 6· 12 Q 9-12
sex
1. Female OJ Male
3. Ag,
2. 20-25
"
26-30 OJ 31-35 Cl 36-40
3. 41·45 o 45-50 o SO,
.. TeachingExperience
4. 1-5 Q 6-10 !:J 11-15 Q 16-20 Q 21-25 0 25+
Areaof scecrauzeucn
5. Primary 0 Elementary a Intermediate 0 Secondary
6 . Degrees Held (check all that apply)
6. B.A o B.Se o B. Ed. 0 M.A(Ed) 0 M.Ed. (Area--l
7. Other{pleasespecify ---'
7. The number of courses (accredited or continuing education) relevant 10computers and information
techno logy taken (in Ihe lasl 3 years or since graduation whichever is less)
Th e number of in-service hours in the last 3 years related to computer and inform ation te chnology.
Th e number and lengt h of inst itut es atten ded in the last 3 years relating 10 compute r and inrormauon
technology
Num be r: 1
Num be r: 2
Number: 3
Num ber: 4
Length :__
Length: __
Lengt h:__
Length:__
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Part II - Technology Needs Assessment
1 - Not Yet Ready , 3- Aware of, 5 · Leaming. 7 - Capable and Comfo rtable, and 9 - Could Teach ot hers
Professiona l Prod uctivily
Operatecomputers,related tech nolog iesandsoftware applic ations
I een create, ed it, save and relriev e word processmq documents 1 234567 e 9
(e·9· :crealeastuder.thandout,parent letter )
I can use teacher utilily and classroom management programs 1 '23456789
(e,g.: using a computer toc alculate and manage gr8des and student
demographics )
Ica nuseavanetyoltechnologytools inthe classroom, (e,g,: use a VCR, 1 23 <\ 5 6 7 8 9
content specif ic software }
Icanuseadvancedfeatures of wordp rocessorsincreat ingwrrtten 1 '2 3456789
comm unications. (e,g .: creating columns of information In a document
setling labs and margins)
Icanusespreadsheetsforanalyzing,o rganizinganddlsplaying data 123456789
geographically. {e.g,: enter information from a science lab and charti!,
input and graph student survey data)
I can manipulated atabases and generate customlzed reportll 1 23456789
(eg : create class mailing labels, sort on different fields perform6oolean
searches)
l ean use a variety of technologies to support multiple curriculum areas 1 2 3456 789
(e,g.:useoverheadpro jectiondev ice forma thwit htessell aliont ilesto
createp attems inmalhlscience ,sc ientiflcca lculatortographalgebra ic
equations)
Icandesigndatabases. {e,g.: WQrlIwith agroupofs tudenlslocreate 1 23456 789
fields for a database, use a database 10create your own booklequipmenl
inventory create reports in different formals)
I can design and manipulate spreadsheets,(e·9.: use functions and 123456789
formulas in spreadsheets. exchange information 10other types 0f
applications)
I can use productivily lools for creating multi-media presentations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(e,g,: authoring a presentanonttiat includes scanned images and sound,
presentation for parents incorporating differenl media)
11 Ican identify, select, andi nlegratevideo anddigitalimages invary ing 1 23 456789
formats for use in presentations. pubticattons. arICIlor other procucIs
(e g: scan a graphic and save it properly for lhe presentation sortware in
use, use a digila lphoto in a student portfoliolnewsletter)
12 Ic.an use applicationsthal integratewordproces~ng,dalabase. 1 2 34 56789
spreadsheet, communication. and other tools. (eg : attaching a file to
e_mail,merg ingawordprocessingfilewithadatabase, etc.)
C 1997 Alliance of Connecticut Regional Education al Service Cenlers. Used wil h penn ission
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Part II - Technology Needs Assessment
1 - Not Yel Ready , 3- Aware cts - Learning , 7 · Capable and Comfortable, and 9 - Could Teach Others
B. Evalua te technology matertals:
13, I can identify computer and related lechnology resources appropriate for 1 2 3 " 5 6 7 6 9
classroom and teacher use. (e.q: choosing appropriate content software,
using a camcorder to record a student peri orrnance, etc.)
14. t can identi fy computer and related lechno logy resources for facilitatlng 1 23456789
Iirelong leamingandemerging rolesofthe leamerandlheeducator.
(e.q.: setting criteria for content area soflware evaluation, know the
differences between using CO ROMs as compared 10 performing an
Internet search)
15, 1can observe and evaluate demonslral ions or uses of broadcast t 23456 789
instruction , audio/videoconferencing, enc cmer cetenceieammc
applications. (e.q.: visit scnocts using various distance learning
tectl nologles and list pros and cons of each)
C. Access Information :
16, l ean use computer-based tecl1nologies including telecommunications to 1 234567 B 9
access information. (e,g.: browsing the web. opening an attached file ,
gaining information from a CO-ROM)
17. I canaceessand use telecommunications tools and resources for 1 2 3456789
information sharing , remote information access and retrieva l, and
multime<lalhyperme<:lia publishing . (e.q.: sending an email message,
aUactling a word processing document to an emai l message, Including
web graphics in a mul timedia presentation)
18, I can use soptustlcated on-line search tools to identify , acquire and 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9
organize desired informatio n resources. (e.g.: know what search engine to
use for a particular purpose, use advanced features such as Boolean
logical operators)
19. I can conduct research that supports and enhances the curriculum
(a.g.: a list of subject related web sites)
123 456789
C 1997 Alliance of Connecticut Regional Educational Service Centers. Used with permission
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Part II . Technology Needs Assessm ent
1 • Not Yel Ready . 3- Aware of, 5 - Learning , 7 - Capab le and Com fo rtable, and 9 · Could Teach Others
II. Integrating Technology
A. Evaluale ,selecl andapplyinslrucl ionallechnology inlhe curriculum
20. l can ex~o re , eva l uate . a nd use compuler ; md related tech rlo!ogy resou rcas 1 23 4 5 6 7 69
including applications , tools, educal ionalsoftware and associated
documentation, te.n.: explore and select appropriate software lora social
stucreeresearch project cse sce nce probes attached to a computer)
21. l ean identlfy and,wh erea ppropriate, use resources for adaptivelassislive 1 23 4 567 8 9
devices for students With special needs , (e g.: use a touch screen , writing
prompt softwa re)
22. I can evaluate and use appropriate technology resources afld on-line sources 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
of information, (e.g.: validate Information from the web, choose a CD that is
deve!opmentallyappropnatefors tudents, etc)
23. I can use el fectivemethods and strategies for teaching technology concepts 1 2 34 5678 9
and skills. (e g : teaching scanning for a student cu cncaucn. teactangthe use
of a digital camera on a field trip)
24. I can apply spec ific-purpose technology devices in appropriate content areas 1 23 4567 8 9
(e,g.. a graphing calculator in a math class, scientific probewarem a science
lab or erectrcmc thesaurus in an English class)
25, I can synthesize the integration of technology reeccrces acrcss the 123456789
curriculum. (e,g : revisecurriculum toi nclude thei nfuslorl of techno logy)
26l candesign,deliver,andassessstudent learningactivitiesU1atinteg rate 1 2 3 4 5 67 8 9
computers and related technologies for a variety of student groupin9
strateg ies and for diverse student populations (e,g : technology Is integrated
nalura lly,appropriately,consislentlyandelfective ly intoa llaspectsof the
teachingandlearning,designdemonstra\lonclassroomactivities lo rot her
colleagues}
B Use emerging technologies
27. I can use emerging tEH::hnologyto gather Inlormalion lor the classroom (eg 1 234 5678 9
use the web to find classroom lesson plans, select CD-ROMs for a specific
content)
26. I can select appropr iate technology tools for communicating concepts, 12 3 " 5 6 7 8 9
coflductingresearch,andsolving problems foran intende<lau<:lienceand
purpose (e,g,: use an LCD andfor video projector to show your presentaeon,
using a hstseeverto send out a survey)
29. I am able to experiment Withand demonstrate emerging technologies to 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
students. (e g,: set up a video conference with a profess ional artist tor an art
class. captur ing video into a multimed ia presentation)
30, l can uselrn aqmq devlces. (e,g.: scanners. digital cameras, al'ldlo rvide o 1 2 3 4 5 67 89
cameras with computer systems and software)
C 1997 All iance of Connecticut Regiona! Edu cation al Service Centers . Used wi th permission
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Part II - Technolog y Needs Assessme nt
1 - Not Yet Ready, 3- Aware of, 5 - Learning, 7 - CapableandComfortable, and9 - CouldTeach others
31. l ean use a computer projection device to support and deliver oral 1 23-4567" 9
presentat ions . re.c.: smart boards, LCD panel , elect ronic white board)
32. I can apply emerging technologies 10project-based learning activities . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(e.g. :crealea websitetodevelopavirtualleamingcommunity
distribute a news program through closed circuit , centralized video ,
participate in an online classroom project)
33 r can serve es a mentor to initial and emerging technology users. (e.q .:1 23456789
coach a colleague on using the Intemet , design workshops for school
staff )
34. I can describe and implement basic troubleshooting techniques for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9
multimedia computer systems, peripheral devices and related
technologies. (e.g,: form and advise a student technology task team
forlhe school, develop a handbook for colieagues on troubleshooting
techniques)
C. Demonstrale ethical use of technology
35. I can cemonstrete knowledge of equitv.emrcs , recer. and human 1 23 4567 a 9
issues concerning use of computers and technology. (e.q: require
students to cite sources; develop strategies for students to become
aware of and apply ethical usage of computers in their work.)
36 I can practice responsible, ethical and legal use oftechnology, 1 234 56789
information, and sonwareresources. (e.g,: use only licensed software
as per vendor 's agreement)
37 I can design student learning activities that foster ethical and legal use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 l3 9
of technology by students. (e.g.: set criteria for projeets that require
stuaentstc create original text, graphics and organization)
38 I can use ethical and legal practices involving school purchaslng and 1 23456789
policy decisions. (e.g,: insist that copies of software are purchased for
each computer on which il will be used)
It>1997 Alliance of Connecticut Regional Educational Service Centers. Used with permission
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Part II - Technolog y Needs Assessment
1 - Not Yet Ready, 3- Aware or.s , Leaming, 7 - Capableand Comfortable, and 9 - Could Teach Others
IILSludelltlnquiry
A- Oesign,developandsupportlechnologyactivities
39, I can design and practice methoosand strategies for teaching concepts and 1 23456789
skillS associated with oompute rsand related lechnologies includ ing
Keyooard ing. (e g.: teaching keyboarding skills , devel op and deliv era lesson
on safely oonnect ing and utilizing computer science probes)
40, I can design and implemenl integrated technology classroomactivities that 1 23 456789
involve leaming andlorsmall group ccaeccrauon
(eg:groupsofthreetoloufSstudentsaregivenaprojectinwhich theymust
research a subtopic and combine their learning into a final group
performance)
41. I can design and practice methods and stralegies for teaching concepts and 1 234567 e 9
skills for applying productivilytools. {e g: develop and deliver a lessonon
editing,wr il ing using a word processor)
42, I can design sludenl leamingactivil leslha t foster equitable use 0flechno logy 1 23456789
by students te.c.: structure an interdisciplinary unit on water in wtlich every
student of varying croncenctes has equal computer accesslime inscho 01)
43, I can develop a community 01learners wtlo learn and leach each other using 1 234567 e 9
lechnology as a vehicie {e,g,: develop lechnology based cooperal ive
learningacliviliesl
44, I can design a set of evaluanonstrategies and methodstllat assessthe 1 234567 e 9
effeclivenessolinstruclional units that inlegratecompu tersllechnology
(e.g.: creating a checklist to monitor tile incorporation into all subject areas)
45, I can empower students to uselhei rsk ilislodeveloptheirOWflcommunities 1 234567 e 9
of learners. {e g : guiding a group 01sludents whowo rlctogether as a studenl
technologyleamin theirschooltoassistteachersandfellowstudents)
B. Use technology inasllessinglltudent work
46. I can use software to manage stcoent assessment. (e g,: doing scannable 123456 789
etuoent observations irl a variety 01skill areas, using a database 0r
spreadsheet to record and analyze student grades)
47. I can develop and apply assessmentrubrics (checkhsts) for student 1 234567 e 9
mujtimedla projects. re.n.: develop a set of rubricswtlich renect ccnaecreuco.
use ofsoflware and hardware, and of content leaming)
48. I can develop assessment strategiesusing video and data management tools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
that demonstrate student learning m tectmclcqy related projects. (e g
creation of an assessment method of a videotaped team performance that
reneetestudent use of technology and their articulation of new learning}
C 1997 Alliance of Connecticut Regional Educational Service Centers , Used with permission
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Part III - Teacher Attitude Toward Comput ers
S = Strongly Agre e; SA = Somewh at Agree; U = Undecided; SO = Somewhat Disagree ; 0 = Strongly c eac ree
I think that working with computers would be enjoyable and
stlmula tinq .
2. I get a sinking feelingwnen I think 01trying to use a compute r.
3. If I had a computer at my disposal , 1would try to get rid of it.
The use of E-mail makes the student feel more involved.
5. Computers are changing the world too rapidly
6. Computers would increase my productivity .
7. I want to learn a lot about computers
Working with a computer makes me teenense and uncomfortable.
Studying about computers is a waste of time.
10. The use of E-mai l helps provide a betler leaming experience
SSAUSOO
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
11. I am afraid that if I begin to use computers I wilt become dependent S SA U SO 0
upon them and loose some of my reasoning skUls
12. Computers would help me learn.
13. The challenge of learning about computers is exciting
14. Working with a compulerwou ld make me very nervous .
15. I can't think of any way that I will use compute rs in my career .
16. The use of E-mail makes courses more interesting.
17. Computers dehumanize society by treating everyone as a number .
18. I feel computers are necessary tools in both educational and work
settings .
19. l earning about compute rs is boring to me.
20, Computers intimidate anclthreaten me
C Christensen, R. and Knezek, G. Used with permission.
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
S SA U SO 0
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Part III - Teacher Attitude Toward Computers
$ =Strongly Agree: $A =Somew!la tAgree: U =Undecided: SO =Somewhat OisaIJree: 0 =StfOngy Disagree
21. I will probably never learn to use a computer.
22. The use of E-mail helps the student to learn more
23. Our country relies 100 much on computers.
24. Computers can be a useful instructional aid in all subject areas
25. I like leaming on a computer.
26. Computers frustrate me
S SAUSO D
SSAU SO O
S SA U SO D
SSAUSDD
SSAUSD D
SSA USOD
27. I see the computer as something I will rarely use in my daily life as an S SA U SO 0
adult.
28 The use of E-mail Increases motivation for the course.
29. Computers isolate people by inhibiting nonnal social interactlons
among users.
30. Computers improve the overall quality of life
31. I enjoy learning how computers are used in our daily lives.
32. Ihavealot of self confidencewtlen it comeslo wolidng with
computers.
33. Not many people can use computers
SSAUSDD
S SA U SD O
S SAU SO D
SSA USDO
S SA U SO O
SSAUSDD
34 More courses should use E-mail to disseminate class infonnalion and S SA U SD 0
assignments.
35 Use of computers in education reduces the personaftreetment of
students
36. Knowing how to use computers is B worthwhile skil l.
37. I would like to learn more about computers
38. I sometimes get nervous just thinking about computers
SSAUSD D
SSAUSDD
SSA USDD
SSAU SO O
39 Learning to operate computers is like learning any new skill - the more S SA U SO 0
you practice, the better you become.
40. The use of E-mail creates more interaction between students enrolled S SA U SO 0
m courses
C Christensen, R. and Knezek, G. Used with permission.
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Part III - Teacher Att itude Toward Comput ers
S" StronglyAgree: SA", SomewhatAgree; U " Undecided: SD " SomewhatDisagree: D ; StronglyDisagreil
41. Computers have the potential to control our lives.
42. Having a computer available to me would improve my general
satisfaction.
43. I would like wor1r.ing with computers.
44. A compulertest would scare me
45. Knowing how to use computers is a worthwhile skill
46. The use of E-mail creates more Interaction between student and
instructor.
S SAU SDD
SSA U SD D
SSAUSD D
SSAUSDD
S SA USD D
SSAUSDD
47. Wor1r.ing with computers makes me feel isolated from other people. S SA U SD 0
46 Computers will improve education
49 A job using computers would be very interesting
50. I feel apprehensive about using a compuler terminal.
51. I do notlhinklhat I could handle a computer course.
52 E-mail provides better access to the instructor.
53 Id islike working with machines thatare smartert han l am.
54. Someday I will have a computer in my home.
55. I enjoy computer wor1r. .
56. Cornputers are diffi cult 10 understand.
S SA U SD D
SSA U SDD
S SA USD D
S SA U SD D
SSAUSDD
S SAUSDO
SSAUSD D
S SA U SD O
S SAU SD O
57. I would never take a job where I had to work with computers. S SA U SO 0
58. Electronic mai l (E-rnail) is an effective means of disseminating class S SA U SO 0
information and assignments.
59 Using a computer prevents me from being creative .
60. I wHl use a computer in my future occupation.
C Christensen, R. and Knezek, G. Used with permission
S SA USDD
S SA USDO
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Part III • Teacher Attitude Toward Computers
s " Strongly Agree; SA" Somewhat Agree; U " Undecided; SO" Somewtlat Dil;.agree; 0 " Strongly Disagree
61. I will usea comocteras soonas possible.
62. l feela leasewhen lamaroundcomputers
SSA USD D
SSAUSD D
63. If given the opportunity, I would like to team aboul and use computers S SA U SO 0
64. I prefer E-ma il to traditional class handouts as an intorrnanon
disseminator .
S SAUSD O
65 Working with computers means working on your own, without contact
with others. S SA U SO 0
66. If I had to use a computer for some reason, It would probably save me
time a~~ SMUro O
67. Figuring out computer problems does not appeal 10me.
SSA USDD
68. I sometimes feel intimidated when I have to use a computer .
SSA USDO
69. You have to be a "brain" to work with computers.
SSA U SDO
70 Computers can be used successfully with courses which demand
crealive activities
71. If given the opportunity, I would like to leam about and use computers .
72 I feel comfortable working with a computer.
73. Someday I will have a computer In my home.
74 Teacher training should include lnstructionat applications of
computers
75. Computers are not exciting.
76. Compt.ltersare diff icult to use.
77. I'll need a firm mastery of computers for my future work
78. Computer lessons are a favorite subject lor me.
79 Computers do not scare me
80. I believe that it is important for me to learn how to use a computer
C Christensen, R. and Knezek, G. Used with permission
SSAU SDO
SSAUSD D
SSAU SOO
SSAUSOO
SSAUSOD
SSA USOO
SSA USOO
S SA USO O
SSA USOO
SSA USO D
SSAUSOD
Appendix B
Computer Integration
General Curriculum Outcomes
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computer Integration General Curriculum Outcomes
Foun dat ional Conce pts and An itude s
F1 Students will demonstrate an understanding of the nature of computer technology
F2 Students Will exhibit a discriminating attitude towards selection and use of information from digital
sources
F3 Students will demonstrate a positive, analytical ettuuoe towards the use of computer technology
as a tool forli lelong leaming
F4 Students will employ ergonomic principles and safe practices when using computer technology
Communicat ion and Information Capabili t ies
C1 Students will demonstrate the fundamental skills required 10use computer systems
C2 Students will use computer-based tools to access, create, assess, organize , manipulate , and
communicate Information
Informat ion Processe s and Strateg ies
Students will employ information tools, strategies, and processes to examine alternate viewpoints,
solve problems, and construct personal knowledge and meaning
Soci al, Eth ical , and Human Issues
S1 Students will demonstrate an understanding of moral, ethical, and legal issues in their use of
ccmpu ter tectmoloqles
S2 Students will demonstrate an understanding of impact of computer technologies on self, work,
culture, society, and global relationships
Found ationa l Concepts and Att itudes 1
Stude nts wJII dem onstrate an understandin g or the nature or computer techn ology
Primary : At th e End of Grade 3, StUdents will
F101P understand that computers are technological tools created by people
F102p associate common computer technology with specific tasks
F103p understand that a computer performs functions based on instructions
F104p recognize the potential for human error when using computers
F105p apply troubleshooting strategies to address computer problems
F106p understand that files may be saved to and retrieved from a disk
F107p demonstrate awareness that adaptive computer technology may be used by persons with
disabilit ies
Elementary: At the End of Grade 6, Stude nt s will
F101e associate common computer technology with specific tasks
F102e apply troubleshooting strategies to address computer problems
F103e demonstrate an understanding that files from one application may not work in another
application
,..
F104e demonstrate an undemand ing that some software applications have specific haroware
req uinlmenls
F105e understand lhat 8 computer pertoons funct ions based on a logical sequence of
inst ruct ions
F106e understand tha t files may be organized in folders and sub-folders
F107e demOOSlrate underslanding that folders and files may be locat ed on local, netwl:ll'X. and
distanl drtves
F108e unde rstand thai software is desig ned to enable people10 perf orm tasks, thai the re are
man y calegolies of software , and that all sonwere for a calego.-y 01 tasks will have simil ar
features and met hod s of doing \/1/011I..
lnt ann ediat e: At the End of Grade 9, Students wi ll
F101l demonstrate an understanding of the concept of software and hardware compatibility
F1021 unde rstand that a computer performsfunctions basadon a logical sequenceof
instructions
F103i apply t rouble shooting strateg ies to address computer problems
F104i demonstrate understanding that folders and mes may be located on local, nelwol1r. , and
dist ant drive s
F10Si demonslrate understanding ofthenecessity offolder andfilem anagement
v061 develop awareness that all media can be digitized
F1071 develop awareness thai computer technology Is constantly changing and evolving
F108i understand that there are common features across all categories of software
High Schoo l: Students wilt
F101h continue to demonstrate understanding of all prevk>uskey stage outcomes
F102h recognize that computer l echnologies can facilitate the solution of complex problems
Fou ndatio nal Concepts and AttituDes. 2
Students wi ll exhib it a dlsc:rlmlnaUng attitude towards selection and us e of Information from
dJgltiI l sourc es
Primary: At th e End of Grade 3, Stud ent s will
F201p compare similar types of infOlTTlation from twodifferenl electroniCSOUlUS
Elementary: At t he End of Grade 6, Students wi ll
F201e recognize that graphics. v ideo and sound enhance communication
F202e describe how the use of various texts and graphics can alter perception
F203e discuss how computer technology can be used to create special effects
F200te understand that computer technology can be used to manipulate the intent by ahering
images and sound
Intennedlate: At the End of Grade 9, Studen ts wi ll
F2011 identify computer technology used to access Information
F202e identifyaspects of styleina presentation
F203e understand tne nature of various media and how they are consclously used to Influence
an audience
F204i analyze the impact of multimedia documents on the Intended audience
F20Si identify specifIClechniq ues used by the media to elicit particular responses from users
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F20el recogn ize the abilityof computertechnologyto manipulateImagesand soundcan atter
the meaning of a communication
High School: Students will
F201h discriminate between style and content in infannal ion products
F202h evaluate Ihe influence and results of digital manipulatlon on perceptions
F203h identify and analyze a variety of factors that affect the authenticity 0finformalion derived
from mass medi a and electronic commun icatio n
Fou ndationa l Concepts and Att itudes . 3
Stu dents will demonstrate a positive, analytical attitude towards the use of comp uter technology
as a tool for l if elong learning
Primary: At the End of Grade 3, Students will
F301p demonstrate a willingness to work independently andtor cooperatively when using
ccmpute- tecnnoioqy
F302p display confidence when using computer technology through an appropriate level of
independence and self-reliance
F303p demonstraleaposiliveattiludeandawillingness tousecompulertechnology
F304p exhibit perseverance and commitment to improv ing skills and completing tasks
F305p demonstrate desirable attitudes and work habits
F306p demonstrate a willingness to apply trouble shooting strategies 10 address computer
problems
Elementa ry : At the End of Grade 6, Students will
F301e continue to demonstrate understanding of all previous key stage outcomes
Intennediate: At the End of Grade 9, stoeents will
F301i continue 10 demonstrate undelStanding 01all previous key stageoutcomes
High School: Students will
F301h continue to demonstrate understanding of all previous key stage outcomes
F302h demonstrate willingness to adopt new computer technologies and to use existing
tedl nology in new ways
Foun dational Concepts and Attitudes· 4
Students will employ ergonomic principles and safe practices when using computer technology
Primary:
F401p
F402p
At the End of Grade 3, Students will
demonstrate the proper posture when using a computer
demonstrate safe behaviors when using computer technology
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Elementary: At th e End of Grade 6, Students will
F401e demonstratethe applicationof ergonomicsto promote personalhealth andwell being
F402e identify andapplysafely proceduresrequiredlorlhe compulertechnologybeingused
Intermediate: At th e End of Grade 9, Students wilt
F401i identify risks to health and safely thai result from improper use of computer technology
F402i identify and apply safely procedures required for the computer teennology being used
High School : Student s w ill
F401h assess newphysical environmenlswith respect to ergonomics
F402h ldentny satety regulations specific to the compulertechnology being used
Communication and Information Capabilities .1
Students will demonstrate th e fundamental skiffs required to use comput er systems
Primary : At th e End of Grade 3, Students will
C10lp identify techniques and tools for comrnunrcanon, storing. retrieving and selecting
information
C102p apply terminology and develop a vocabulary appropriate to the computer technologies
being used
C103p perform basic computer operations, including powering up, inserting disks, moving the
cursor,c1icll.ingonan icon, using pull down menus, executing proqrams. savingfiles,
retrieving files, printing, ejecting disks, and powering down
C104p use the keyboard, includingshift,enter, space bar, tab, back space, delete and cursor
keys appropriately
C10Sp make adjustments to computer based audio and video devices
C106p demonstrate and understanding that information can be transmitted through computer
technologies
Elementa ry : At th e End of Grade 6, Stud ents will
C101e apply terminology and develop a vocabulary appropriate to the computer technologies
being used
C102e identify and applylechniques and tccrs rcr ccmmunrcaunc. storing, retrieving and
selecting information
Cl0 3e correctly Power up and power down various computers and peripherals
Cl04e use and organize lites and folders
C10Se use peripherals such as scanners, digital cameras, modes and bar code readers
Cl06e use appropriate keyboarding techmques forthe alphabetic and punctuation keys
C107e load, download, and save tee . images audio and vioeo files
Cl0Be convert digital text Illes by opening the and saving them as different filetypes
Intermediate: At the End of Grade 9, Students will
C1011 perform routine data maintenance and management of personal files on computers and
networks
C102i identifyandapplyprocedures,suchasbackupsand virusscans,usetomainlainda la
integrity and security
,.7
C103i conned and use computer audio , vdeo. and digita l dev ices such as speakers ,
microphO nes and cameras
C104i demonstrate profICiency in loading. downloading and saving tee . image, audio and video
rnes
C10Si identify and use. variety of input and output devices
C106l apply terminology and develop a vocabulary appropriate to the technologies being used
C107i perform basic computer operations including formatting floppydiskettes
C108i Demonstrate profICiency in keyboa rding skills
C109i demonstrate profICiency in applying techniques and tools lor selecting. retrieving ,
communicating. and storing information
C1101 demonstrate profICiency in keyboan:ling skills
High School : Stu dent s will
C101h perfo rm rout ing data maintenance and management 01personal files on computers,
servers and remoteservers
C102h ident if y and apply safely procedures, such as backups and virus scans, to maintain dala
integrit y and security
C103h connect and use computer audio , video and digital devices
C104h demonstrale proficiency in loading, downloading and saving text, image, audio and video
files
C105h identify and use a variety of input and output devices
C106h apply computer terminology and develop a vocabulary appropriate to the technology
be ing used
Com munica ti on and Infonnation Capabilities. 2
Stu den ts will use computer·based rooI$ fO ac<:e$$,<:rNte , essess, OfrJanlze, manipulate , and
<:ommunlcate Information
Primary : At ttle End of Grade 3, Students will
C201p create and revise Of1gtnallext, using word-processing software
C202p edit ccccrreets using features such as OJI., copy, and paste to modify sentences
C203p read information from a prepared database
C2D4p create visual images by using tools soch as painland draw programs for particular
audiences and purposes
C20Sp access sound dips or recorded voice for information purposes
C206p balancefext and graphics for visual erreo
C207p navigale hypertext linkS
C20Sp communicate electronically
Elementary: At th e End of Grade 6, Students will
C201e create and revise original text
C202e edit, format , clarify and enhance text using features such as thesaurus, spell checking.
find/change, lext alignment, font size and style
C203e edit and manipulate data for specific purposes using spreadsheet and/or database tools
C2D4e display dala electronically through graphs and charts
C205e create multimedia presentations for a variety of audiences and purposes, incorporating
features such as still images, audio dips , and animated images
C206e inlegrate a spreadsheet, or graphs generated by a spreadsheel , inlo a text documenl
"8
C207e create a specific visual effect in a document through the use of font style and size, and
organization of text and graphics.
C20ae create and navigate a multi-link document
C20ge navigate the Internet and intranetwith appropriale software
C210e select and use the technology appropriate to a given communication situation
Intennediale: At the End of Grade 9, Students will
C201 i select and use Ihe technotoqy approprialeto a given commumcauon situalion
C202i create and revlse cnqmattext
C203i design, create and modify a database for a specific purpose
C204i design. create and modify a spreadsheet for a specific purpose
C205j use a computer to solve mathematica l problems re lated to issues in any subject area
C2061 create presentations for a varie ty of audiences and purposes, incorporating multimedia
features
C207i integrate information from a database into other documents
C208i create and edit web pages, employing links to images, audio and video files
C209i create a specific visual effect in a document through the use of font styIe and size, and
organizalionottext andgraphics.
C210i demonstrate proficiency in the use of information retrieval and storage
C211i communicate with a target audience, within a controlled environment, using
communications strategies and tools such as discussion groups and web browsers
C212i plan a conduct a search using a wide variety of electronic sources aodtools
C213i refine searches so thaI sources are limited to a manageable number
High School: Students will
C201h create and modify text
C202h design, create and modify databases for specific purposes
C203h design, create and modify spreadsheets for specific purposes
C204h use a variety of computer tools to construct graphs showing relationships
C20Sh use a computer to solve problems In outersubject areas
C206h select the appropriate computer tool to manipulate and communicate data
C207h create presentations for a variety of audiences and purposes, incorporating multimedia
features
C208h use macros to combine and simplify tasks
C209h integrate infonnation from databases and spreadsheets into documents
C210h demonstrate proficiency in keyboarding
C211h apply principles of graphic design 10 enhance meaning and audience appeal
C212h create web pages incorporating links to a variety of digital media and sources
C213h communicate with a target audience, within a controlled environment , using
communica tions strategies and tools such as discussion groups and web browsers
C214h plan and conduct a search using a wide variety of electronic sources and tools
C21Sh refine searches so thai sources are limiled to a manageable number
Infonnation Processes and Strategies
Students wilf employ Information tool s, strategies, and pro cesses to examine alternate viewpoInts,
so lve problems, and construc t personal knowledge and meaning
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Primary : At th e End of Grad e 3, Stu dents will
1101p develop questions that renect a personal information need
1102p follow a prepared plan 10complete an inquiry
1103p distinguish between relevant and irrelevant information from elect ronic sources
l104p summarizedal a by picking key words from gathered inform at ion and by using jot notes .
point rom or retelling
1105p formulatenewquestions as inquiryprogresses
1106p organize information from mo re Ihan one source
1107p compare and contra st information from similar types of electron ic sources
110Sp recognize that variou s authori lies can hold diff erenl viewpoin ts
1109p share informalio nco llectedfromelectronicsourcesloadd to agfoup task
1110p draw conclusions and/or make predictions basedon organized ercrmencn
Elementary: At th e End of Grade 6, Students will
1101. identify and developquestioos pertinent to a problem Of issue
1102e use brainstonn ing and webbingto generate ideas for solving a problem, and use
computer technology to recoro and share the results
1103e given predel eml ined cril eria, assess ideas to solve a problem by employing computer
technology
1104e design and follow a p1an,lnduding a 5dl edute, for an inquiry process, and make revisions
as necessary
1105e seek.responses to inquiries from various 8uthortties through electron ic media
1106e identify and distinguish points of view expressed in electronic scc rces
1107e recognize that data from electronic sources may need to be verified
1108e organize, analyze ands ynlhesize information using tools suctl as a database,
spreadsheet or hypertext
110ge extend collaboration beyond Ihe classroom by using communrcaucn technoJogies
1110e communicate the results using a variety of compute r technologies
1111e renee on and describe the processes involved in completing an inquiry
Inte nn edia te: At th e End of Grad e 9, Stu dents wi ll
111i idenl ify and develop questions pertinent to a problem or issue
1102i use nelworxs to brainstorm. plan and share ideas wilh group members
1103i assess complex sodal , economic and environmental relationships by employing
simu lation tools such as Civilization and Anl
1100i create a plan for an inquiry thai jrcsooes conslderation ofUme manag ement
110Si demonst rate the advanced search skills necessary to limit the number of hil s Desired for
online and offline databases; tor example, the use of appropriat e descriptors and Boolean
operators
1106i develop a process to manage volumes of Infonn ation that can be avai lable through
electronic sources
1107i evaluate choices and the progress In prcbtem solving, then redefine the plan of actron as
appropriate
1108i assess different viewpoints and Identify bias. lad and opinion
1109i assess etecncnlc sources lor authority and reliabili ty
11101 use tectl nology to find inlo nnal ion thai supports or refute diverse viewpoints
11111 organize data by making conned.ions and assemble it into a coherenl message
1112i extend collaboration beyond the da ssroorn by using communicat ion techn ologies 10
networ1l. with other individ uals and groups
11131 commun icalethe results using a variety of computer technologies
111.i reflect on and describe the processes involv ed in completing an inquiry
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1115i use appropriate strategiesto locate and assess information
1116i demonstrate discriminatory selection of information from electronic sources
1117. evaluate the problem solving process and redefine the plan of action as necessary
High School: Students will
1101h Identify and develop questions pertinent to a problem or issue rreseerchable,chanceof
success)
1102h participate ina variety of electronicgroup formats
1103h generatenewunderstan dings of problem situations by using modeling software such as
8im Earth , GIS and molecular simulators
1104h manage an inquiry by using comp uter tools such as calendars, time management or
project manage ment tools
Il0Sh use approprtete strategies to locate and assess information
1106h demonstrate disctiminalory selection of information from electronic sources
1107h evaluate the problem sotving process and change the plan as necessary
1108h consult a wiele variety of sources that reflect varied viewpoints on particular topics
1109h evaluate the validi ly of gathered viewpoints against other sources
1110h use telecommunications to pose critical questions to experts
1111h assess the authority . reliability and validity of electronically accessed inform ation
1112h analy ze and synthesize information to determine pattems and linkSamong ideas
1113h use appropriate presentation soflware to demonst rate personal understandings
1114h deve lop a personal opinion on the issue of censorship on the Intemet
Social, Ethical, and Human Issues. 1
Students will dem onstratfi an understanding of moral , eth/ca/, and legal issues in their use of
computer technologies
Prima ry : At the End of Gra de 3, Stud ent s will
S101p demonstrate courtesy and proper procedures when using computer technologies
S102p demonstrate willingness to share resources
S103p recognize and acknowledge the ownership of electronic material
S104p useproper neliquette
S105p understand that there are acceptable and unacceptable practices
Elementary: At th e End of Grade 6, Students w ill
S101e comply with the school's acceptable use policy for computers
S102e demonstra te willingness to share resources
5103e use proper communication language and netiquette
5104e document electronic sources, including websi te addresses
S105e respect the products and privacy of others
S106e comply with copyright regulations
5107e demonstrate an understanding of the need forsecurily and privacy of electronic
information
510Be practice the socially responsible use of use of electronic information
Intermediate: At th e End of Grade 9, Students will
5 101i comply with the school acceptable use policy for computers
510 2i use time and computer resources wisely
5 103i cite sources when using copyright and/or public domain material
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S104j model and assume personal responsibility for ethical behavior and attitudes
5105i consider ethical and legal issues when using information
5 106i use proper communication language and netiquette
510 71 respectownership and integ rity of electron ic info rmation
High Schoo l: Students will
5101h comply w~h the school acceptable use policy lor computers
S102h use time and compu ter resources wise ly
S103h demonsl rate an underslanding 01how changes in complrtertechnologyca n benefilor
harm socety
S104h record relevant data for acknowledgingsources of information and cite sources
SlOSh understandthe need for and the use of copyrighI legislalion
Sl06 h develop guidelines for evalualing ano uslnq informalion and emerging technologies in
ethica l ways
S107h apply ethical and legal principles when presenting informatio n
SlOSh uncerstano tne issues involved in balancing the right of access with the right to personal
privacy in erectrontc comrnuntceuons
S109h advocate legal and ethical behaviors amongst colleagues and acqualntancesregard ing
the use of technology and information
Social, Eth ical , and Human tssue e - 2
Students will demon strate an understanding of impact of computer technologies on self , work ,
culture, society, and global relationships
Primary: At Ihe End of Grade 3, Students will
520 1P identify ways computers are used at work and play, at school and home, and in the
community
5202p recognize that proficiency in me use of computers is essential for all people
5203p describe how computer technology allows communication with others
Elementary: At the End of Grade 6, Students will
S201e identify ways computers are used at work and play. at school and home, and in the global
community
5202e recognize that proficiency in Ihe use of computers is essential for all people
S203e compare computer mediated communications to other forms of communication
S204e recognize that information can be digitally modified to Influence peoples perceptions,
attitudes, and decisions
Intermediate: At the End of Grade 9, Students will
52011 recognize ways thaI computers have been used to help build the global community
5202i recognize that proficiency in use of computers Isess enlial ,but that individual uses and
skills may vary
5203i describe how computer mediated communications affects the way we communicate and
what we communicate
5204i recognize thai informal ion can bedig ilally modified 10 influence peoples perceottcns.
auuuoes.ancoecrsrons
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Hig h School : Students wi ll
S201h deSClibethe consequences of the ememeoce of 8 computer-based global community
S202h recognize tnet proficiencyin use of computersis essentia l and enables a citiz en to
become a more effective participantin society
S203h describe how computer-mediated communicaUons affects the nature of human
relationships between Indiv iduals and within groups , induding within families, at wor1l., and
within organiz ations
S204h identify ways that informati on can be digitally modified to influen ce peoples percept ions,
altit udes ,andelecisions
S205h describehow computer-mediated communications afleds the structure and dynamics of
organizations
S208h analyze the effect 01computer technologies on innovation and creativity
S207h analyze the impact on society of mnovauveness and creativity In the design and
development of computer-based technology
Sample Specifi c Learning Outcom es
C104p Dem on strate keyboarding:sk ills , includi ng : alpha be tic , pUn<:twItlOIl, alld C01l1t01
keys (ie. shift, ente r, space bar , etc. )
The stooenlwin K 1 2 3
c l O4p.l underst and the relative position of the keys on a
keyboard
02 Identify and use; letter and number keys: pund uation
and symbol keys; space bar, retum/enler, delete,
backspace keys;
03 use Infonna l keyboarding skills to type words, phrases,
and sentences
0.' use informa l keyboarding skills to type a paragraph
0.' use; shift. caps lock , tab, arrow and contro l keys
0.' cemcnsu ate formal keyboaltl ing skills in using the
alphabet ic and punduation keys
~1"" 58 all d or ganize fi les an d folders
he sItxlent will K 1 2 3
C104e.l change the name ofa file
0.2 select single and multipl e files with a mouse
0.3 elete selected file s with a mouse
0.4 create , move , and delet e folders
0.' rganize files into appropl1ately named foklers
O,6~e-p«lledadisk
O.71coPYfiles from one disli: to another
O.8 !backup files
Appendix C
International Society for
Technology in Education
Recommended Foundation
Standards for Teachers
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ISl E Recommended Foundation Standard s for Teachers
International Society for Tech nology in Education Recom mend ed Fou ndat ions in Tech nology for All
Teachers
Foundations. The ISTE Foundation sta rc ercs renee professional studies in education that
provid e fundamental concepts and sk.ills for applyi ng information technol ogy in educatiOna l
sett ings . All candid ates see king initial ce runceno n or eodorse rreets in teacher preparation
progr am s should have oppo rtunit ies to meet the educaliooal lechnology foundation stardares.
A. Basic CompuferfT ectmology Operations and Concepts. Candidales will use compute r systems
and run softwareto access, generate, andmanipulale data and to publish resuits. Theywill also
evalua te performanc e of hardware and software compo nent s of computer systems and app ly
basic t roubl eshoot ing strategies as needed.
Opera te a mu ltim edia computer system With related peripheral dev ices 10 succe ssfully
install and use a varie lyofsoftw are pack ages
2. Use term inology related to com puters and techno logy appropriately in writt en and oral
com munications.
Descri be 8nd Im plement basic troubleshooting techn iques for muftirnedia computer
systems wi th related peripheral de vices
Use imag ing ce vees sud1 as scan ners , digital cameras . andl or video cameras wit h
computer sysl ems and software.
5. Demonstrate lulowIedge of uses of cornpeters and technology In business. indusl ry, and
society .
Persona l and Professional Use of Technology. ca ndidate s wilt appl y lools for enhan cing their
ownprofessional growt h and produ ctiv ity . The y will use techn ology In communicating .
col laborat ing. cond ucting resea rch , and solving problems. In addilion, they will plan and
participate in acti vit ies that encou rage life long leaming and will promote equit able , ethical . and
leg al use of computerlte chnology resources
1. Use producti vity tools for word processing, data base management , and spreadsh eet
applications.
2 Apply product ivity too ls for cre ating mult imed ia presentali ons.
3. Use comput er-based tech nologi es , including telecomm unications, 10 access infofmalion
and enhance perso nal and pro fessional product iv ity .
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4. Use computers to support problem-solving. data ccnee ion, information management ,
communications. presentat ions, and decisiOn-making .
5. Demon strate awareness of resources for adaplive aMistive devices for students with
scecser neeos
6. Demonstrate knowledge of equity , ethics , legal, and human issues concerning use of
computers and tech nology .
7. Identity compuler and reiereetechnology resources for facilitat ing lifelong learning and
emerging roles 01 the learner and the educator .
8. Observe demonstrations or uses of broadcast instruct ion, audiolvid eo conferenCing. and
other distance learning applications.
C. Application of Technology in Instruction. Candidates will apply computers and relaled
technologies to suppol1instruction in their grade level and subject areas. They must plan and
ueuverinsnucncnat units that lnteqrale a variety 01software. applications , ancllea mingtools
lessons developed must reflect effectiv e grouping and assessment strategies for diverse
popul ations .
1. Explore, evaluate , and use comptJlersltechnology resources, including applications,
tools. educational software. and associated documentation.
2. Describe current instrud ional principles , research. and appropriate assessmenl
pradices as relaled 10 lhe use of computers and lechnology resources in the cumculum .
3. Design. delive r, and assess student learning acli villes l hal integrate
compulefSl1.echnology lor a variety of student group straleg ies and for diverse stooenl
populations
4. Design studenlleaming aclivities tnet roster equitable . elhlca l, and legal use of
techno logy by students.
S. Pracuce responsible, ethical . and legal use 01technology, informal ion, and software
Append ix 0
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School District #3
Comer Brook-Deer Lake-St. Barbe
David Quick, Assistant Director ~ Programs
Tel. (709) 637 -4014; (709) 637-4018 Fall. (709) 639-1733
Memo
TO; All Principals
From: David Quick, As5islant Director· Programs
Subject Professional Oevelopme nt Needs Survey
Date: February S, 1999
P.O. Box 368 , 10 wellington Street
Comer Brook, NF A2H 00 9
The attached survey has been approved by District Office to assess the Profession al Development
Needs of teachers and schools with respectto technology literacy .
We are asking your cooperation to have each teacherin your school complete a survey and returnthe
survey to you. We would like to have the surveys returnedto District Office by Friday February 19, 1999.
The survey will take approximately twenty (20) minules to complete. It is important that every member of
the staffcomplele the survey.
The primary goal of this survey is to galher information 10:
1. Plan programs and ;nservice sessions for lhe Technology Educal ion ce nter
2. Prepare shof1lenn and long tenn professiona l development plans for leachers In the
3. Allow schools to plan professional development opportunities for their staff .
Bruce King has prepared tile instrument in conjunction with the SChool Distoo and the Technology
Education Center . He has been given pennissio n 10use some of the dala collected for a Master of
Education mes e under the direct ion of Or. Don Downer and Or. Dennis Sharpe, Memorial University of
Newfoundland . You will note tnat teachers are not asked to idenlify tIlem selves . If any teachers have
reservati ons about the use of the data for this purpose, they should contact me as soon as possible
Once the data has been analyzed, a copy of the results for your school will be returned to you 10 assist in
your prolessional development
Thank-you for your cooperation in this mail er
Oavid Quiek
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Technology Education Center
University Drive
ComerBrook NF
ToAllS1affMembers
A numbefof weeks ago a Tech nolog y needs survey was distributect 10 schools by the district . The Intent
of this survey was to det ermine the adual need of tech nology insefVlce IOf teachers. We need to do th iS
'I)( 8 number of reason s'
Technology literacy is a recogni zed need by parents , teache rs. sch ool eouecas . school boarns ,
the pro vince and the nali on.
2. In dozens of recent educational studies student use of techn ology has been Cited for impro ved
student performance , interest , moti vat ion and beh avior .
3. In the near future there will be a set or provincial computer integration outcomes that will be
implemented across the curriculum . (Draft Copy available from district office. )
4. SChools and teachers are asking lor Professional development in computers and technology
S. The dist li ct is allemp ting 10develop a 3-5 year plan for technology inserv ice
6. The Technology Educat ion Center is in th e process of devel oping summer inst itutes and
program s for the next schoo l year.
7. Schoo ls are planning technology prof esslonaldevelopm ent
8 Schoo ls are imp lem ent ing schoo l improve ment plans .
9. We need to reverse the cut In the numb er of Inservlc e days avai lable.
10 We need to justify a person In the schoo ls to assist teachers with technolog y
If we are to meet student and curriculum needs in the area of tech nology literacy weneed to train
teachers in the use of techn ology in the classroom. In oroer to develop sound professi onal de ve lopment
plans for technology in the disllicl, 81the TEe , and in the schoo ls we need 8 thorough analysis of the
technology rel ated skilt s of teache rs. For a sol id assessm ent weneed all the surveys sent back. In order
to return usable data for a schoo l to crea te an effect ive techn Ology PO plan fO( the teachers in the school
we need vi rtually an of the teachers in that sdlool to comple te and return tile tech nology oeee e
assessment survey
The demonstrated need for inservice wi ll allow the distJid and sd100Icouncils to show the Provincial
Department of Educat iOfl the need for incre asiog the all ocat ion fO( profession al development days . As
well some of the schools cou nCils In this area are in the process of gathering support for increasi ng the
fOfJTlulas lor alloca tion of speCialist personnel to schools. Included in the presenta tion is a proposa l to
add a specia list person to Ihe school allocat ion formu las wtlo se time is alloca ted to WOT1ting with
teachers and student s in computer lechnolog y.
These are important issue s fO( the technolog y literacy de velopment of students. Planning time lor these
issues is getting short . We need to get the info rm ation now. 10 get on wi th this planning as soon as
possible . Those teachers who have not comp leted and returned the technolog y needs assessme nt are
asked to do so in the next couple of da ys and principals are asked to send them to the boerd office by
the end of the week. We realize that teachers are busy people and thai the survey wi ll tak e 20 mi nutes
01 va luable ti me to com plete , We apprecia te your cooperaucn In this mail er.
Thank you
Appendix E
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Table E.1 ReliatillitY_Correlal ion Matrix for the Professional Productivitv Scale
--- P- PA1 PPA2 PP A3 PPA4 PPAS PP A6 PPA7 PP A8 PPA9 PPA10 PPA11 PP A12
P PA1
PP A2 0.6152
PPA 3 0.6267 0.5498
PPA 4 0.7685 0.6635 0.5880
PPA5 0.6139 0.7052 0.4754 0.7287
PPA6 0.5394 0.6353 0.4578 0,6553 0,8307
PPA7 0.3842 0.4217 0 .4547 0.4076 0,5010 0.5279
PPA8 0.4843 0.5653 0,4388 0.5843 0.7528 0.8227 0 ,5534
PPA9 0,4783 0.6 140 0,4178 0.5993 0.8360 0.8031 0.4955 0,8377
PPA1 0 0.5004 0.5722 0.4409 0.6152 0.7472 0.7675 0.4906 0.7609 0.7867
PPA11 0.4386 0.5 191 0.427 8 0.5630 0.6760 0.7258 0.4749 0,69 14 0.7078 0.8557
PP A12 0.5381 0.5873 0.4423 0.6473 0.7253 0,7375 0.4481 0.7038 0.7342 0.8077 0.8077
ETMB13 0.5207 0.4354 0.518 3 0.5087 0.4733 0 ,4545 0.4190 0.4375 0.4235 0.5132 0.5000 0.5187
ETM81 4 0.6000 0.5360 0.5377 0.6030 0.5753 0 .5914 0.4210 0.5448 0.5087 0.5921 0.587t 0,6195
ETM8 15 0.4254 0.4334 0.3961 0.4692 0.4995 0 ,5300 0.3912 0.4881 0.4674 0.5648 0.5647 0,5712
ETMC16 0.6857 0.6 188 0.5526 0.7100 0.6502 0.6267 0.3837 0.5461 0.5425 0.6116 0.6019 0 ,6708
ETMC17 0.5653 0.5901 0.4525 0.6317 0.6729 0._ 0 4232 0.5937 0.6192 0,6635 0 .6756 0.7637
ETMC18 0.4897 0.5896 0.4364 0.5867 0.6259 0.6700 0401 6 0.6067 0.6252 0 , 6~ 0 .6994 0.7313
ETMC t9 0.5509 0.5625 0 .4880 0.6391 0.6233 0.6362 0.3988 0,5804 0.564 1 0 8239 0.6181 0.6564
(Cont inued)
Table E.1 (Continued)
ETMB13 ETMB1' ETMB15 ETMC16 ETMC17 ETMC16 ETMC19
PP A1
PPA2
PPA3
PPM
PP A5
PPA6
PPA7
PPA8
PPA9
PPA10
PPA11
PPA12
ETMB13
ETMB14 0.7735
ETMB15 0.569 8 0.6469
ETMC16 0.6392 0.7662 0.5759
ETMC17 0.5758 0.6814 0 ,6105 0.7742
ETMC18 0.5441 0.6753 0.5641 0.7089 0,7S46
ETMC19 0.6037 0.7476 0.6066 0.7870 0,7357 0 ,7546
Cronbach's alpha =.9647
_ _ _ 5_0
6.30 2.5
4.75 2.'
6.65 2'
5.13 2.'
3.64 2.
2.93 2.3
4 06 2 .
2 .82 2.3
2 .83 2.4
2,89 2.3
2 ,72 2 2
3.10 2.4
4.98 2 4
4 .88 2.'
3,20 2.3
5.53 2.5
4 ,33 2.'
3,42 2 '
4.' _' __26_
i
Table E.2 Reliability Correlation Matrix for Subscale - Operate Computers Related Technologies and Software
Applications
PPA1 PPA2 PPA3 PPA4 PPA5 PP A6 PP A7 PP A6 PPA9 PPA10 PPA11 PPA12 mean SO
PPA1 6.29 2.6
PPA2 0.6185 4 .75 2 8
PPA3 0.6259 0.5498 8.88 2.1
PP A4 0.7704 0.6672 0.5852 5,13 2.8
PPA5 0.6156 0.7060 0.4749 0,729 4 3,63 2.8
PPA6 0.5399 0.6343 0.4563 0.6545 0,8308 2.92 2 3
PPA7 0.3860 0.4227 0.4524 0.4092 0.5023 0.5291 4.05 2 8
PPA8 0.4850 0.5649 0.4376 0.5840 0 ,7531 0.8230 0 ,5543 2.81 2.3
PPA9 0.4790 0.8131 0.4167 0.5988 0,8 381 0.8034 0.4968 0 ,8380 2.83 2..
PPA10 0.5039 0.5763 0.4429 0.618 5 0 .7468 0.7649 0.4896 0 ,7584 0,7841 2 .89 2.3
PPA11 0.442£ 0.5246 0.4303 0.5670 0 6733 0.7188 0.4708 0.6851 0,7013 0 .8567 2.73 2.2
PPA12 0.5385 0.5864 0.4406 0.6464 0.7256 0.7380 0.4496 0 ,7043 0.7347 0 ,8044 0 ,799 1 3.10 2'
Cronbach's alpha = .9466
~
~
e
Table E 3 Reliability Correlation Matrix for the subseale - Basic
PPA1 PPA> PPA3 PPA4 PPA5 PPM mean SO
PPA1 6.30 2.6
PPA> 0.62 47 4.73 2.8
PPA3 0.6268 0.5574 6.66 2.1
PPA4 0.7734 0.6689 0.5884 5.12 2.8
PPA5 0.6170 0.7086 0.4799 0.7298 3.63 2.6
P PA6 0.5423 0.6365 0.4605 0.6552 0.8316 2.92 2.3
Cronbach's alpha - .9120
i
s
Table E.4 Reliability Correlation Matrix for the subscale • Adyanced
P PA6 PPA7 PPA8 PPA9 PP A10 PPA11 PPA12 mean so
PPA6 2.92 2.3
PPA7 0.529 1 4.05 26
PPA8 0.8230 0.5543 2.81 2.3
PPA9 0.8034 0.4966 0.8380 2.83 2.'
PPA10 0.7649 0.4898 0.7584 0.7841 2.89 2.3
PPA11 0.7188 0.4708 0.6851 0.7013 0.8587 2.73 2.2
PPA12 0.7380 0.4496 0.7043 0.7347 0.11044 0.7991 3.10 2'
Cronbach's alpha = .9228
i
~
Table E.5 Reliability Correlation Matrix for $ubscale·
Evaluate Technolooy Materials
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ETMB13 ETMB14 ETMB15
ETMB13
ETMS14 0.7760
ETMB15 0.5664 0.6465
Cronbach's alpha = .8560
4,97
4 86
3.18
so
2.'
2.
2.3
Table E.6 Reliability Correlation Matrix for $ubscale -
Access Information
ETMC16 ETMC17 ETMC18 ElM C19 SO
ETMC16 5.53 2.5
ETMC17 0.7708 4.32 2.5
ETMC18 0.7057 0.7500 3,41 2.5
ETMC19 0.7844 0,7363 0.7489 4.74 2.6
Cronbach's alpha =.9228
Tab le E.? Reliability Correlat ion Matrix for the Inteorating Technology Scale
ITA20 ITA21 ITAll ITA23 ITA24 ITA25 ITA26 ITB27 11B28 IT829 ITB30 ITB31A
ITA20
11A21 0.65 26
ITA22 0.7294 0.6329
ITA23 0.6758 0.6165 0.7226
ITA24 0.6318 0.5084 0.5687 06675
ITA25 0.6761 0.5027 0,6856 0,7271 0 ,6771
ITAM 0.6764 0.5592 0 .7043 0.7217 0.8118 0.804 1
IT827 0.6809 0.5340 0.7733 0.8620 0.5921 0.896 1 0.7080
IT828 0 ,6455 0.6036 0.8468 0.7408 0.5977 0.6566 0.6723 0 ,88 11
118 29 0.5791 0.6025 0.561 9 0.6632 0.5584 0.5893 0.6184 0.5454 0.7413
11830 0.6727 0.5404 0.6490 0.7935 0,6171 0.6736 0,8979 0.6755 0.7200 0.6796
IT831A 0.5967 0.5884 0.5939 0.7149 0.5844 0.6441 0,6814 0.5580 0.7489 0.7321 0 ,6974
1183 18 0.5809 0.5399 0.6098 0.7800 0,8018 0 .6525 0,8528 0.5688 066411 0.64111 0 ,688 4 0.7500
[1 8 32 0.8207 0.4669 0.5680 0,8975 0.5606 0 .6438 0,8512 0.6479 0,6440 0.5860 0 .6957 0.7011
11 8 33 0.5577 0.4870 0.5381 0.8972 0.527 5 0.6131 0.8187 0.5599 0.6125 0.51172 0 .84 14 0.6948
ITC34 0 .6334 0.5122 0.6677 0.6552 0,5352 0 ,6616 0,8525 0.6488 0,6302 0.5639 0 .5972 0.6182
ITC35 0.464 9 0.3798 0.5489 0.4402 0 .3207 0 ,4881 0,4693 0.53 16 0.4739 0.4075 0 .4196 0.4473
ITC36 0.6354 0.5 112 0.692 5 0.6402 0.5194 0 ,6704 0 ,6542 0.6548 0.6267 0.5526 06202 0.6103
ITC37 0.5302 0.44 12 0.6030 0.5382 0.41 17 0.5750 0.5692 0.5853 0.5688 0._ 0 .5351 0.5216
(Conti nued)
i
~
Table E.7 (Continued)
IT8318 IT8 32 IT83 3 ITC34 ITC35 ITC36 ITC37 mean so
ITA20 3,86 2 .4
ITA21 2.70 1.,
ITA22 4,00 2.4
ITA23 3.05 2 .4
ITA24 3.08 2 '
11A25 3.43 2.'
11A26 3.22 2.3
118 27 4.51 2.5
IT828 2.97 22
IT8 29 2.37 1.'
118 30 3.03 2.3
IT8 31A 2.28 1.'
IT8318 2.28 1.'
11632 0.6968 2.66 2.5
IT833 0.7170 0.8449 2.05 2.0
ITC34 0,6038 0.6670 0.6120 3.70 2.e
ITC35 0.4007 0.4533 0.3865 0.6679 4 .76 2 .e
ITC36 0 ,5656 0.6254 0,5787 0,8018 0.7177 3.90 2.e
ITC37 0.4784 0.5334 0.4555 0,6809 0.8008 0.7621 4.29 2.7
Cronbadl's alpha = .9969
i
Table E.8 Reliability Correlation Matrix for the subscale - Evaluate . Select and Apply
Technology
----
ITA22 ITA23 ITA24 ITA25 ITA26 SOITA20 ITA2l mean
ITA20 3.85 2.4
ITA21 0.6450 2.73 2.0
ITA22 0.7263 0 .6405 4.02 2 '
ITA23 0.6677 0.6210 0.7238 3.08 2.'
ITA24 0.6239 0.498 3 0.5691 0.6633 3.08 2.4
ITA25 0.6739 0.5023 0.6906 0.7263 0.6784 3.44 2.4
rTA26 0.6689 0. 5646 0.7104 0.7268 0.6137 0.a057 3.24 2.4
Cronbach's alpha = .9301
~
Table E.9 Reliability Correlation Matrix for the subseale - Use Emerging Technologies
ITB27 ITB28 ITB29 ITB30 lTB31A ITB31B ITB32 ITB33
ITa27
ITa2a 0.6765
ITB29 0.5445 0.7415
ITB30 0.6696 0.7212 0.6798
ITB31A 0.5539 0.7464 0.7309 0.6957
ITB31B 0.5645 0.6628 0.6481 0.6866 0.7509
ITB32 0.6465 0.6397 0.5863 0.6897 0.6988 0.6945
ITB33 0.5536 0.6106 0.5960 0.6398 0.6953 0.7176 0.8420
Cronbach's alpha =.9384
4.51
2.97
2.37
3.02
2.26
2.27
2.66
2.04
so
2.5
2.2
1.'
2.3
1.'
1.'
2.5
2.0
Table E.10 Reliability Correlation Matrix for Subscale -
Demonstrate Ethical Use of Technology
ITC34 ITC35 lTC38 ITC37 SD
ITC34 3.69 2.6
ITC35 0.6682 4.77 2.6
ITC36 0,8055 0.7173 3.91 2.6
ITC37 0.6815 0.7996 0.7624 4.29 2.7
Cronbach's alpha =.9189
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Table E.11 Reliability Correlat ion Matrix for the Student Inquiry Scale
DDSTAA39 DDSTAA40 OOSTAA41 DOSTAA42 OOSTAA43 OOSTAA44 OOSTAA45 ODSTA846 DOSTA847 ODSTAB48 mean SO
DDSTAA39 356 2.5
DOSTAA40 0,7533 3,91 2.5
DOSTAA41 0,7620 0.8047 4 25 2.7
DOSTAA42 0,6929 0,7850 07 918 385 2.5
DDSTAA43 0,6605 0,8027 0,7633 08 207 338 2 7
DOSTAA44 0,6556 0,7633 0,7546 0.7906 0.&647 3 18 2 4
OOSTAA45 0,6130 0,6717 0,6377 0.7241 on 44 0,8237 3,14 2.3
ODSTAB46 0,5759 0.6115 0.6305 0.6236 0 6121 0 6912 0.6863 3 14 2.4
DDSTAB47 0,6441 0,6869 06675 0.6988 0.7130 0,7803 0,7261 0 7700 2,60 2.1
OOSTA648 0,8034 0.6411 0.5887 0.6680 0 6830 0,6788 0.7022 O,fI761 0,8294 235 1.8
Cronbach's alpha - .9593
~
fl
Table E.12 Reliabi lity Correlation Matrix for the subscale - Design Develop and Support Technology Activities
DDSTAA39 DDSTAA40 DDSTAA41 OOSTAA42 OOSTAA43 DDSTAA44 ODSTAA45 so
DDSTAA39
DDSTAA40 0.7474
DDSTAA41 0.7566 0.8041
DDSTAA42 0.6930 0.7810
DDSTAA43 0.6572 0.8026
DDSTAA44 0.6532 0.7638
DDSTAA45 0.6095 0.6741
Cronbach's alpha =.9531
0.7863
0.7530
0.7659
0.6397
0.8191
0.7895
0.7205
0.8654
0.7753 0.8235
3.57
3,90
4,24
3.66
3.37
3,17
3.13
2.50
2.50
2.70
2.50
2.40
2.30
2.40
Table E.12 Correlation Matrix for Subscale - Use Technology in Assessing
Student Work
DDSTAB46 ODSTAB47 OOSTAB48 ITC37
OOSTAB46
ODSTAB47 0,7701
ODSTAB48 0.6796 0.8321
Cronbach's alpha = .8966
3.12
2.58
2.34
SD
2.4
2.1
1.'
-u
1l
s
Appendix F
Reliability Correlation
Matrices for the Attitudinal Scale
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Table F 1 Reliability Correlation Matrix for the Enthusiasm/Enjoyment Scale
TATC1 TATC7 TATC13 RTATC19 TATC25 TATC31 TATC37 TATC43
TATC1
TATC7 0.5142
TATC13 0.592 5 0.5981
RTATC19 0.410 0 0.5057 0.5425
TATC25 0.5159 0.6147 0.6876 0.5877
TATC31 0.5304 0.5430 0.6305 0.4620 0.6136
TATC37 0.4663 0.4794 0.5057 0.4798 0.4518 0 .5180
TATC43 0.5463 0.5919 0.6272 0 ,5585 0.6839 0 .6444 0.5011
TATC49 0.5388 0.4814 0.592 7 0.4744 0.6183 0.5309 0.4348 0.5811
TATC55 0.5280 0 ,5132 0 ,6087 0 .5311 0.7507 0.6050 0.4858 0.7145
TATCe 1 0.4772 0.5151 0.5506 0.4707 0.6283 0.5656 0 ,4139 0.6726
RTATC67 0 .3352 0.3217 0.3847 0.3389 0.4184 0.3729 0.2379 0.4589
TATC71 0.5104 0.5171 0.5335 0.4648 0,5119 0.5228 0,6135 0.5758
RTATC75 0.5449 0.4829 0.6216 0.5326 0.5388 0.5495 0 4965 0.6594
TATC78 0,4877 0.4290 0.5101 0.37 43 0.5675 0.5393 0.3540 0.5628
(continued)
i
~
Table F.1 (Continued)
TATC49 TATC55 l ATC61 RTATC67 TATC71 RTATC75 TATC711 so
TATC1
TATC7
TATC13
RTATC19
TATC25
TATC31
TATC37
TATC43
TATC49
TATC55
TATCSl
RTATCS7
TATcn
RTATC75
TATC78
0.6202
0.5077
0.5151
0.472"
0.5709
0.5904
0.6506
0 5233
0.5267
0.6061
0.6020
0.3626
0.5"30
05619
0."917
0 ,26304
0."22 1
0.5308
0.5570
0.3966 0.4919
1.57
1.59
1.77
1.58
1,81
1.97
1.36
1.78
2.23
1.95
1.85
3.00
1." 4
1.87
2.91
0 7
08
0.9
09
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.9
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.3
0.7
1.0
1.2
Cronbach's alpha = .9379
i
iii
Table F 2 Reliabi lity Correlation Matrix for the Computer Anxietv Scale
RTATC2 RTATC8 RTATC104RTATC20 RTATC26 TATC32 RTATC38 RTATC0404
RTATC2
RTATC8 0.71046
RTATC104 0.5998 0.6881
RTATC20 0.6263 0.7394 0.6625
RTATC26 0.6185 0.638 5 0.5484 0.6068
TATC32 0.5769 0.6037 0.529 1 0.5682 0.5809
RTATC38 0.6432 0.6918 0.3579 0.6444 0,5538 0,5851
RTATC044 0.5042 0.5204 0,0404 10 0,4440 0,4387 0,5251 0.6092
RTATC50 0.6390 0.6839 0.59 19 0,5901 0 ,5744 0,6232 0.5978 0,50475
RTATC56 0.04339 0.42 41 0.4677 0 ,04107 0.4707 0.5140 0.4829 0,04993
TATC62 0,5986 0.6428 0.5410 0.5960 0.5321 0.6676 0.5802 0,5016
RTATC68 0.5571 0 .6235 0.5270 0.5703 0.5609 0.682 4 0.5957 0 ,5709
TATC72 0.5838 0.7013 0.5980 0.6303 0.5724 0.7533 0.5942 0 ,4567
RTATC76 0.4819 0 ,4943 0,04559 0.47042 0.5345 0.4685 04715 0 ,04582
TATC79 0.4945 0.5953 0.4970 0.5619 0.044048 0.56704 0 .5551 0.4545
(Continued)
i
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Table F.2 (Continued)
RTATC50 RTATCse TATC62 RTATC66 TATC72 RTATC76 TATC79 so
RTATC2
RTATC8
RTATC1-4
RTATC20
RTATC26
TATC32
RTATC38
RTATC44
RTATC50
RTATC56 0,4574
TATC62 0.5918 0.-4747
RTATC68 0.6592 0.5344
TATcn 0.6402 0.4504
RTATC76 0.4661 0.5868
TATC79 0.5855 0.4285
Cronbach's alpha = .9498
0.5979
0.7641
0 ,5211
0,5601
0.6283
0.4979
0.5726
0.-4934
0.6232 0,3945
1.99
2.03
1.81
U I7
2.27
2.92
206
2.64
2.19
2.54
2.37
2.58
2,16
2,16
2.35
1.3
1.2
1.1
1 2
1.3
1.3
1.2
t
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.3
i
:li
Table F.3 Reliability Correlation Matrix for the Computer A.....oidance Scale
RTATC3 RTATC9 RTATC15 RTATC21 RTATC27 RTATC33 TATC39 TATC-45
RTATC3
RTAT C9 0.1632
RTATC15 0.259-4 02 263
RTAT C21 0.3969 0 ,2121 0.3052
RTATC27 0.2968 0.3216 0.-45-49 0 ,-4526
RTAT C33 0.0979 0.1600 0.1179 0.1367 0.1778
TATC39 0.1606 0.2011 0.2990 0,2070 0.2235 0.0306
TATC-45 0,1609 0.2724 0,3224 0.2402 0.3314 0.1-412 0 ,4794
RTATC5 1 0.2553 0.0657 0.2145 0.3370 0.2517 0.0528 0.2465 0.2655
RTATC57 0.2946 0.2158 0.2997 0.3672 0.-4331 0.0578 0 .2264 0,3521
TATC63 0.292-4 0,2685 0 ,-40-44 0.3605 0.4324 O.06n 0 2559 0.5006
RTATC69 0.2576 0.2235 0.1602 0 ,2955 0 ,2443 0.1606 0.1922 0.2562
TATC73 0.2868 0.1398 0.2184 0 ,28-45 0.3027 0.0352 0.2100 0.3-4-41
(Continued)
~
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Tabla F.3 (Continued)
RTATC51 RTATC57 TATC63 RTATC69 TATC73
RTATC3
RTATC9
RTATC15
RTATC21
RTATC27
RTATC33
TATC39
TATC45
RTATC51
RTATC57 0.4263
TATC63 0.2192 0.4310
RTATC69 0.1384 0.2983 0.2574
TATC793 0.2678 0.1988 0.2749 0.1754
Cronbach's alpha = .7977
1.16
1.37
1.37
1.4
1.91
2.25
1.23
1.29
1.59
1.87
1.45
1.47
1.35
so
0.5
0.'
0.7
O.
1.2
1.1
0.5
0.5
0'
1.1
0.7
0.7
0.7
~
8
Table FA Reliability Correlation Matrix for the Attitude Toward Email
~
TATC4 TATC10 TATC16 TATC22 TATC26 TATC34 TATC40
TATC4
TATC10 0.6565
TATC16 0.6333 0.7417
TATC22 0.6478 0.7053 0.7507
TATC28 0.6233 0.6216 0.7351 0.6809
TATC34 0,4552 0,4459 0.4940 0.4699 0,4947
TATC40 0 5592 0.5359 0.5800 0,6012 0,5792 0.5413
TATC46 0.492 4 0 ,4841 0.5192 0.5219 0,5461 0.4434 0.5720
TATC52 0.495 2 0.5082 0.5141 0,5512 0 ,6044 0.4511 0,5616
TATC58 0.4613 0.4382 0,4889 0.5335 0.5196 0 .4753 0.5497
TATC64 0.3159 0.3144 0.3620 0 ,3325 0.3530 0 .3570 0.3156
(Continued )
i
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Ta ble F 4 <Continued)
TATC46 TATC52 TATC58 TATC64 mean so
TATC4 2.09 O.
TATC10 2.11 0.'
TATC16 2.24 0.'
TATC22 2.24 0.'
TATC28 2.37 0.'
TATC34 2,64 0.'
TATC40 2.28 08
TATC46 2,52 0.'
TATC52 0.5793 2,33 0.'
TATC58 0,5588 0.6073 2.41 0.'
TATC64 0.3594 0.3049 0.3120 3,18 1.0
Cronbach's alpha = .9197
i
s
Table F.5 Reliability Correlation Matrix for the Negatiye Impact on
~
RTATC5 RTATC11 RTATC17 RTATC23 RTATC29 RTATC35 RTATC41
RTATC5
RTATC11 0.2651
RTATC17 0.3354 0.2639
RTATC23 0.4612 0 234 5 0,5097
RTATC29 0.3019 02206 0,4778 0,4408
RTATC35 0.3113 0.3240 0,3911 0.4102 04 510
RTATC41 0.3978 0.2325 0.4937 0.4578 0 ,4332 0,330 1
RTATC-47 0.2646 0.3585 0.4260 0.4105 0.5037 0.3815 0.3651
RTATC53 0,1936 0.1867 0.2330 0.2379 0.1922 0.1205 0.1603
RTATC59 0.3128 0.3035 0.3463 0,3043 0.3344 0.3545 0.2340
RTATC65 0,1820 0,2998 04253 02787 0.4120 0.3545 0 .3009
(Continued)
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TableF.5~
RTATC47 RTATC53 RTATC59 RTATC65
RTATC5
RTATC11
RTATC17
RTATC23
RTATC29
RTATC35
RTATC41
RTATC47
RTATC53 0.2423
RTATC59 0.3410 0.4147
RTATC65 0.5152 0.1890 0.3803
Cronbach's alpha = .8466
267
1.54
2.27
2.15
2.57
2.47
2.81
2.24
1.63
1.87
2.21
so
1.3
0.'
t .2
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.'
1.0
i
~
Table F.6 Reliabil ity Corre lation Matrix for the Computer Productivity Scale
TATC6 TATC12 TATC18 TATC24 TATC30 TATC36 TATC42 TATC" 8 TATCS4
TATC6
TATC12 0." 502
TATC18 0 .3373 0,4"05
TATC2.. 0."035 0,3521 0...55..
TATC30 0 .3....7 0.3411 0.2803 0 ,3578
TATC36 0 .27" 5 0.3216 0,3762 0.3295 0,2687
TATC42 0 ,5009 0.4079 0,3761 0.4228 0,4330 0.2881
TATC48 0 .4737 0,4"20 0.3916 0.4336 0,"39 5 0.4077 0,4011
TATC54 0.1769 0.2737 0.1815 0.1529 0.1870 0.2366 0.2850 02126
TATC60 0.3763 0.2842 0.2519 0.2940 0.2301 0.2242 0."5"4 0.3179 0.3017
TATC66 0 ." 932 0.3103 0.3372 0.3564 0.2950 0.3522 0."087 0,"554 0.22"3
TATe 70 0 ,2796 0 ,2530 0.2014 0.3086 0.3278 0.2342 0.3163 0.3145 0.1627
TATC74 0 .2711 0 ,2943 0.27Q1 0.2615 0.1713 0.2779 0.334" 0,2615 0,2968
TATcn 0.3555 0,2735 0 ,1859 0 ,2299 0.2056 0.1761 0.4023 0.3361 0 ,2306
TATC80 0 .3780 0.3833 03687 0.3538 0.2915 0.4442 0.5029 0.4299 0 ,3062
(Con tinue d)
ig
Table F.6 (Continued)
TATC60 TATC66 TATC70 TATC74 TATC77 TATC80 so
TATC6
TATC12
TATC18
TATC24
TATC30
TATC36
TATC42
TATC48
TATCS4
TATC60
TATC66 0.3263
TATC70 0.3538 0.3112
TATC74 0.2775 0.2964
TATC77 0.5352 02831
TATC80 0.4233 0.3088
Cronbach's alpha = .8729
0.2395
0.2884
0.32 19
0.3177
0.9930 0.4242
2 .05
1.61
1.46
1.55
2.42
1.29
2.07
1.70
1.38
1.95
1.97
1.83
1.30
2.56
1.39
10
0.8
0.7
07
1.0
0.5
1.1
0.7
0.8
1.1
0.'
0.8
0.'
1.1
0.6
~
8




